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Piezoelectric nitrides are technologically relevant materials, crucial for connecting to-
day’s cellular networks and positioned to enable the advanced communication networks of
the future. However, new and improved piezoelectric materials are needed to deliver the per-
formance requirements of these future networks. Here, combinatorial methods are applied
in the search for new and improved piezoelectric nitride materials. In order to promote
understanding of the current state of this field, a review of high-throughput methodology,
nitride materials, and piezoelectric materials is presented as an introduction. A state of the
art material, (Al,Sc)N, is investigated and important structure-property and composition-
property relationships are illuminated by coupling computation and experiments. Further
investigation, enabled by development of a new methodology, confirms a decrease in the
elastic modulus with increasing scandium concentration. Chromium nitride alloying in alu-
minum nitride ((Al,Cr)N) is identified for similar enhancement of piezoelectric strain prop-
erties and an important structure-property relationship is investigated, and confirmed, by
high-throughput experiments. A next-generation piezoelectric nitride material, LaWN3, was
then targeted and explored for its predicted perovskite structure and piezoelectric proper-
ties, which are both confirmed. In the process of investigating this material, the possibility
of other stable nitride perovskites (ABN3), and techniques for tuning properties through
oxygen incorporation (AB(N,O)3) are highlighted. In parallel to the materials studies per-
formed here, a robust software package for combinatorial data handling was produced and
distributed in order to accelerate these and future high-throughput experiments. This work
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Piezoelectric materials are critical materials for widely used technologies, such as sonar,
ultrasound, ink-jet printing, and wireless communication.[9] Piezoelectrics have enabled wire-
less broadband communication technologies and the miniaturization of devices; however, the
piezoelectric materials included in surface acoustic wave (SAW), bulk acoustic wave (BAW),
and film-bulk acoustic resonator (FBAR) devices are operating at the upper limit of their per-
formance capabilities to satiate the thirst for data from a growing number of users around the
world. The strategic importance of these materials and devices was highlighted in spring of
2018 when the Trump administration stopped the Asia-based wireless chip maker Broadcom
from acquiring the US-based wireless chip maker Qualcomm, citing concerns over national
security. The acquisition would have given China the advantage in next-generation tech-
nologies for wireless communications, making US-based companies dependent upon Chinese
chip makers.[10].
The use of micro-electro-mechanical system (MEMS) devices has enabled miniaturization
of the modern cellular radio frequency (RF) front ends down to circuit board mountable
chips. Piezoelectric materials are heavily utilized to make these on-chip MEMS-RF filters.
These devices employ electrically induced mechanical resonance within piezoelectric thin
films to filter the transmission and receive frequency bands of the electromagnetic spectrum
that are allocated for that device at that time. The specific frequency and power requirements
dictate the chosen filter design, the most common of which are FBAR, BAW, and SAW,
which are shown in Figure 1.1. Communication bands are increasingly loaded with traffic,
requiring the RF front end of the device to hop between or mix signals from numerous
filters and frequencies. The complexity and importance of these devices is highlighted by
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the fact that MEMS-RF filters are the most costly part of the RF front end, with annual
sales amounting to 13 billion US dollars for these components alone in 2017.[11]
FBAR and BAW devices operate on the same principle; resonance at a target frequency
in the piezoelectric thin film is isolated atop either a Bragg reflector (BAW) or by mechanical
isolation via suspension (FBAR). The only electrical signal that passes through the device
is at the resonance frequency. An RF band pass filter is constructed by pairs of series and
shunt resonators that detune the RF filters and allow a band of frequencies to pass. Tuning
of individual filter frequencies is achieved through variation of the film thickness, which
requires a separate masking, deposition, and etch for each filter frequency on a single chip
die.
Figure 1.1: Primary radio frequency filter designs. The A) BAW and B) FBAR device designs
operate on the same principle, holding a standing wave in a piezoelectric material with a
frequency that matches the desired pass frequency. In both cases, the primary resonance
mode has a wavelength twice the thickness of the piezoelectric layer. In SAW devices (not
shown here), the resonance is in the plane of the piezoelectric material and the frequency is













The mechanical coupling coefficients for an RF filter operating in the through-thickness
mode of a BAW or FBAR resonator and the transverse mode of a SAW resonator are
shown in Equations 1.1 and 1.2, respectively From these relationships, it is seen that the
filter efficiency could be improved most dramatically by increases in the piezoelectric stress
coefficients and decreases in the material stiffness. However, the most relevant figure of
merit for these devices is actually the product of the mechanical coupling coefficient and the
mechanical quality factor (Qm). Qm is the inverse of the cumulative losses, which include
intrinsic dissipation, losses at interfaces and electrodes, and conductive losses. Aluminum
nitride (AlN) is the industry standard in RF filters due to a high Qm value of 2500 at 2
GHz in resonators, where a k233 value of 6.5% is tolerated.[12]
With the internet of things building momentum and smartphone users developing higher
data demands, the data requirement by 2019 is projected to be 25 exabytes (1 exabyte =
1018 bytes), an order of magnitude greater than just 5 years prior.[13] The evolution to fifth
generation (5G) technology is needed to accommodate this ever-increasing demand. There
are newly available data bands allocated by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC)
for 5G cellular technology; however, increases are still needed in the operating frequencies
of RF filters, in addition to reductions in device power consumption, for the new bands
to be utilized.[14] New, or modified, piezoelectric materials with low losses and improved
piezoelectric properties are desired by RF filter makers to meet these needs.[15]
This work focuses on nitride-based ceramic materials. In application, nitride piezoelectric
materials are largely limited to AlN and, more recently, (Al,Sc)N.[16] Some theorists have
predicted piezoelectric responses from III-V nitrides[17] and property modifications resulting
from numerous doping schemes of AlN.[18] However, the experimental literature has not kept
pace with predictions, leaving ample room for additional investigation. The present work was
motivated by the vastness of this potential material space, combined with the high demand
for material development in this area.
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Combinatorial materials research (Combi), a type of high-throughput experimentation
(HTE), demonstrates potential for pursuing the goals of the Materials Genome Initiative[19],
which include combined high-throughput synthesis, characterization, and analysis method-
ologies. By depositing thin films with gradients in composition and/or processing parameters,
libraries with grids of unique samples are produced. Spatially-resolved measurement tech-
niques expose this variation in material properties and enable comparisons to be made among
the samples. Large quantities of data and complex relationships motivate application of ad-
vanced data engineering and analysis techniques. The power of this methodology is applied
here with the goal of increased efficiency for both materials exploration and material opti-
mization. This methodology is particularly well-suited for exploration of nitride materials,
as they are typically applied as thin films and require ultra-high vacuum processing.
1.2 Research Goals
In the effort to develop an understanding of piezoelectric nitrides by combinatorial meth-
ods, the following research goals are established:
1. Document the current state of piezoelectric nitride materials and the high-throughput
exploration thereof.
2. Develop an understanding of the mechanisms that lead to high performance in piezo-
electric nitride materials.
3. Investigate new, computationally predicted piezoelectric nitride materials.
4. Extend and improve combinatorial methodology to increase experimental efficiency.
1.3 Organization
The thesis chapters that follow are published and submitted journal articles that doc-
ument the contributions made by the author to the field of nitride materials, piezoelectric
materials, and combinatorial research methodology in the course of his doctoral studies.
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Each chapter begins with a synopsis of the presented publication, which details the author’s
contributions, the state of the field during the course of the work, how the paper contributed
to the field, and how the paper contributes to the established goals of this thesis.
The body of this work lies at the intersection of three fields: nitride materials, piezo-
electric materials, and combinatorial research methodology. As such, Chapter 2 is a review
article that provides a synopsis of developments and state-of-the-art in each of these fields,
including description of ways in which they overlap. This work accomplishes research goal
1. Chapters 3 and 4 support research goal 2. These chapters investigate the underlying
mechanisms at play in the (Al,Sc)N heterostructural alloy system and explore important
features of this material. The following three chapters accomplish research goal 3. Chapter
5 explores a new piezoelectric nitride system, (Al,Cr)N, for expected high performance based
on principles documented in the course of the (Al,Sc)N alloy investigation. Chapters 6 and
7 document the progress on a next-generation nitride piezoelectric material, LaWN3, which
is not a derivative of AlN. Chapter 8 documents a software package written and distributed
to handle the large amounts of combinatorial data produced during combinatorial studies,
one of many advancements made toward research goal 4. Finally Chapter 9 summarizes and
draws conclusions from the entire body of work.
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CHAPTER 2
A REVIEW OF HIGH-THROUGHPUT APPROACHES TO SEARCH FOR
PIEZOELECTRIC NITRIDES
An invited review accepted for publication in the Journal of Vacuum Science and
Technology A
Kevin R. Talley1 Rachel Sherbondy2 Andriy Zakutayev 3 Geoff Brennecka4
This invited review article serves as the introduction to this thesis, as it provides back-
ground information and outlines the fields encompassed herein. It gives an introduction to
piezoelectric properties, high-throughput experimentation, nitride materials, and the state
of the field lying at the intersection of all three. First, theory-based approaches to finding
and understanding these materials are reviewed, with a specific focus on piezoelectric ma-
terials. Next, high-throughput experimental methods that have been generally applied to
piezoelectric materials are reviewed. Finally, to set the stage for the body of this thesis, the
last section specifically reviews the piezoelectric nitride space.
The thesis author was the primary author on this review article, having written a majority
of the article and conducted extensive literature review on the topics covered. This review
article was written in the final year of the author’s doctoral research and is aptly timed, given
the push to find next-generation piezoelectric materials capable of aiding in the transition to
5G cellular technology. At the time of preparation, the promise of (Al,Sc)N as a material with
5G capabilities was in question, while interest in the ferroelectric properties of the system
were just beginning to rise. In parallel, new materials in this space were being predicted by
theorists, but experimental follow-up work was lacking. This paper documents the current
1Principle author
2Secondary author
3Adviser, expert in high-throughput methodology
4Adviser, expert in piezoelectric materials
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state of piezoelectric nitride materials with a focus on how computational and experimental
approaches overlap and complement each other. A summary of the nitride piezoelectric
literature timeline is presented, in order to put advancements and directions in context.
2.1 Abstract
Piezoelectric materials are commonplace in modern technological devices, and the preva-
lence of these materials is poised to increase in the years to come. The majority of known
piezoelectrics are oxide materials, due in part to the related themes of a legacy of ceramists
building off of mineralogical crystallography and the relative simplicity of fabricating oxide
specimens. However, diversification beyond oxides offers exciting opportunities to identify
and develop new materials perhaps better suited for certain applications. Aluminum nitride
(and recently, its Sc-modified derivative) is the only commercially integrated piezoelectric
nitride in use today, although this is likely to change in the near future with increased use
of high-throughput techniques for materials discovery and development. This review cov-
ers modern methods—both computational and experimental—that have been developed to
explore chemical space for new materials with targeted characteristics. Here, we focus on
the application of theory and high-throughput experimental approaches to discovering and
optimizing piezoelectric nitride materials. While the focus of this review is on the search for
and development of new piezoelectric nitrides, most of the research approaches discussed in
this article are both chemistry- and application-agnostic.
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2.2 Introduction to piezoelectrics and nitrides
Integrated piezoelectrics have become ubiquitous in modern life, converting electrical
energy to mechanical energy and vice versa behind the scenes in applications ranging from
wireless communications and inkjet printers to medical ultrasound. For the first century
after the discovery of the piezoelectric effect in 1880 [20], the vast majority of piezoelectrics
were based on quartz, BaTiO3, or Pb(Zr,Ti)O3. In recent decades, both demand for new
applications and availability of new materials fabrication and integration technologies have
led to a rapid expansion in the piezoelectric materials space, fueled by the desire to develop
lead-free piezoelectric materials with properties comparable to Pb(Zr,Ti)O3.[21]
In the past few decades, nitride materials rapidly established themselves as essential com-
ponents of modern technology. Led by flagship GaN-based semiconductors, these materials
have revolutionized the field of energy-efficient lighting[22], In addition, nitride based ma-
terials are commonly used for hard coatings[23], catalysis[24], and many other applications.
These technological successes refueled interest to design and discovery of new functional
materials in a broader family of nitrides.
In recent years, high-throughput techniques have massively increased the rate of materials
discovery and development. Ever-increasing computational power enables high-throughput
computations of properties for all chemical compounds with known crystal structures. Simi-
larly, increased automation of experimental equipment led to significant increases in through-
put of materials experimentation. Finally, paired computational and experimental methods
coupled to data mining and machine learning for materials discovery benefited greatly from
investment fueled by the Materials Genome Initiative (MGI).
The present article summarizes the intersection of these three topics, briefly reviewing
high-throughput studies of piezoelectrics and nitrides more generally before focusing on re-
cent efforts for the rapid discovery and development of new piezoelectric nitrides. Current
approaches to discovering and optimizing piezoelectric materials, specifically nitrides, are
covered within this review. To this end, we begin by discussing piezoelectric material prop-
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erties (Section 2.2.1) and nitride materials (Section 2.2.2) rather broadly. Then we present a
detailed discussion of the efforts and strategies used to identify new piezoelectric materials by
both theory (Section 2.3) and high-throughput experimental (Section 2.4) approaches, and
then focus on how these two approaches are used in conjunction for the study of piezoelectric
nitrides specifically (Section 2.5). Finally (Section 2.6) we suggest strategies for continued
exploration of the nitride piezoelectric material space.
Table 2.1: Relative dielectric permittivity at constant strain (ǫχ33) and stress (ǫ
σ
33), the inde-
pendent piezoelectric strain coefficients (d33, d31, d15), the mechanical quality factor (Qm),
mechanical coupling coefficient(k33), pyroelectric coefficient(ρ), two mechanical compliance
coefficients at constant electric field (SE11,S
E
33), and the piezoelectric Curie temperature (TC)
for common materials, including two nitrides (gallium nitride and aluminum nitride), two
oxides (zinc oxide and silicon dioxide), and one sulphide (cadmium sulphide). Values are
tabulated in Ref. 8 and reproduced by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry, TC
values added here.
Material GaN AlN CdS ZnO α-(SiO2)
Piezoelectric ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Pyroelectric ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗
Ferroelectric ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗
ǫχ33 11.2[25] 10[26] 9.53[27] 8.84[28] 4.63[29]
ǫσ33 – 11.9[30] 10.33[27] 11.0[28] 4.63[29]
d33 (pC/N) 3.77[31] 5[31] 10.3[27] 12.4[32] d11=-2.3[29]
d31 (pC/N) -19[31] -2[31] -5.18[27] -5.0[32] –
d15 (pC/N) 3.1[33] 3.6[33] -13.98[27] -8.3[32] d14=0.67[29]
Qm 2800[34] 2490[35] 1000[36] 1770[35] 10
5–106[37]
k33 – 0.23[35] 0.26[27] 0.48[32] 0.1[38]
ρ(µC/(m2K)) -4.8[39] -(6-8)[40] -4[41] -9.4[41] –
SE11(10
−12/Pa) 3.326[42] 2.854[42] 20.69[43] 7.86[43] 12.77[29]
SE33(10
−12/Pa) 2.915[42] 2.824[42] 16.97[43] 6.94[43] 9.73[29]
TC(
◦C) >1000[44] >2000[45] >1000[46] >2000[47] 573[48]
2.2.1 Piezoelectric materials
Piezoelectric ceramics have many industrial uses in bulk form including microposition-
ers, actuators, and ultrasonic motors[59]. They are equally useful as thin films in applica-
tions such as energy harvesting [8], microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) [60], acoustic
devices[61], transducers[62], and lab-on-a-chip devices[63]. The field of piezoMEMS devices
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Table 2.2: Relative dielectric permittivity at constant strain (ǫχ33) and stress (ǫ
σ
33), the inde-
pendent piezoelectric strain coefficients (d33, d31, d15), the mechanical quality factor (Qm),
mechanical coupling coefficient(k33), pyroelectric coefficient(ρ), two mechanical compliance
coefficients at constant electric field (SE11,S
E
33), and the ferroelectric Curie temperature (TC)
for common perovskite structured oxide materials including two classic materials (barium
titanate and lithium niobate), ”hard” and ”soft” Pb(Zr/Ti)O3 materials (PZT-4 and PZT-
5H respectively) and another common alloy system Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3–PbTiO3 (PMN-PT).
Values are tabulated in Ref. 8 and reproduced by permission of The Royal Society of Chem-
istry, TC values added here.
Material BaTiO3 PZT-4 PZT-5H PMN–PT LiNbO3
Piezoelectric ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Pyroelectric ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Ferroelectric ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
ǫχ33 910[49] 635[49] 1470[49] 680[50] 27.9[51]
ǫσ33 1200[49] 1300[49] 3400[49] 8200[50] 28.7[51]
d33 (pC/N) 149[49] 289[49] 593[49] 2820[50] 6[51]
d31 (pC/N) -58[49] -123[49] -274[49] -1330[50] -1.0[51]
d15 (pC/N) 242[49] 495[49] 741[49] 146[50] 69[37]
Qm 400[49] 500[49] 65[49] 43–2050[35, 52] 10
4[53]
k33 0.49[54] 0.7[55] 0.75[55] 0.94[50] 0.23[37]
ρ(µC/(m2K)) -200[41] -260[41] -260[41] -1790[56] -83[41]
SE11(10
−12/Pa) 8.6[49] 12.3[49] 16.4[49] 69.0[50] 5.83[51]
SE33(10
−12/Pa) 9.1[49] 15.5[49] 20.8[49] 119.6[50] 5.02[51]
TC(
◦C) 115[55] 315[57] 225[57] 175[58] 1150[57]
has emerged as particularly vibrant, both technologically and economically, for various types
of sensors, actuators, and filters.[35] In these devices the active piezoelectric layer is typically
one of the materials in Tables 2.1 and 2.2 depending on the device requirements and the
fabrication facility capabilities.[35] The first three rows of each Table shows the existence
of piezoelectric, pyroelectric, and/or ferroelectric properties. These classifications are deter-
mined by the symmetry of the material, which is represented graphically in Figure 2.1.b.
Piezoelectric materials exhibit a crystalline symmetry that is non-centrosymmetric (lacking
an inversion center) such that application of a mechanical stress results in the separation of
charge centers and development of an electric dipole. Conversely, application of an electric
field produces a mechanical strain. The electrical and mechanical properties of piezoelectrics
are therefore intimately coupled. To be piezoelectric, the material must belong to one of 20
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non-centrosymmetric crystal classes[64]: 1, 2, m, 222, mm2, 4, 4̄, 422, 4mm, 4̄2m, 3, 32, 3m,
6, 6̄, 622, 6mm, 6̄2m, 23, or 4̄3m. Further, materials belonging to one of the 10 polar crystal
classes[64] (1, 2, m, mm2, 4, 4mm, 3, 3m, 6, 6mm) possess a permanent (“spontaneous”)
dipole at the unit cell level even in the absence of an external electric field. As the mag-
nitude of this spontaneous dipole is naturally temperature-dependent, these materials are
referred to as pyroelectric. Ferroelectric materials are an experimental subset of pyroelectric
materials in which the direction of the permanent dipole can be reversibly reoriented under
an external electric field.
Piezoelectrics couple mechanical and electrical energy through non-centrosymmetric sym-
metry at the crystallographic unit cell level such that application of a mechanical stress
produces a surface charge on an insulating piezoelectric. This relationship between applied
stress (σij) and dielectric displacement (Di) is the direct piezoelectric effect (Eq. 2.1), while
an applied electric field (Ei) produces mechanical strain (χij) via the converse piezoelectric
effect (Eq. 2.2). Both responses are governed by the piezoelectric strain coefficient (dijk).
Piezoelectric materials are often characterized by the piezoelectric stress coefficient (eijk),
elastic stiffness or compliance (cijkl or sijkl), piezoelectric strain coefficient (dijk), and di-
electric permittivity (ǫij), which are all tensor values, reflecting the anisotropy common
in crystalline materials. The relationships among these values are shown schematically in
Figure 2.1 and described in the equations that follow using reduced (Voigt) notation for
simplicity. Derivation of these relationships and further details on the reduced tensor nota-
tion used within can be found elsewhere.[65, 66] It should also be noted that the equations
outlined below and Figure 2.1 assume all other parameters (e.g., temperature, magnetic
field, and so on) are constant; extension of the concepts to additional coupled phenomena is
straightforward.[65, 67]
The electrical properties of a polarizable deformable solid are related to the mechanical
properties through the the piezoelectric coefficients (Eq. 2.1 and Eq. 2.2).
Di = eik χj or Di = dik σk (2.1)
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Figure 2.1: (a) Partial Heckmann diagram showing the relationships used to describe electri-
cal field and stress coupling in materials, where energy is stored in dielectric displacement and
lattice strain. Note: Subscripts are shown here in full form; the rest of this work uses reduced
notation (b) Nested diagram of categorical descriptors for piezoelectric materials..[65]
χi = dik Ek or σi = −eik Ej (2.2)
Each of these relationships can be written in terms of the strain (χk) or stress (σk) fields, as
the piezoelectric coefficients dik and eik are connected through the mechanical properties of
the lattice (Eq. 2.3) as shown in Eq. 2.4.
σi = cik χk or χi = sik σk (2.3)
dik = eip cpk or eik = dip spk (2.4)
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The standard set of constitutive equations which govern piezoelectric behavior can be derived
by combining Eq. 2.4 with Eq. 2.1, resulting in Eq. 2.5 for total dielectric displacement, and
by adding Eq. 2.2 and Eq. 2.3, resulting in Eq. 2.6, which describes the total stress or strain.
Di = ǫik Ek + eik χk or Di = ǫik Ek + dik σk (2.5)
σi = cik χk − eik Ek or χi = sik σk + dik Ek (2.6)
Thus, piezoelectric performance depends largely on the piezoelectric stress (eik) and lattice
stiffness (sik). Note that ferroelectricity is not a requirement for piezoelectricty, however,
the best known piezoelectrics are usually also ferroelectrics due to strain contributions from
domain reorientation.
Strongly coupled structure-property relationships within piezoelectric materials drive re-
search of the corresponding parameters and the tunability of each. One such parameter is
the Curie temperature (TC), which is the temperature at which the material undergoes a
transition to a centrosymmetric phase and thus a loss of piezoelectric properties, or from a
polar phase to a non-polar phase and thus a loss of ferroelectric properties, and therefore
acts as an upper temperature boundary in applications. Most commonly used piezoelectric
materials have a TC in the range of 100−500◦C with a few exceptions such as LiNbO3, where
TC > 1000
◦C; however there is typically a decrease in piezoelectric performance parameters
with increased TC .[68] See Table 2.1 and Table 2.2 for a comparison of TC , and many other
properties mentioned here.
The greater piezoelectric community working on materials which exhibit MPBs have been
largely focused on oxide materials, but the success of AlN-based alloys has spurred increased
interest in the exploration of other non-oxides for use in thin film form.
2.2.2 Nitride materials
Nitrides are an important and growing class of materials exhibiting a variety of useful
electronic and physical properties.[2, 69, 70] Nitrides have a lower exothermic energy of
formation when compared to oxides with a 2:1 nitrogen to oxygen bond energy ratio.[71] In
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most of the III-nitride materials there is a strong covalent bond character, however in other
binary nitrides there is metallic bond character, suggesting ternary nitrides likely contain a
wide range of bond character. This results in metal-metal orbital overlap strongly influencing
stability and properties.[72] For this review we limit discussion to studies of nitride materials
that show piezoelectric response. Much of the work on piezoelectric properties of nitrides
has actually focused on mitigating rather than enhancing piezoelectric effects, such as in
the case of multi-layer quantum well devices incorporating the AlN-GaN-InN isostructural
wurtzite alloy. AlN–GaN–InN is one of the most used nitride systems underlying a wide
variety of optoelectronic and power electronic devices.[73] AlN-GaN-InN alloys are flexible,
as they can be grown by many methods[74] with a wide lattice constant (4.4–5.0 Å) and
bandgap (1.9–6.2 eV) range[73]. The polar character of these materials in relation to lighting
and high power/frequency devices has been well documented and reviewed elsewhere[75,
76]. In many devices based on this materials system, the strain present at heterostructural
interfaces requires mitigation (or at least consideration) of the piezoelectric effect because
the piezoelectric fields can have substantial effects on the electronic properties of quantum
well devices.[74, 75, 77–79] Piezoelectric properties of AlN and GaN can be compared to
other materials in Table 2.1 and 2.2.
The most notable piezoelectric nitride material used in commercial applications is alu-
minum nitride (AlN). Even though the piezoelectric strain coefficient is significantly lower
than other commercially important piezoelectric materials (d33,AlN = 3-5 pm/V)[80, 81],
AlN is utilized for acoustic resonators, primarily for the ease of deposition by physical vapor
deposition (PVD) techniques, high mechanical quality factor (Qm), a near zero tempera-
ture dependence of frequency coefficient, and compatibility with complementary metal oxide
semiconductor (CMOS) processing facilities.[82] As of the last decade, AlN based alloys have
become the focus of many studies for their promise of improved performance.
The nitride chemical space remains under-explored, but this is gradually changing. As
shown in Figure 2.2, interest within the scientific community in nitride materials, including
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Figure 2.2: Number of publications by year under the topic of nitride (grey, left) and under
both topics nitride and piezoelectric (blue, right) or nitride and semiconductor (red, right).
Inset shows overlap and relative quantities for 2018. Retrieved from Clarivate Analytics Web
of Science, May 2019.
semiconducting and piezoelectric nitrides, has been steadily increasing over the past 25 years.
A substantial amount of piezoelectric nitride literature has focused on better understand-
ing the physical parameters, specifically piezoelectric and elastic properties, of aluminum
nitride.[83, 84] The piezoelectric nitride literature has grown significantly more diverse after
reports of enhanced piezoelectric properties in aluminum nitride upon alloying with scandium
nitride by Akiyama et al.[85] spurred interest in materials beyond AlN.
2.3 Theoretical methods for discovering and understanding piezoelectrics
Before delving into the development of new piezoelectric nitrides, it is important to briefly
review computational approaches from the broader oxide piezoelectric community that have
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informed the more recent nitride-focused studies. The concepts and strategies of piezoelectric
materials modeling are indifferent to the chemistry and only vary by the specific details of
the models themselves. While the focus of this review is piezoelectric nitrides, numerous
studies of piezoelectric materials have focused historically on oxide materials. While not
nitrides, the principles used within these studies are applicable to nitride materials as well.
The most common tool used for investigating materials through first-principles is density
functional theory (DFT). DFT tools have been under development for more than half a
century and are now sufficiently accurate (and rapid) to enable exploration of various material
parameters and properties computationally, greatly accelerating materials discovery.[86–88]
DFT is built around the use of functionals to approximate the spatially-dependent electron
density. Many such functionals have been developed,[89–91] but the selection of the most
appropriate functional for a particular calculation is beyond the scope of this review. Modern
computational studies have many tools for implementing DFT based experiments, such as
well-developed programs for computing DFT based models[92], algorithms for generating
random alloy structures[93], and methods for identifying structural polymorphs[94].
Computational work can be an important accelerator for experimental learning cycles and
vice versa if the information can be shared effectively among researchers. The accessibility
and open pipeline for sharing of data is a crucial outcome of the MGI as it greatly enhances
the efficiency of high-throughput experimentation (HTE) in materials science research.[95]
Computational investigations are becoming easily accessible for the experimentalist to access,
reuse, and employ as guidance through various open-access databases. These databases come
in various flavors: some are diverse and contain results pertinent to many applications[96,
97], some are application specific (such as piezoelectric materials[98]), and some contain
experimental results[99, 100].
2.3.1 Screening and searching
Theory is commonly leveraged as a method of screening chemical composition space to
identify (and/or prioritize) compounds for further exploration with experimental approaches.
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This approach requires a significant effort and computational resources, however the time
and energy required is a small fraction of that required to screen vast chemical and process-
ing spaces experimentally. Using this approach, researchers calculate and screen material
attributes identified as influential in systems with desirable performance.
The general DFT-based approach for building materials understanding begins with com-
puting energetics, properties, and in some instances proxy values used for properties, across
optimized structural variations. This data set is then mined for valuable insights capa-
ble of informing future selection and optimization within the applicable material space. A
representative DFT work flow is presented in Figure 2.3 for a chemical screening of the
ABX3 perovskite space which identified 71 possible inorganic perovskites not yet exper-
imentally reported, returning a single nitride[1]. A similar approach focused on nitride
(ABN3) compounds and applied a different set of down selection criteria to find 3 stable
perovskites(Shown in Figure 2.10 and discussed in Section 2.5.2). Another example is the
use of DFT to examine the oxide perovskite chemical space (ABO3) for high-performance
piezoelectric candidate materials. By investigating the energy associated with structural
distortions induced by piezoelectric strain, displacement coupling between the A and B sub-
lattices, the magnitude of spontaneous polarization, density of electronic states for band gap
approximation, and Born effective charges, this study identified 49 candidate piezoelectric
materials from a initial set of 3969 possible compositions.[101]. Similar approaches have been
used on non-oxide perovskite chemistries (ABX3, X6=O)[1, 1, 6] and other crystal systems,
such as Half-Heusler structures[102], all of which identified nitride candidates. While fo-
cused on exploring ternary nitrides, recent work[2] builds methodology for high-throughput
screening of large chemical spaces for stable and meta-stable materials, illuminating more
than 200 stable and >400 unreported meta-stable AxByNz materials. These studies highlight
the power of pairing high-throughput screening with an under-explored chemical space like
nitrides.
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Figure 2.3: Representative density functional theory work flow used for screening ABX3 inor-
ganic perovskites in Ref. 1. (1) Starting with every possible mono-atomic ABX3 compound
down selection was done by (2) limiting the the energy of formation difference from the
cubic perovskite and the ternary thermodynamic hull of stability, (3) removing compounds
favoring a non-perovskite structure, (4) removing experimentally reported compounds, (5)
followed by screening of calculated material properties. Here the process distilled 12 new
ABX3 perovskites with promising piezoelectric or ferroelectric indicators.
2.3.2 Understanding
Once a system has been identified experimentally for notable piezoelectric properties,
it is common for a theory-based investigation to follow as a method of understanding the
mechanisms which are attributed to the piezoelectric performance.[5, 103] Such a computa-
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tional study can be as simple as calculation of the piezoelectric strain tensor (dij) by first
principles, as demonstrated for the AlN-GaN-InN III-V nitiride family[104] or as complex
as computational investigation of piezoelectric dependence on size in nano-scale materials
such as GaN nano-wires.[105] Other studies have extended the approach to, for example,
predicting alloy end member candidate compounds which might form a morphotropic phase
boundary (MPB) in the composition-temperature phase space as a strategy for maximizing
piezoelectric response via proximity to a phase transition.[106]
Using DFT-based tools to understand mechanistic responses of piezoelectric materials can
be categorized as pertaining to the intrinsic (present in each unit cell) or extrinsic (resulting
from collective interactions via domain wall motion and related phenomena) piezoelectric
responses of materials. With regards to intrinsic material properties, the material parameters
most commonly computed by DFT and reported are:
• Structure. A non-centrosymmetric structure is required for piezoelectricity and should
be lowest energy, or energetically accessible within the range of metastablity.
• Electronic band gap. A wide band gap suggests insulating character required to sustain
an electric field and the possibility of low intrinsic conduction losses in piezoelectric
applications.
• Lattice compliance. Dictates the strain response to the piezoelectric stress generated
under applied electric field and the strain response to an applied stress which changes
the polarization.
• Born effective charges. Describes the change in unit cell polarization with small dis-
placements of atoms on a sub-lattice,[107] typically through the Berry-phase method[108].
• Alloying effects. In solid-solution alloy systems, where the composition greatly in-
fluences the piezoelectric properties, understanding the changes in all of the above
parameters with changes in alloy concentrations offers valuable insights into property
maximization and alloy engineering.
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With regards to the extrinsic piezoelectric responses, the material parameters most com-
monly calculated by DFT and reported are the following:
• Spontaneous polarization magnitude. In ferroelectric materials in particular, the mag-
nitude of the spontaneous polarization is closely tied to the potential for extrinsic
contributions to the piezoelectric response.
• Polymorph energies. Energetically degenerate polymorph structures can be desired as
the influence of one structure results in a modification of the observed phase with a
positive effect on piezoelectric properties.[5]
• Alloying energies. The alloying effects on polymorph energies in conjunction with
mixing enthalpy required for alloy formation is important for understanding the phase
stability of solid-solution systems.[106]
Figure 2.4: Convex hull representation for ternary nitride materials showing the computed
enthalpy of formation for the compound ABN2 in relation to the binary (ANx and BNx)
compounds. Reprinted by permission from Springer Nature Materials from Sun et al.[2].
Related to the last two points, polymorphs with similar energies to the stable structure
can indicate a small energy penalty for ferroelectric domain reversal and/or in some cases, a
structurally degenerate landscape which minimizes the energy penalty for piezoelectric struc-
tural deformations.[101, 109, 110] For this reason, inspired by knowledge of the Pb(Zr,Ti)O3
system, high-throughput computational searches for high piezoelectric performance materials
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are often focused on identifying systems which could posses a MPB where the phase-energy
landscape is flattened.[106, 111]
2.3.3 Considerations
It is worth noting that DFT, although robust for defined boundary conditions, has limi-
tations. First and foremost, base DFT calculations are simulated at a temperature of 0 K,
and although various methods exist to estimate the effects of finite temperatures, the calcu-
lations are predominantly made to be correct at absolute zero. [112] Another consideration
is that DFT methodologies are not well suited for handling the highly localized 4f electrons
present in the lanthanide series.[113] This results in exclusion of lanthanides from DFT based
chemical screening studies by some groups.[6, 101] Another important consideration when
approaching DFT based studies is the interpretation of formation energy and metastability,
and its correlation with experimental existence of materials. When the formation energy of a
material in a specific phase is compared to that of the constituent parts, known as the energy
below the convex hull (see Figure 2.4), it is done so to identify the lowest energy phase as a
determination of what can be synthesized in the laboratory. However, the DFT-determined
range of formation energies for phases which are known to be experimentally accessible can
be hundreds of meV/atom above the phase predicted to be the lowest energy[114] and, even
when calculated using current best practices, have typical errors around 25 meV/atom[115].
This emphasizes the importance of metastable materials, in particular nitrides, in practical
applications.
2.4 High-throughput synthesis and characterization of piezoelectrics
The section which follows reviews the techniques of high-throughput experiment (HTE)—
also known as combinatorial research—used to explore and understand piezoelectric mate-
rials. First we discuss HTE then focus on the synthesis (Section 2.4.1) and characterization
(Section 2.4.2) techniques specifically applied to piezoelectric materials. Numerous materials
engineering principles pertaining to piezoelectric materials originate from research of oxide
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systems, and therefore this section includes discussion of many oxide materials.
High-throughput experimentation was first demonstrated for exploring inorganic material
systems more than 50 years ago.[116, 117] Since then, HTE methods have been developed
and implemented at the research level for discovery and optimization of electronic, magnetic,
and optical materials.[118] Ref. 118 contains a breif review of HTE methodology applied to
piezoelectric and ferroelectric materials, although only oxide materials are reviewed.
The basic principle of HTE is to process materials, typically in—but not limited to—
thin film form, which contain a gradient in a variable of interest, such as composition. The
graded material is referred to as a library of samples, where each sample has a different
value for the graded variable of interest. Subsequent spatially-resolved characterization of
each sample of the library allows material changes to be correlated to the graded variable.
The steps involved in this methodology are illustrated graphically in Figure 2.5. The parallel
processing methods of HTE is significantly faster than serial processing methods traditionally
employed in materials research.
HTE methodology is therefore seen as one important tool for meeting the goals of the
Materials Genome Initiative (MGI) where the time line for the materials development cycle
are greatly reduced.[19] Integrated theoretical and experimental work, another hallmark of
the MGI, enables deeper understanding than either can provide alone. The insights provided
from high-throughput computation of materials properties and screening of chemical spaces
for materials with specific attributes act to highlight areas for complementary experimen-
tal work. By pairing computation with experiment within the framework of MGI, greater
progress can be made in materials discovery and optimization. We focus here on historical
uses of combinatorial methods in search of piezoelectric or nitride materials. Many great
review articles exist which detail the specifics of combinatorial methodology and the authors
suggest the following reviews for additional details:[19, 118–121]
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Figure 2.5: Schematic depiction of a generic thin film high-throughput experimentation
route: (a)Theoretical material prediction, (b) growth of a chemically-graded thin film from
multiple targets, (c) characterization in a high-throughput manner to achieve large amounts
of data (spectroscopic, in this case) correlated to the composition gradient, (d) analysis
and processing of characterization data and correlation to combinatorial variables, and (e)




The basic ideas of high-throughput synthesis techniques have been adapted by a variety
of research groups to meet the particular needs of their chemical systems and application re-
quirements. A gradient in composition has frequently been the target of HTE, and common
approaches to achieve such a gradient include pressing pellets with graded powder content,
or more commonly, as vapor phase and liquid phase deposition onto substrates. Figure 2.6
shows the most common forms of combinatorial sample preparation, by vapor phase deposi-
tion and diffusion across bulk interfaces. Many mature methods for producing combinatorial
samples by deposition, growth, or synthesis exist. The authors suggest the following reviews
for details and applications of these methods:[19, 119, 120]. The production of combinatorial
libraries requires tuning the process for the simultaneous production of many materials at
once, where the production of a material in a device fabrication facility optimizes the pro-
cess for a single material. However, combinatorial gradients can be used to illuminate the
effects of process variables on a single material. Another common gradient studied in com-
binatorial experiments is the temperature used during the processing of the sample libraries
(also shown in Figure 2.6). For example, high-throughput methods have been utilized to
accelerate investigation and optimization of the sintering temperature of 0.98[0.6BiFeO3 –
0.4PbTiO3] – 0.02Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3 bulk ferroelectric ceramics.[122] Similarly, in thin films,
the optimization of growth temperature in the SrxBa1−xNb2O6 family of ferroelectric thin
films grown epitaxially by pulsed laser deposition (PLD) on a temperature-graded substrate
was accomplished in a single growth run, which illustrates both the time and expense saved
by HTE.[123]
In some cases, high-throughput methods are created or adapted to suit the particular
needs of a characterization method where measurements are more robust for bulk materials
compared to thin films. This was the case when a high-throughput method consisting of
parallel solid-state synthesis of bulk materials by mixed-oxide processing was optimized for
the Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 system, which was demonstrated to produce over 100 samples a week in
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Figure 2.6: Combinatorial sample synthesis schematic. (a) Thin film sample library de-
posited through co-sputtering from two different materials which results in a compositional
gradient perpendicular to a substrate temperature gradient. (b) Bulk sample library created
by heat treatment of a heterogeneous bulk interface where diffusion of materials into each
other results in a compositional gradient across the interface.
a geometry compatible with their custom piezoelectric constant testing device. [124] Like-
wise, a method of producing inkjet printed combinatorial libraries of pellets by a robot
has been demonstrated for BaxSr1−xTiO3 to eliminate some of the difficulties and artifacts
associated with precisely measuring the dielectric properties of thin films. [125] In some
cases, bulk methods are employed for their superior compositional control of complex sys-
tems. For example, compositionally-graded bulk ceramics have been fabricated by relying
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on dopant interdiffusion during sintering to create graded pellets, as was demonstrated in
a study of the ferroelectric properties of PbZr0.6Ti0.4O3 with varying levels of lanthanum
and iron co-doping.[3] Using a similar approach, the phase behavior of the lead free system
of (Bi0.5Na0.5)TiO3−BaTiO3−(K0.5Na0.5)NbO3 was probed in a prime example of the high
number of elements that can be incorporated in combinatorial libraries synthesized using a
solid state method.[126]
Thin films are by far the most common method of creating sample libraries with compo-
sition gradients, as deposition sources can be arranged in a chamber to give rise to samples
with spatially-graded compositions using many types of deposition techniques.[120] In the
simplest terms, combinatorial deposition requires co-deposition from spatially separated tar-
gets, so almost any chamber with more than one source can be used for combinatorial
experiments. Physical vapor deposition (PVD) techniques are particularly well-suited to
combinatorial synthesis because of their (primarily) line-of-sight material deposition. The
majority of existing combinatorial work focuses on cation gradients from spatially separated
sources, but recently methods have been demonstrated to produce gradients in the anion
species as well by controllably changing the atmosphere during thin film growth, further ex-
panding the possibilities for combinatorial thin film growth.[127] Combinatorial film growth
via pulsed laser deposition (PLD) is also (relatively) straightforward and has been used, for
example, for the deposition of compositionally-graded piezoelectric oxide thin films.[123]
While bulk AlN, Si3N4, BN, and a few other nitrides are common in bulk ceramic form,
the widest variety of nitrides are most commonly fabricated by thin film techniques. Some
of these techniques are less common in the field of materials discovery research, such as
cathodic arc evaporation which was used to deposit libraries of metastable TiAlN films with
microstructure gradients due to the incident ion energy dependence on the bias of the sub-
strate, which was changed over the course of a deposition. [128] By far, the most popular
growth technique for thin film combinatorial nitrides is reactive co-sputtering from metallic
targets angled toward the substrates on opposing sides in an atmosphere containing N2 and
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Ar gasses in which nitrides are formed by reaction with nitrogen. [5, 129–133] The addition
of a nitrogen plasma source, resulting in a high chemical potential for nitrogen, allows previ-
ously inaccessible metastable compounds to be realized.[131] The PVD technique has been
successfully demonstrated for deposition of hard coating [129, 134–137], semiconductor[130],
and piezoelectric[5, 83, 133, 138] nitride materials.
One of the common critiques of combinatorial syntheses such as those mentioned above
is that while the chemical gradients are useful for coarse screening of chemical space, there
is little control of microstructure development in resulting sample libraries. Related to this
concern, combinatorial liquid source misted chemical deposition (LSMCD) can provide high-
precision control of chemical composition while creating films that are more similar to mate-
rials processed in conventional serial processes; the utility of LSMCD was demonstrated via
fabrication of Bi3.75LaxCe0.25−xTi3FeO12 libraries.[139] Similarly, a robotic pipetter to deliver
specifically tailored solutions of Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 sol-gel precursors to spatially confined regions
of a silicon wafer has been developed, producing a combinatorial library after curing.[140]
These examples show the range of different methods that have been developed to achieve
chemical gradients in samples optimized for different sample geometries and chemical species
involved.
2.4.2 Characterization
Spatially-resolved measurement techniques are used for screening sample libraries so the
measurement can be correlated to the combinatorial gradient variables, which is easier to
perform in film than in bulk form. As discussed in Section 2.4.1, some characterization
methods are best performed on bulk material geometries, not on thin films. In some in-
stances these are not spatially-resolved measurements, so series of bulk materials are pro-
duced with a changing variable of interest and each measured individually, as was the case
for the piezoelectric measurements on Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 ceramics.[124] In other instances the
measurement is spatially resolved, but the volume of material needed for the specific type of
characterization requires bulk material geometries. This was the case for investigating the
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ferroelectric switching characteristics[3] and electric field induced phase-change behavior[126]
of compositionally-graded bulk ceramics where use of a combined high-energy X-ray micro-
diffraction and fluorescence spectroscopy setup with a coercive field applied perpendicular
to the composition gradient was used. The results from this study [3] are shown in Figure
2.7 as an example of the ability of this method to illuminate ferroelectric phenomena. These
methods, although demonstrated successfully for bulk materials, have not been extensively
adapted to thin films.
Figure 2.7: The power of high-throughput combinatorial methods, utilizing bulk materials,
to provide a complete picture of the effect of lanthanum dopants on switching behavior.
Domain wall motion measurements for PbZr0.6Ti0.4O3 bulk ceramics as measured by the
change in intensity ratio of the diffraction peaks (top) as an electric field is applied (field
strength in the legend) correlated to composition, as measured by fluorescence (bottom).
Reprinted from Jones et al.[3] , with the permission of AIP Publishing.
A majority of HTE characterization is performed on thin film materials because of the
relative ease of gradient fabrication and the simplicity of standardizing sample handling
around substrate geometry. These measurements typically involve—but are not limited to—
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structure and composition determination. Raman spectroscopy and x-ray diffraction provide
rapid insights into crystalline structure across thin film combinatorial libraries, as demon-
strated in searching for morphotropic phase boundaries (MPBs) in alloy systems such as
rare-earth (Sm, Gd, Dy, Nd) substituted BiFeO3.[141, 142] In some cases, complementary
methods have been tailored for screening combinatorial libraries, such as the adaptation
of cross-sectional XRD with sub-micron probe sizes, which enabled understanding of com-
plex relationships such as links between microstructure and stress.[128] This was particularly
useful given that measuring stress for combinatorial thin films is non-trivial. Researchers ap-
proached the growth-stress problem in a different way and sputtered (Al,Cr)N films directly
onto cantilever arrays to more directly measure the stress during deposition and thermal
processing via cantilever bowing.[137]
Composition, being the most common graded variable across a sample library, is almost
always measured. The most common method of combinatorial composition quantification
is x-ray fluorescence (XRF) because it is relatively quick and robust without requiring sig-
nificant sample preparation, but XRF suffers from poor resolution for low atomic mass
elements. Therefore, a number of other techniques including electron probe micro analysis
(EPMA)[136], Rutherford back-scattering (RBS)[131], energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy
(EDX, EDS)[130, 134], and Auger-electron spectroscopy (AES)[127] have been utilized in
combinatorial studies of nitride materials, often with the purpose of quantifying oxygen im-
purities. Despite such techniques requiring that the measurements be carried out under
vacuum, the ability to spatially resolve the results to align with individual samples on a li-
brary means that combinatorial measurements are still significantly higher-throughput than
their traditional serial counterparts. Once the compositions and/or other combinatorially-
graded variable(s) are quantified, other properties of interest are measured and mapped
against the combinatorial gradient(s).
Nitride films have been experimentally investigated using high-throughput methods of
characterization for a range of properties. CrxTi1−xNy films were analyzed for optical prop-
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erties as a function of x and y with two custom fiber-coupled CCD array spectrometers that
measured in the UV-Vis and IR ranges with a programmable stage. [129] TiAlN films had
a substrate bias gradient during growth to understand the effect of microstructure on me-
chanical properties and phase stability.[128] Transport properties of nitride semiconductors
have also been investigated for materials with a tunable bandgap and electrical conductivity
such as Zn1−xSnxN2[130], (Sn1−xTix)3N4[131], and Mg1−xZrxN2[143].
Measurement techniques specific to piezoelectric materials have also been developed for
high-throughput data collection. Piezoresponse Force Microscopy (PFM) is by far the most
popular method of collecting localized data concerning piezoelectric response and therefore
lends itself particularly well to combinatorial sample libraries.[139] However, this technique
can be difficult to interpret quantitatively for thin films because of complicating factors such
as constraining substrates and competing mechanisms for producing an electromechanical
response that are not piezoelectricity.[124, 125, 144–146] There are different approaches to
this challenge. One such approach for screening piezoelectric and ferroelectric combinatorial
libraries is to use a more accurately calculated figure of merit related to the d33 instead of
the pure coefficient, which was validated for the well-known lead zirconate titanate (PZT)
system.[147] One group reported direct quantitative measurements of d33 values for nitride
piezoelectrics using a combination of PFM and scanning kelvin probe microscopy[148], but
this combination of techniques would be complicated for combinatorial libraries. In other
cases, assumptions are made about the mechanical properties of the material,[133] or PFM
quantification methods are not fully addressed.[142, 149] In a different adaptation, the trans-
verse piezoelectric stress coefficient (e31,f ) was determined by depositing PZT and AlN films
onto Si cantilevers and performing measurements that collect charge built up while straining
the cantilevers.[150] This method was complex to engineer, but extraction of meaning from
the data was more straightforward than it is with PFM. This approach was not performed
in a combinatorial setup, although it could be modified to do so using an array of cantilevers
and a combinatorial thin film deposition technique.
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Another powerful characterization method is second harmonic generation (SHG), which
is specifically sensitive to broken inversion symmetry in crystals. Measurement of a sec-
ond harmonic signal does not directly quantify a piezoelectric response, but because piezo-
electricity requires the absence of centrosymmetry, SHG measurements can serve as sen-
sitive complements to diffraction and other types of techniques. SHG measurements have
proven useful for understanding ferroelectric hysteresis and phase transitions in bulk and
thin film materials, determination of point group symmetry, measurement of non-linear
property coefficients, and—when paired with microscopic imaging—the ability to reveal do-
main structure.[151] These methods have been demonstrated for KNbO3 thin films[152],
polycrystalline BaTiO3[153], and BiFeO3 single crystals[154].
As noted in section 2.2.1, a number of other material parameters are also important
for piezoelectric device design. Many of these properties are challenging to measure for
thin films more directly than via extraction from prototype devices, an approach that is not
generally compatible with combinatorial techniques. Recently, an iterative method described
earlier[155] was adopted for accurate determination of the elastic modulus of stiff thin films
on a compliant substrate using nano-indentation and applied to combinatorial samples of
the (Al,Sc)N system.[156] Dielectric and ferroelectric parameters have been measured using
other instruments with modification to include automated sample positioning of the probes,
as was the case for combinatorial study of the Bi2O3-BaO-Na2O-TiO2 system.[157]
2.4.3 Considerations
Challenges associated with rapid and accurate characterization of combinatorial ma-
terial libraries has inspired the development of numerous high-throughput data collection
approaches. In all instances of high-throughput characterization data collection, there is a
challenge to managing the large quantities of data. Analyzing these data is a nontrivial task,
and therefore complementary to the development of high-throughput experimental tools is
the development of automatic analysis algorithms[158] and data management packages[159],
which are useful aides for processing and understanding the large data sets acquired by these
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techniques. These packages, if adopted by the HTE community, could help to standardize
the format of results for entry into open-access databases making the results more accessible
and transparent to the scientific community.
As with any other measurement, repeatability of combinatorial measurements is im-
portant. Significant efforts have been invested in validating combinatorial screening tools
across the community, as shown for bandgap measurements in Figure 2.8. An interlabo-
ratory collaboration between the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) and the
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) focused on automated collection
of scanning ellipsometry, UV-vis spectroscopy, XRF, and XRD for the comparison of Zn-
Sn-Ti-O combinatorial libraries grown by different thin film growth techniques from the
different laboratories. [4] This study resulted in optical properties correlated to composition
that were validated across synthesis and characterization techniques as seen in Figure 2.8.
This illustrates the power of mapping compositional space for properties of interest using
combinatorial methodology.
2.5 Piezoelectric nitride materials, AlN and beyond
As a relatively recent area of broad interest, the nitride piezoelectrics field has advanced
rapidly in part because of simultaneous theoretical and experimental insights. We focus
here on the strengths, caveats, and opportunities of such an approach. As mentioned above,
many of the early studies on the piezoelectric properties of nitride semiconductors focused on
mitigating the largely undesired electromechanical effects in wurtzite-based heterostructures
for LEDs, quantum wells, and related devices. Examples of such are the first principles
calculations of the polarization present in interfaces of III-V nitride materials used in multi-
layer devices[17, 75] and experimental observation of the polarization effects[78]. We will
not focus on this body of literature as the work was concerned with mitigating and/or
compensating for piezoelectric effects rather than leveraging them, but several concepts that
were matured through such efforts—particularly related to defects and heterointerfaces—are
directly applicable here.
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Figure 2.8: A case study in the advantages of high-throughput combinatorial meth-
ods: (a) the band gap for Zn-Sn-Ti-O libraries grown at NIST and measured by
scanning ellipsometry as well as (b) a comparison to measurements performed by
NREL using UV-Vis spectroscopy. Reused with permissions from Ref 4, accessible at
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acscombsci.8b00158. Further permissions related to this
figure should be directed to the ACS.
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2.5.1 Aluminum Nitride derived alloys
The interest in nitride piezoelectrics has been fueled by the advent and growth of piezoMEMS
as sensors, actuators, filters, and other related devices. Due to these successes of piezoMEMS,
interest in piezoelectric AlN films increased dramatically. Numerous first principles compu-
tational studies of piezoelectric and mechanical properties, such as Ref 160, followed, the
specific results of which are highly dependent on the exchange correlation function used
within.[104] In parallel, massive experimental efforts in industrial and academic labs around
the world explored the sensitivity of AlN properties to residual stress, microstructure, met-
allization stacks, and other variables with a focus on achieving materials with high electronic
and mechanical quality.[161–166]
AlN exhibits a rather modest piezoelectric strain coefficient, so this parameter was an
early target for groups looking to improve its electromechanical properties. Computation led
the way in terms of early searches for non-equilibrium hexagonal nitride phases[167] and po-
tential alloy systems with enhanced piezoelectric performance[168]. Subsequent experimental
reports from Akiyama et al.[85], closely followed by excellent mechanistic discussion from
Tasnádi et al.[169] have really focused the community’s efforts on Al1−xScxN. This system
is an excellent vehicle for demonstrating the importance of joint and iterative collabora-
tion among computational and experimental materials scientists as well as device designers
and process engineers. Scandium additions increase field-induced strain, but also reduce
the elastic stiffness of the material and introduce additional process-sensitive variables to
microstructure development and residual-stress-dependence, issues that were already con-
suming the bandwidth of process engineers in AlN-focused fabs and foundries. Research
into the complex structure-processing-property relationships in (Al,Sc)N continue in paral-
lel (and increasingly in collaboration) with massive industry efforts to increase Sc content
without sacrificing device quality or yield, all while adapting device designs to better match
the modified properties of (Al,Sc)N films. While the piezoelectric material itself is the key to
piezoMEMS devices, overall device performance truly is a systems-level challenge in which
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device function depends critically on properties of all constituent materials, which vary (in
some cases dramatically) with process parameters, which can vary with device design. Thus,
a comprehensive understanding of the fundamental materials science of all components is
crucial for efficient iterative co-development.
Figure 2.9: Temperature-composition phase space of the Al1−xScxN system (a) determined by
reactive sputtering and structural analysis and (b) predicted computationally. The difference
in observed mixed phase regions (between orange and black markers in (a) and inside unstable
region in (b)) indicate a high level of metastability at work within this system. Reproduced
and modified from Talley et al.[5] under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International
License (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/legalcode)
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Success of Al1−xScxN is rooted in the concept of materials metastablilty. The initial
computational work on ScN and Sc1−xGaxN, which inspired Al1−xScxN, proposed material
systems which were predicted to be metastable.[167] As discussed in Ref. 5, the Al1−xScxN
alloy system is thermodynamically unstable (Figure 2.9). It can nevertheless be success-
fully realized and exploited because of the energetic deposition processes involved, but this
inherent instability leads to difficulties in achieving high quality materials at high alloy-
ing levels. However, related to metastability, a recent report of ferroelectric polarization
switching combined with tunability of the coercive field through alloy composition in the
Al1−xScxN system[170] is bound to further increase the amount of work within this materi-
als space and add another layer of complexity to both optimization of these materials and
continued exploration for new piezoelectrics.
Nitride materials naturally lend themselves to the formation of thermodynamically un-
stable phases, due to large formation energy of N2 molecule[70], as well as large cohesive
energy leading to hindered kinetics, ultimately allowing for a higher tolerance of metastabil-
ity compared to other anion systems.[114] Additionally, the larger window of metastability
in heterostructural alloys due to the energy barrier of reconstructive phase transformations
(compared to isostructural alloys) can lead to formation of materials even deeper within
metastable phase-space. Figure 2.9 illustrates this as well; metastable regions are accessible
at plasma energies, and can be retained at lower temperatures because of limited kinetic
pathways for reconstructive decomposition. For these reasons, theoretical work in this field
is commonly interested in leveraging metastability for designing new piezoelectric material
systems, free from the constraints of a thermodynamic ground state.
Much of the subsequent computational efforts directed towards discovery and develop-
ment of new piezoelectric nitride materials fall into one of the following three categories.
Certainly each of these approaches has its own strengths and limitations, and many groups—
including our own—have had success with each.
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1. Explore fundamental underpinnings of the AlN and/or Al1−xScxN systems with the
goal of furthering mechanistic understanding to educate new alloy choices.[5, 171]
2. Replace Sc (or, more directly, Al) with another trivalent (or trivalent-equivalent)
cation(s) and directly calculate properties as a function of alloy composition.[18, 103,
132]
3. Identify non-AlN (and often non-wurtzite) nitrides that appear to be energetically
stable (or at least accessible) and have promising piezoelectric properties.[1, 6, 172]
The greatest gains tend to arise from studies that combine multiple approaches and/or
couple computation with experiment to understand existing materials or identify new alloy
systems. Examples include paired computation and high-throughput experiment for under-
standing the metastability and miscibility gaps in AlN based alloy systems Al1−xScxN[5],
Al1−xCrxN[132], and Al1−xTixN[171]. The experimental portions of these studies all used
combinatorial sputtered thin films to efficiently explore the composition dependence of mi-
crostructure and phase stability along with DFT-based computation to help explain and in-
terpret the results of experiments. In some cases the predictions provided by DFT were also
investigated experimentally using HTE, such as the case for Al1−x(Mg/Hf)xN.[133] These
sample libraries were analyzed for phase evolution and heterostructural alloy solubility as a
function of chemical composition and, in one case (Ref 5), a thermal gradient during film
deposition. [5, 132, 133] However, experimental piezoelectric properties for these films were
only reported in one paper, and it was investigated using PFM. [133] Co-doping schemes for
AlN alloys, proposed and evaluated with DFT modeling[18] relaxes the need for trivalent
dopants and suggest piezoelectric performance can be improved when two aluminum cations
are substituted with a 4+ and 2+ cation pair such as Mg–Hf or Mg–Zr. This approach also
suggested using doping schemes where the average cation size is comparable to aluminum
for improved lattice stability.
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2.5.2 Materials beyond Aluminum Nitride
The search for new piezoelectric materials in nitride space has journeyed beyond the
AlN system, primarily following piezoelectric design principles developed through decades
of work on oxide piezoelectrics. The highest-performance oxide piezoelectrics all exhibit a
perovskite structure, so searching for perovskite nitrides was a natural place to start. Recent
reports have identified potentially stable nitride perovskite materials by screening a majority
of chemical space[1, 6]; the results of one such chemical screening are shown in Figure 2.10.
This study found 21 new ABN3 compositions, 3 of which were predicted as perovskites, one
being LaWN3.[6] Another study of similar focus, highlighted in Figure 2.3, found 71 new
ABX3 perovskites, including 12 with promising piezoelectric and ferroelectric character, one
also being LaWN3.[1]
Figure 2.10: DFT determined formation energy, relative to the convex hull, for nitride
perovskites across a majority of the periodic table, but excluding lanthanides greater than
lanthanum. Reprinted with permission from Sarmiento-Pérez et al.[6]. Copyright 2015
American Chemical Society.
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Screenings of the chemical space are not always targeted at finding materials for a specific
application, but rather identifying new materials and calculating a wide range of properties,
in case any communities are interested in pursuing them further. This was the case for
the theory based screening work[1, 6] which was targeting stable but unreported non-oxide
perovskites. In both of these studies LaWN3 was identified as a stable perovskite suitable
for piezoelectric applications. In fact, the material showed enough promise that others
followed with higher accuracy calculations of the predicted piezoelectric and even ferroelectric
properties[172]. Such predictions still await experimental confirmation. Recent reports of
oxygen-substituted LaWO0.5N2.5 demonstrate interest in this material, but more importantly
the difficulty of processing pure nitride materials that contain highly oxyphilic elements.[173]
Breaking away from typical piezoelectric design principles has identified additional ma-
terials worth exploring. One such approach is to find materials that exhibit a quasi-2D
layer structure, defined as bulk 3D crystals in which bonding in one direction is dominated
by soft van der Waals bonds along at least one direction. A recent computational screening
study identified 51 such candidates, including nitride materials (e.g., NaSnN) with calculated
piezoelectric strain coefficients each greater than 30 pC/N .[174] The possibilities awaiting
the piezoelectric community extend beyond the oxide and nitride material families, though
there are certainly options left to explore even within that space. For example, while fer-
roelectricity is certainly not required for piezoelectric response, it is found in many of the
highest-performance piezoelectric materials (including Al1−xScxN[170]) and may open up
even more device architectures. There are reports of ferroelectric switching in CuInP2S6
flakes of only 4 nm thickness, being essentially two dimensional in form[175] and ferroelec-
tricity has been predicted in GaS, GaSe, SnS, and SnSe monolayered materials[176]. For
more information on the topic of 2D piezoelectric materials, the authors suggest a recent
review on this subject, Ref.177.
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2.6 State of the field and directions for continued work
Nitride combinatorial studies have thus far only been reported using thin film deposition
techniques. The films have been studied for high-hardness[129], semiconductor[130, 131], and
piezoelectric applications[5, 132, 133], although this represents only a handful of the fields
in which nitrides are used. The search for materials with greatly improved performance over
Al1−xScxN is still in the very early stages, but increased attention is being directed towards
this materials space via a number of different approaches. The tightly coupled application
of computational and experimental approaches shows great promise for efficiently exploring
and understanding piezoelectric nitride materials and beyond. The studies which seem to be
the most insightful are those which leverage underlying mechanistic principles from known
piezoelectric systems in order to target new materials families without simply chasing first-
order similarities. A recent report of ferroelectric polarization switching combined with
tunability of the coercive field through alloy composition in the Al1−xScxN system[170] is
bound to further increase the amount of work within this materials space and add another
layer of complexity to both optimization of these materials and continued exploration for
new piezoelectrics.
The theoretical community continues to provide significant insights into the underpin-
nings of known piezoelectric nitride systems that help to both target and realize improved
material quality and performance. In turn, the information gained from high-throughput
experimental work rapidly feeds back to theoretical and computational efforts to iteratively
improve mechanistic descriptions and predictions. This continued blurring of the walls among
theory, computation, experiment, and device design is crucial to efficient exploration and ex-
ploitation of new materials, and nitride piezoelectrics exemplify this as well as any materials
family.
High-throughput experimental exploration of piezoelectric nitride materials has matured
significantly but continues to expand. The addition of machine learning to the field of
materials discovery will offer new avenues of exploration.[178–180] Chemical gradients are
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the default variable across combinatorial libraries, but thermal, stress, and substrate bias
gradients have also been the subject of investigations. Future areas that could be explored
via combinatorial libraries include gradients in the surface functionalization, gradients in
athermal processing energies (e.g., chemical potential, pressure, voltage, optical, others), or
combined gradients in chemical compositions and processing parameters. Utilizing some of
the methods benchmarked for high-throughput exploration of oxide piezoelectric materials
in the nitride families will further inform a deeper understanding of these systems.
Parallelized measurement and characterization tools as well as associated data handling
tools are gradually converging on a small number of de facto standards, facilitating data shar-
ing and reuse. The techniques frequently involve automated sample positioning, which is key
for reducing human input hours. While many needs (such as chemical identification, phase
identification, etc.) are met by the developing set of characterization tools, microstructure
analysis by electron microscopy remains largely serial and labor intensive in most combi-
natorial laboratories. Some groups have developed appropriate workflows for accelerating
this process, but implementation remains limited. While additional tools are certain to arise
as more high-throughput characterization and synthesis methods emerge, continued and ex-
panded interoperability becomes even more crucial for expanded data sharing and reuse via
modern data tools.[99, 159]
The piezoelectric properties of combinatorial film libraries have only been probed (and
reported) with PFM, which has the advantage of providing localized data on a scannable
platform,[133] but the flexibility and sensitivity of the technique make it susceptible to
convolution of a number of factors, greatly complicating reliable quantitative extraction of
pure piezoelectric response. [144–146] Greater adoption of complementary techniques such
as double beam laser interferometry[181–183] in a combinatorial fashion is encouraged, but
will likely require advances that simplify optical alignment and reduce initial cost.
The quest to identify and improve piezoelectric nitride materials continues in several di-
rections. Al1−xScxN is well-positioned to dominate both legacy and many emerging piezoMEMS
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applications in the near future. As design and integration tool flexibility continue to improve,
there are significant opportunities for new compositions with extended functionality. A
number of promising proposed modifications to AlN remain to be experimentally validated,
and more will certainly emerge as theory and models continue to improve. Beyond AlN-
based systems, the proposed systems of LaWN3 and NaSnN need experimental verification,
and mixed anion systems remain largely unexplored. In short, we are in an exciting time
where theoretical understanding, computational and simulation tools, fabrication control,
and measurement/characterization tools are all converging to provide near-atomic fidelity in
a sufficiently rapid, iterative, and in some cases nearly-autonomous manner to dramatically
accelerate the materials discovery, development, and deployment process.
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CHAPTER 3
IMPLICATIONS OF HETEROSTRUCTURAL ALLOYING FOR ENHANCED
PIEZOELECTRIC PERFORMANCE OF (Al,Sc)N
A journal article published in Physical Review Materials
Kevin R. Talley1 Samantha L. Millican2 John Mangum3 Sebastian Siol4 Charles B.
Musgrave5 Brian Gorman6 Aaron M. Holder 7 Andriy Zakutayev 8 Geoff L. Brennecka9
In this manuscript, (Al,Sc)N materials are investigated by both computational and com-
binatorial methods, in order to understand which mechanisms lead to improved piezoelectric
performance. This paper also highlights the advantages of pairing computational model-
ing and experimental exploration over using one of these methods alone. This work was
motivated by numerous reports and confirmations of an increased piezoelectric strain coef-
ficient (d33) in the (Al,Sc)N hetrostructural (wurtzite AlN - rocksalt ScN) alloy system[16],
but a limited understanding of underlying mechanisms. During the time of this work, the
(Al,Sc)N system was the focus of many research groups in the field and illuminated possible
enhancements afforded by modifications of AlN . By identifying the mechanisms that lead to
improved performance in this system, advanced materials design strategies could be better
formulated and applied to future systems.
As the primary author of this work and primary experimental contributor, the author
designed and executed experiments to test the insights predicted by the theorist co-authors,
1Primary author, experimental contributor






8Adviser, film growth expert
9Adviser, piezoelectric expert
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then coordinated and drafted the manuscript. Early experiments established deposition con-
ditions for (Al,Sc)N thin films on various substrates, which were optimized for a crystalline,
(002)-textured wurtzite structure. Growth of films with combinatorial scandium/aluminium
gradients and temperature gradients was followed by characterization of composition and
structure. This article contributes to research goal 2: develop an understanding of the mech-
anisms that lead to high performance in piezoelectric nitride materials. In this work, a
structural evolution with increased scandium substitution from wurtzite toward a hexagonal
boron nitride symmetry is predicted and observed, resulting in improved piezoelectric stress
(e33) along the polar axis [001]. It is predicted that the lattice stiffness decreases with in-
creasing scandium concentrations, contributing to the increases in piezoelectric strain (d33).
The confirmation of altered mechanical properties is presented in Chapter 4.
3.1 Abstract
An understanding of the heterostructural implications on alloying in the aluminum
nitride-scandium nitride system (Al1−xScxN) can highlight opportunities and design prin-
ciples for enhancing desired material properties by leveraging non-equilibrium states. The
fundamental thermodynamics, and therefore composition and structure dependent mecha-
nisms, underlying property evolution in this system have not been fully described, despite
significant recent efforts driven by interest in enhanced piezoelectric performance. Practical
realization of these enhanced properties, however, is hindered by the strong driving thermo-
dynamic driving force for phase separation in the system, highlighting the need for increased
study into the role of heterostructural alloying on the thermodynamics and composition-
structure-property relationships in this system. With this need in mind, ab initio computed
alloy thermodynamics and properties are compared to combinatorial thin films synthesis and
characterization to develop a more complete picture of the structure and property evolution
across the Al1−xScxN composition space. The combination of structural frustration and a
flattened free energy landscape lead to substantial increases in electromechanical response.
The energy scale of alloy metastability is found to be much larger than previously reported,
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helping to explain difficulties in achieving homogeneous materials with high scandium con-
centration. Scandium substitution for aluminum softens the wurtzite crystal lattice, and
energetic proximity to the competing hexagonal boron nitride structure enhances the piezo-
electric stress coefficient. Overall, this work provides new insight into the understanding of
the structure-processing-property relationships in the Al1−xScxN system, suggests material
design strategies for even greater property enhancements, and demonstrates the increased
property tunability and underexplored nature of of non-equilibrium heterostructural alloys.
3.2 Introduction
Alloys of materials having different crystal structures in their pure forms (heterostruc-
tural alloys) provide enhanced opportunities for accessing non-equilibrium states and oth-
erwise inaccessible properties.[184] The Al1−xScxN system is an interesting case study in
heterostructural alloying as a tool for property improvement. This system, which combines
wurtzite-structured AlN and rocksalt-structured ScN, has been studied for decades, but the
current work is the first to frame the system in terms of a heterostructural alloy, allowing us
to focus on the underlying materials science and associated insights towards new materials
design and discovery. The first report of Al1−xScxN alloys showed no measurable solubility
or intermediate compounds between wurtzite AlN and rocksalt ScN, despite the presence of
several stable intermetallic species in N-deficient regions of the phase diagram.[185] First-
principles calculations later predicted scandium nitride polymorph energies and suggested
a metastable wurtzite phase 350 meV per formula unit higher than the ground state rock-
salt phase.[167] Subsequent studies took one of two directions: epitaxial stabilization of
the rocksalt structure for x > 0.5 with interest in the electronic structure[186] or effects of
alloying on piezoelectric properties of the wurtzite phase for x < 0.5[16]. After increases
in the longitudinal piezoelectric strain coefficient (d33) were reported by Akiyama et al.,
the majority of reported efforts focused on the effect of deposition parameters on crystal
quality[187–191], residual stress[192, 193], dielectric properties[187, 188, 194], and overall
electromechanical response.[85, 192, 195]. Motivated by industrial interest in improved per-
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formance in AlN based piezoelectric MicroElectroMechanical Systems (piezoMEMS) devices,
the breadth of this work was focused on compositions with 0 < x < 0.4, where single-phase
textured wurtzite materials could be synthesized. Recent work has focused on incorporation
of these alloys into devices such as energy harvesters[196], ultrasonic transducers[197], and
primarily in acoustic resonators [198–205] enabling alternative operation modes[206–208].
From a deployment perspective, continued work on processing conditions highlights the dif-
ficulty of achieving high quality materials with x > 0.2, where misoriented grains degrade
the macroscopic piezoelectric response.[209–212]. In parallel with the experimental work,
the theory community progressed from the previously mentioned first-principles polymorph
energies[167], to first-principles mixing energies[186, 213], lattice calculations[214], property
calculations[169, 215, 216], and the effects of cation ordering on performance[217]. These
calculations provided valuable insights but covered only limited ranges of x with few crys-
tal structures considered, which we show in this work did not sufficiently account for the
role of heterostructural effects on the thermodynamics of these alloys, and the resulting
consequences on structure and properties.
Despite an enormous volume of research from academic and industrial labs in the past
decade, many questions remain about the properties and associated fundamental mechanisms
of Al1−xScxN films across the entire composition range. The authors report here the first
heterostructural alloy phase diagram and comprehensive view of the structure-processing-
property relationships across this thin film system, and present this system as a case study
in the value of heterostructral alloying for increased control and tunability of properties by
accessing non-equilibrium states.
Density functional theory (DFT) calculations allow investigation into the origins of piezo-
electric strain coefficient enhancement while complementary combinatorial synthesis enables
the rapid experimental exploration of compositional space for structure, phase, optical, elec-
trical, and mechanical properties for comparison to DFT results. The Al1−xScxN system
serves as an excellent example of the opportunity for property enhancement available through
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non-equilibrium states in heterostructural alloys that are accessible via energetic fabrication
processes. This study provides a theory-driven understanding of the fundamental mate-
rials science concepts underlying this behavior in addition to experimental realization of
predicted property enhancements. Additionally, it provides an opportunity to revisit the re-
sults of earlier studies on Al1−xScxN as well as other Al1−xRxN such as R = vanadium[218],
tantalum[218, 219], erbium[220], or chromium[221] in a new context, providing fundamental
insights to guide future studies of these and other heterostructural alloy systems.
3.3 Methods
High-throughput experimentation (HTE) in combination with ab initio computation rep-
resents a robust tool set for screening and understanding materials systems, and has found
success in many fields including transparent contacts for solar cell applications[222], as well
as interface analysis[223], and thermoelectrics[224]. These methods are uniquely capable
of quickly screening compositional and/or process spaces as guides to materials selection,
development, understanding, and process optimization[225]. The very features that enable
HTE also limit the perfection that can be achieved for the specific region of material rep-
resenting each data point. Combining HTE with computation, however, provides insight
into the energy scale of alloy stability, assists with interpretation of microstructures and
measured properties, and informs materials design by providing a quantitative measure of
the instability of metastable structures and feasible deviations from equilibrium for practical
applications.
3.3.1 Computational
Ab initio calculations were performed to computationally model the alloys. Mixing en-
thalpies were calculated using 72-atom supercells with random cation configurations gener-
ated using the special quasirandom structures method [93] for each composition and phase.
Alloy interaction parameters (Ω) for each polymorph were determined by fitting ∆Hm(x)
using a second-order polynomial. The free energy of mixing ∆Gm, which was used to con-
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struct the T (x) phase diagram, was calculated as ∆Gm(x) = ∆Hm(x) − T∆Sm(x), where
∆Sm(x) is the configuration entropy of the alloy in the regular solution model and given by
∆Sm(x) = −kb[xlnx + (1 − x)ln(1 − x)]. The miscibility gap (binodal line) was obtained
from the common tangent construction in ∆Gm(x, t), while the spinodal gap was found
from the condition δ2∆G(x)/δx2 = 0. Four Al1−xScxN polymorphs were considered for this
study; wurtzite (WZ), hexagonal boron nitride (HBN), zincblende (ZB), and rocksalt (RS),
as shown in Figure 3.1. The mixing enthalpies ∆Hm were computed for each of these four
structures across the entire composition range.
Figure 3.1: Polymorphs of the AlxSc1−xN alloy system computed (all) and observed (left and
right only) in this work. Shown as ball and stick arrays of anions and cations to highlight
the specific symmetry, coordination, and stacking arrangements.
DFT calculations were performed within the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package[92]
(VASP) using the projector augmented-wave method.[226] Calculations were conducted at
19 compositions across the phase space for each crystal structures. Calculations utilized a
Gamma centered 2 × 2 × 2 k-point mesh with an energy cutoff of 620 eV. Geometry relax-
ations were conducted using the conjugate gradient algorithm and converged to within 10−7
eV with electronic SC-loop converged within 10−8 eV. For calculations of AlxSc1−xN alloy en-
ergetics, the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) generalized gradient approximation exchange-
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correlation functional[227] was used with an approximate van der Waals correction using
the D2 method of Grimme.[228]. An accurate description of the energy differences between
polymorphs is necessary to correctly predict the heterostructural alloy phase diagram and
identify critical compositions where structural transitions would be expected to occur. The
van der Waals corrected method was chosen by benchmarking to accurate total energies of
the AlN and ScN polymorphs computed using the random phase approximation within the
adiabatic-connection fluctuation-dissipation theorem (RPA-ACFDT).[229]. The computed
end-member polymorph energies using PBE+D2 were found to reproduce the polymorph
energy differences computed using the RPA to within 49 meV/atom MAE across all end-
member polymorphs. Without the van der Waals correction, the PBE computed polymorph
energy differences are 90 meV/atom MAE, justifying the use of this correction (see SI for val-
idation of the computational results using the optPBE van der Waals functional[230]). The
elastic coefficients (Cijkl) and piezoelectric stress tensors (eij) were evaluated from phonon
and dielectric response calculations performed using finite differences and density functional
perturbation theory[231], respectively. For comparison to experimental results, the piezo-




HTE comprises high throughput synthesis, characterization, and analysis. As described
below, the combinatorial methods employed here include simultaneous synthesis of compositionally-
graded thin films atop substrates of either uniform or graded temperatures as well as
spatially-resolved screening across the graded films.
Thin film combinatorial sample libraries were produced by radio frequency (RF) reactive
co-sputtering from two-inch diameter elemental aluminum and scandium metallic targets,
each > 99.99% pure. Additionally, a nitrogen cracker introduced a reactive nitrogen plasma
to the deposition environment. Oxygen contamination was minimized by use of a cryogenic
shroud surrounding the local deposition region. A radiative heated substrate platen reg-
ulated the substrate temperature. For samples deposited on substrates with low thermal
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conductivity (Corning EagleXG), one quarter of the substrate was clamped to the platen,
and the remaining three quarters hung in free space, creating a substrate temperature gradi-
ent in a direction perpendicular to the composition gradient. Libraries deposited on p-type
silicon were heated uniformly. A schematic of the deposition chamber and resulting com-
binatorial library is shown in Figure 3.2. The libraries were subdivided into four rows and
eleven columns in which the composition varied across columns and the substrate deposition
temperature varied across rows. More information about the deposition chamber used in
these experiments can be found in prior publications.[131]
Figure 3.2: Configuration of the combinatorial film deposition chamber used in this study.
Shown are the three plasma sources, sample heater, cryogenic shroud, and resulting material
library. The library is a 25cm2 square that is binned into 4 rows and 11 columns, each capable
of possessing a composition gradient and/or gradient in substrate deposition temperature.
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The processing conditions that were modified among the individual libraries are shown
in Table 3.1 and include the sputtering power delivered to each target, substrate tempera-
ture, and substrate material. For all libraries, the vacuum base pressure was 10−7 torr, the
processing pressure was 3 ∗ 10−3 torr, and the processing gas consisted of 6 sccm argon in
addition to a 350 W nitrogen plasma flowing at 4 sccm. The subsrate heater was set to the
values shown in Table 3.2
Table 3.1: Processing parameters for growth of AlxSc1−xN thin film libraries. Some param-
eters remained constant during all depositions while others varied among libraries
Power to Power to Substrate
Library Al Target Sc Target Temperature Substrate
# (W/cm2) (W/cm2) (◦C) Type
1 4.6 0 410 pSi(100)
2 0 4.6 410 pSi(100)
3 4.6 1.2 410 pSi(100)
4 4.6 2.3 410 pSi(100)
5 4.6 3.5 410 pSi(100)
6 4.6 4.6 410 pSi(100)
7 4.6 3.5 100-200 EagleXG SiO2
8 4.6 3.5 350-650 EagleXG SiO2
9 4.6 4.6 100-200 EagleXG SiO2
10 4.6 4.6 350-650 EagleXG SiO2
Table 3.2: Heater set point and resulting substrate temperature for the two substrates used
in this study
Substrate Heater set Hot Middle Cold
Type point (◦C) (◦C) (◦C) (◦C)
EagleXG SiO2 150 150 130 100
EagleXG SiO2 350 400 345 265
EagleXG SiO2 420 450 391 305
pSi(100) 286 410 410 410
X-ray diffraction was used to characterize the structures and textures of the thin films
deposited by combinatorial methods. The diffraction pattern of each point was collected
using a Bruker D8 Discovery diffractometer with a two-dimensional (2θ and χ) area detector
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and collimated CuKα radiation. The intensity counts were integrated across the detector
in different dimensions, resulting in an intensity vs. 2θ pattern for χ integration across the
detector range and an intensity vs. χ pattern for 2θ integration in the range associated with a
specific reflection (wurtzite (002) in this case). For the case of SiO2 substrates, a background
subtraction was used to remove the broad amorphous hump from the pattern. Each of the
2θ patterns was fit with a linear combination of Gaussian peaks to analyze the fraction of
total diffracted intensity resulting from the wurtzite and rocksalt phases; this technique is
often referred to as the disappearing phase method.[225] An illustration of this method can be
found in the supporting information. Each of the χ patterns was fit with a Gaussian peak to
determine the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the wurtzite (002) peak, producing a
metric for the quality of c-axis texture in the films which is equivalent to a typical ω rocking
curve. The composition of each point on the material libraries was determined by X-ray
fluorescence (XRF) using a Fischerscope X-ray XUV 773 vacuum tool and analysis software
with calibration by end member compositions of known thicknesses.
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) micrographs were acquired with an FEI Talos
F200X transmission electron microscope with scanning capabilities operating at an accel-
erating voltage of 200 keV. Specimens for TEM were prepared from deposited films via in
situ focused ion beam lift-out methods[232] using an FEI Helios Nanolab 600i SEM/FIB
DualBeam workstation. Specimens were ion milled at 2 keV and 77 pA to remove Ga ion
beam damage and achieve a final thickness of approximately 80 nm. Structural character-
ization was conducted by acquiring selected area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns on
an FEI Ceta 16M pixel CMOS camera at a camera length of 410 mm. Platinum from the
FIB was used to calibrate the camera constant, allowing SAED reflections to be accurately
measured and indexed. Chemical mapping was performed in the TEM using the Super-X
energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) system equipped with four windowless silicon





Thermochemical calculations of the alloy end-members and mixing enthalpies (shown in
Figure 3.3) predict that wurtzite is the ground state structure for AlN and Al-rich Al1−xScxN,
while rocksalt is the ground state structure for ScN and ScN-rich materials with a critical
composition at x = 0.64 (see Figure 3.3) This is different from the critical composition
reported by Zhang et al. of x = 0.56, where the van der Waals correction was not employed
and energy crossover points were incorrectly identified. This agrees with the results found
by Höglund et al.[213] Near this phase transition, the HBN structure—which is related
to the wurtzite structure through a decrease in the c/a ratio and increase in the internal u
parameter—is found to be very close in energy to that of the wurtzite and rocksalt structures
and becomes degenerate at a composition of x = 0.80. This is reflected in the calculated
lattice parameters of the wurtzite structure shifting towards the lattice parameters of the
HBN structure near this composition (see Figure 3.8 and associated discussion).
The T (x) phase diagram shown in Figure 3.4 is constructed from the free energy of
mixing given by ∆Gm(x) = ∆Hm(x) − T∆Sm(x). We note that for the reported alloy
phase diagram, the state of matter phase transitions from the solid state that will occur
within the temperature range plotted are not included in this evaluation. However, the
scale of metastability determined using this regular solution model remains correct and the
single-phase alloys achieved at experimentally-accessible temperatures require highly non-
equilibrium conditions. The single-phase alloys grown in this work are achieved at thermody-
namic conditions deep within the spinodal region (grey region in Figure 3.4). In this region,
the single-phase alloys are thermodynamically unstable towards phase separation into the
end-member compounds and towards composition fluctuations that increase the composition
modulation of the material (spinodal decomposition). This decomposition pathway has been
experimentally observed by Höglund et al. by annealing metastable cubic Al0.43Sc0.57N to
enhance the decomposition kinetics. Deng et al. determined the same thing at x = 0.4, and
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when deposited with substrate temperates greater than 400◦C this process is observable at
x = 0.3.[187].
New perspectives from heterostructural considerations are needed to understand this
behavior as the atomistic mechanisms for these two different decomposition pathways differ
and, therefore, result in different kinetic barriers and metastabilities. At conditions above the
binodal line, the alloy is stable and thermodynamically miscible in a single-phase. Between
the binodal and spinodal lines, the alloy is metastable towards composition fluctuations.
The unusual behavior observed in the phase diagram of the decoupling of the binodal and
spinodal miscibility gap temperatures and discontinuous spinodal line is in contrast to tra-
ditional isostructural alloy diagrams. This behavior is due to the incommensurate lattices of
wurtzite and rocksalt, which requires a reconstructive phase transformation at the bound-
ary between the two phases, as demonstrated for a similar wurtzite-rocksalt heterostructure
alloy Mn1−xZnxO by Holder et al. and seen in the Al1−xScxN alloy by Höglund et al. where
the decomposition of metastable wurtzite with x = 0.43 decomposed into two phases near
1100◦C.
Figure 3.3: Calculated mixing enthalpy (∆Hm(x)) for Al1−xScxN alloy polymorphs consid-
ered in this study.
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Figure 3.4: Calculated Temperature-Composition phase diagram for Al1−xScxN alloy with
spinodal (green) and binodal (black) lines separating the regions of stability, metastability,
and instability.
Lattice parameter calculations shown in Figure 3.5 are consistent with results of XRD
and SAED (see experimental results) and reported structural changes in other literature[234],
however contradict the findings of Höglund et al.[214]. Of particular note is the the rapid
decrease in the c/a ratio of the wurtzite structure (and its approach to the hexagonal boron
nitride c/a ratio) when approaching the critical composition where the rocksalt structure
becomes the lowest energy. The lattice is calculated to behave with an alloying induced
expansion similar to the HBN phase below the critical composition; above x = 0.64 the
rapid densification occurs until x = 0.80, the critical composition for transition to the HBN
structure from the wurtzite phase. This structural densification occurs with increasing x
because the anisotropic (polar-) covalent bonding of AlN that supports the larger-volume
wurtzite structure is overcome by the isotropic ionic bonding of ScN that facilitates the
close-packing of the denser HBN phase. The crossover in bond character of the alloy has
important ramifications on the predicted electromechanical properties and design of piezo-
electric heterostructural alloys (vide infra). The volume changes in the lattice explains why
the ability to achieve single phase wurtzite alloys improves under epitaxial tensile strain, as
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reported by Žukauskaitė et al..
Figure 3.5: Calculated lattice vector ratio c/a for the polymorphs considered in this
study(top). Zincblende and rocksalt are both unity as cubic structures. Wurtzite and
hexagonal (referring to the HBN structure) are seen as compositionally dependent where
wurtzite trends towards the a decreased vector ratio due to a decrease in c and an increase
in a. Calculated volume per atom in the wurtzite and hexagonal phases compared to a linear
prediction of Vegard’s law[236](bottom). In the wurtzite phase the calculations predict a
change in density which has similar behavior to the HBN Vegard relationship resulting in a
higher volume, more compliant, wurtzite phase, finally densifying and transitioning to the
hexagonal lattice in the range of 0.60 < x < 0.80.
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The incommensurate relationship between the parent structures results in a substantial
amount of lattice frustration near this phase boundary, and the (energetic) proximity of the
HBN structure results in a relatively flat free energy landscape. These two criteria (structural
frustration and flat free energy) have long been seen as desired characteristics in the search
for high-strain piezoelectric materials. The computationally predicted electromechanical
properties for this alloy system are shown in Figure 3.6. The calculated wurtzite d33 value
increases nonlinearly from 5 pC/N at x = 0 to > 100 pC/N above the critical composition
from wurtzite to rocksalt. The structural frustration that arises from scandium substitutions
in combination with the increased number of scandium-nitrogen bonds causes the lattice to
soften C and the piezoelectric stress coefficient e to increase, resulting in the commonly
observed piezoelectric strain (d) coefficient increase as d = e/C.
The C33 elastic constant decreases, which is minimized near the critical composition for
wurtzite to rocksalt is attributed to the higher volume wurtzite structure, while the piezo-
electric stress constant e33 increases with a maximum corresponding to the wurtzite to HBN
critical composition. The results qualitatively agree with previous calculations of the elas-
tic properties[169, 216, 237, 238] and piezoelectric properties[169, 216] while simultaneously
extending the range of alloy space examined, which is necessary to accurately determine the
decoupled nature of the responses. The results agree with observed softening[156, 202] and
enhanced piezoelectric strain values[211, 239–241] of compositions studied in the literature.
It should be noted that many methods are used in these measurements, and reliable meth-
ods are just now being developed[156, 238, 242]. The predicted property behavior motivates
the targeting of materials that exhibit this flattened energy landscape for enabling the de-
coupled tuning of the material compliance and piezoelectric properties for different target
applications.
3.4.2 Experimental
Figure 3.7 summarizes the phase fraction analysis carried out on all sample libraries
described in Table 3.1. For substrate temperatures at or below 400◦C, films with less than
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Figure 3.6: Calculated (bottom) piezoelectric strain coefficient (d33) resulting from (top)
elastic constant (C33) and piezoelectric stress coefficient (e33) for Al1−xScxN wurtzite and
rocksalt structures. The piezoelectric stress coefficient increase with increased x, with a
maximum corresponding to the wurtzite to hexagonal boron nitride critical composition.
The elastic stress-strain coefficient along the polar axis has a minimum at the wurtzite to
rocksalt critical composition. As a result, the piezoelectric strain has a maximum between
the two critical compositions.
roughly 40% ScN content exhibit a single-phase wurtzite structure while those with greater
than roughly 65% ScN exhibit a single-phase rocksalt structure in agreement with previous
studies.[186, 241, 243, 244] Films of intermediate compositions contain a mixture of both
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wurtzite and rocksalt phases. At higher substrate temperatures, the wurtzite + rocksalt
mixed phase region expands slightly towards lower ScN alloying levels, suggesting that, for
these compositions, the single-phase wurtzite state is kinetically incapable of overcoming
the barriers to phase separation and that with adequate thermal energy and diffusion time,
decomposition would result in a mixture of wurtzite and rocksalt phases. This is agreement
with rapid thermal annealing (RTA) experiments performed by Wu et al. but unseen for
x = 0.27 by Mayrhofer et al. in short RTA processes. This explains the early claims that
these materials were thermally stable when annealed at low temperatures.[16] There is no
such obvious relationship on the ScN-rich side of the two-phase region, suggesting either that
the rocksalt phase over these composition regions is more stable or that the energetic and/or
kinetic barriers to decomposition are higher.
Additionally, the phase evolution of thin films deposited on p-type (100) oriented silicon
is in agreement with that observed on amorphous SiO2 substrates, indicating that these
results are not strongly dependent upon substrate choice. No changes are observed between
films of different thicknesses and similar compositions, suggesting the film thickness has no
impact on the phase or texture over the thickness range studied here, although the film
thickness is reported elsewhere to have an effect on film stress[192], which can result in a
shift in the energy landscape not accounted for within this study.
Previous studies[85, 187] have indicated that substrate temperatures at or near 400◦C
result in the highest film quality for reactively-sputtered Al1−xScxN, so more detailed diffrac-
tion results are shown in Figure 3.8 for sample libraries deposited with a substrate temper-
ature near 400◦C. AlN with < 20% ScN exhibits a well-defined (00l) texture in which the
material grows with the hexagonal close-packed planes parallel to the substrate as described
by Xu et al.. Between approximately 20% and 40% ScN, the material exists in a single
wurtzite phase but grows with an increasingly polycrystalline (reduced texture) microstruc-
ture. Above approximately 40% ScN, both wurtzite and rocksalt phases coexist (as shown in
Figure 3.7), and the wurtzite phase again exhibits a strong (00l) texture. Above 65% ScN,
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Figure 3.7: Rocksalt phase fraction as a function of composition and substrate temperature
during film growth. The orange points (left) are the compositions where the Rocksalt phase
begins to form. Similarly the black points (right) indicate the Wurtzite phase disappearance
points. All samples shown are on SiO2 substrates except the highlighted row which is on
pSi(100). The structural trend is monotonic, suggesting that there is no observable influence
from substrate effects, as expected with the amorphous surface of SiO2 and large lattice
mismatch with crystalline silicon.
the films are untextured, single-phase rocksalt. Over the entire composition range, the peak
positions shift to smaller 2θ values with increased ScN content, indicating that the larger
Sc atoms cause an expansion of the lattice as they replace smaller Al atoms. The shift of
the wurtzite (010) peak is more dramatic than the shifting of the (002) peak, indicating a
decreased c/a ratio with increased ScN content. Experimentally observed structural changes
agree with calculations of the increased c/a lattice vector ratio as the structure expands in
the close-packed (100) directions more than in the (001) direction. This suggests that the
structure is trending towards the HBN structure depicted in Figure 3.1, though no evidence
of complete phase transition to the HBN phase is observed.
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Figure 3.8: Experimental X-ray diffraction profiles for a majority of the alloying space com-
pared to the end member peak positions of AlN[247] and ScN[248]. All films shown were
deposited on pSi(100) with a substrate temperature of approximately 410◦C.
For piezoelectric applications, a strong (002) texture is desired for Al1−xScxN films. Fig-
ure 3.9 shows the full width at half maximum (FWHM) results from fits to the 2θ integration
of the wurtzite (002) diffraction peak. The FWHM ranges from 2.5 to 4.5 degrees in χ. The
variation in FWHM does not appear to have a compositional dependence, but rather a
dependence on the sputtering incident angle inherent to the combinatorial sputtering tech-
nique. In addition to the wurtzite (002) peak broadening quantified by this FWHM, Figure
3.9 shows that the position of the peak deviates from 90 degrees in χ, indicating the crys-
tallographic c-axis tilts increasingly away from the substrate normal with increased incident
plasma angle. Thus, while the overall phase(s) and degree of texture of the films are driven
by composition (and to a lesser extent, substrate temperature), the quality of the texture, as



























































Figure 3.9: Full width at half maximum and position of the wurtzite (002) peak in χ dimen-
sion, equivalent to a traditional ω rocking curve. The quality of film texture is limited by
the off-normal sputtering conditions of the combinatorial experiment seen in Figure 3.2, and
not by the ScN alloying content. The position of the peak shows a consistent tilting of the
grains from the c-axis normal also linked to plasma angle.
The findings represented in Figure 3.4 beg further investigation into the phase separa-
tion process noted earlier in relation to Figures 3.8 and 3.9. TEM was therefore employed to
investigate whether the phases identified by XRD at multi-micron length scales are represen-
tative of the phases present at sub-micron length scales and to provide insight into the film
microstructure. Three compositions were chosen for investigation: 31% and 35% ScN rep-
resented compositions approaching the multiphase regions, but for which no rocksalt phase
was observed by XRD and 57% ScN represented the two-phase region where wurtzite and
rocksalt were both well-defined in XRD patterns. Note that all three of these compositions
fall under the spinodal dome of Figure 3.4 if considering only the substrate temperature;
however, since reactive sputtering is a highly-energetic and dynamic process, assigning a
specific effective temperature can be misleading.
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As seen in Figure 3.10, at 31% ScN alloying, a pure wurtzite structure is observed in se-
lected area electron diffraction (SAED), with cell volume 6% greater than that of AlN[248],
indicating an expansion of the lattice to accommodate the scandium substitutions. At a
slightly higher alloying of 35% ScN, the wurtzite lattice expands further to 12% larger than
AlN, and a single diffraction spot that could be attributed to the rocksalt structure is ob-
served via SAED. The position of the rocksalt diffraction spot shows a rocksalt structure
with a volume 6% smaller than the volume of ScN[250], suggesting aluminum incorporation
in the rocksalt structure. At 57% ScN alloying, the wurtzite lattice is essentially unchanged
from that observed of the 35% ScN composition, however a stronger intensity is seen for the
rocksalt structure.
In addition, a decrease in grain size and texture is observed across the transition region
from single-phase wurtzite to single-phase rocksalt. This composition is near the transition
where the wurtzite phase disappears altogether. Chemical mapping of the film cross sec-
tions using Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS) shows only the very early stages of
chemical segregation at 31% ScN alloying. Although the chemical segregation is more pro-
nounced at 35% ScN, the sample appears to remain structurally homogeneous. With 57%
ScN alloying, the chemical segregation is strongly defined and corresponds to the observed
structural heterogeneity in SAED and XRD.
The mechanical properties of films prepared for this study are discussed in detail else-
where by Wu et al., but it is worth noting here that the compositional region over which
chemical heterogeneity is observed and which appears to represent the early stages of phase
separation corresponds to the compositional region in which measured elastic values fall be-
tween the values computed via DFT for pure wurtzite and pure rocksalt phases of respective
compositions. The TEM results shown in Figure 3.10 confirm that this deviation corresponds
to separation into two distinct phases.
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Figure 3.10: Transmission electron microscopy selected area electron diffraction images (left)
and corresponding Al1−xScxN film cross sections with elemental mapping from energy dis-
persive X-ray spectroscopy (right) at three select compositions, x = 0.31,.0.35, and 0.57 (top
to bottom) as determined by the global average of the elemental mapping of the film. The
lowest composition (x = 0.31) shows only wurtzite. A small diffraction spot (blue arrow) is
observed for rocksalt at x = 0.35, however it is primarily wurtzite. At x = 0.57, a mix of
both structures is observed.
3.5 Discussion
The aluminum nitride-scandium nitride heterostructure alloy benefits from the frustration
induced by these competing phases. (see Figure 3.5 and discussion). As the alloy incorporates
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larger scandium 3+ ions in place of smaller 3+ aluminum ions, the lattice is strained and
the unit cell increases in volume. The scandium ions adopt a 4 − fold coordination in the
wurtzite structure, increasing the enthalpy of mixing as seen in Figure 3.3. The increase
is found to be a minimum for the wurtzite structure with competing phases of zincblende
and hexagonal boron nitride at low and mid ScN alloying concentrations, respectively. The
entropy of mixing enables a solid solution only at very low alloying concentrations or very
high temperatures. More importantly, the flattening of the collective free energy landscape
leads to a broader thermodynamically miscible single-phase region extending further into
alloy space; while not thermodynamically-stable, single-phase materials can be achieved
within this composition space via energetic deposition and kinetic hindrance. The energy
scale of this metastability is shown to be greater than predicted previously when calculated
with the optPDE van der Waals functional. It is expected that the majority of the AlN-
ScN alloy system is subject phase seperation in the form of nucleation and growth at grain
boundaries[214].
Large mixing enthalpies and alloy interaction parameters require highly non-equilibrium
growth and subsequent kinetic hindrance to realize solid solutions, as evidenced by the high
stability temperatures in the phase diagram. The difficulty of achieving high crystal quality
Al1−xScxN alloys with x > 0.2 is explained by this, higher than previously understood,
driving force for phase separation.
The combinatorial study on thin films also suggests that improved properties are seen in
a region of metastability (Figure 3.7) resulting in observed decomposition lines determined
to be at approximately 40% and 65% for the wurtzite and rocksalt regions respectively at
400◦C or less. The films exhibit compositional fluctuations and second phase formation
consistent with spinodal decomposition. Combinatorial synthesis is demonstrated to be a
powerful tool for validating computational insights and exploring the metastability possible
through high energy deposition processes.
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3.6 Conclusions
In the case of the Al1−xScxN alloy system, gains in performance are enabled by the ener-
getic similarity of the HBN, rocksalt, and wurtzite phases where a single competing phase is
insufficient. The kinetics required for the reconstructive phase transition required for phase
separation enable synthesis of highly metastable materials and leveraging of properties af-
fected in the process. The increased electromechanical response which spurred interest in this
system reflects contributions from both an increase in the intrinsic piezoelectric coefficients
and a decrease in the stiffness components. Decoupling of the piezoelectric and stiffness
modifications to the influence of the HBN and rocksalt variants, respectively, offers valuable
insight to the structure-property relationships in this emerging material system.
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CHAPTER 4
CHARACTERIZATION OF ELASTIC MODULUS ACROSS THE (Al,Sc)N SYSTEM
USING DFT AND SUBSTRATE-EFFECT-CORRECTED NANOINDENTATION
A journal article published in IEEE Transactions on Ultrasonics, Ferroelectrics, and
Frequency Control
Dong Wu1 Yachao Chen2 Sukriti Manna3 Kevin Talley4 Andriy Zakutayev 5 Geoff L.
Brennecka6 Cristian V. Ciobanu7 Paul Constantine8 Corinne E. Packard9
In this work, a new method for measuring the elastic modulus of thin films is developed
and used to understand the mechanical properties of (Al,Sc)N thin films as a function of
composition, phase, and microstructure. These observations support the predictions made
in Chapter 3 of a softer lattice upon scandium incorporation.
The author of this thesis was a co-author on this paper and provided combinatorial
libraries of (Al,Sc)N, with structure and composition data, for analysis by the methods
developed and reported here. The development and execution of the new methodology was
performed by two post-doctoral researchers; the author of this thesis and one other graduate
student were experimental and computational contributors.
At the time of publication, no experimental confirmations of a lattice softening in (Al,Sc)N
had been reported. The effect had only been predicted based on the observations of decreased
mechanical quality factors in resonators that contained (Al,Sc)N materials versus those made
1Principle author of the study, performed nano-indentation and algorithm implementation
2Principle author of the study, performed nano-indentation and algorithm implementation
3Performed density functional theory simulations
4Grew and characterized thin films
5Adviser, film growth expert
6Adviser, piezoelectric expert
7Adviser, density functional theory expert
8Adviser, mathematical modeling and theory expert
9Adviser, mechanical properties expert
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with AlN alone. It is now understood that the lattice softening decreases the intrinsic com-
ponents of Qm, limiting the performance gains achievable by (Al,Sc)N materials alone. High
Qm values are imperative for piezoelectric materials for 5G filter applications; thus, alter-
natives to (Al,Sc)N are necessary for RF filter improvements. This article contributes to
research goal 2: develop an understanding of the mechanisms that lead to high performance
in piezoelectric nitride materials. This work confirms the prediction from Chapter 3 and
builds motivation for improving piezoelectric stress without increasing mechanical compli-
ance of the crystal lattice.
4.1 Abstract
Knowledge of accurate values of elastic modulus of (Al1−xScx)N is required for design
of piezoelectric resonators and related devices. Thin films of (Al1−xScx)N across the entire
composition space are deposited and characterized. Accuracy of modulus measurements
is improved and quantified by removing the influence of substrate effects and by direct
comparison of experimental results with density functional theory calculations. The 5%-
30% Sc compositional range is of particular interest for piezoelectric applications and is
covered at higher compositional resolution here than in previous work. The reduced elastic
modulus is found to decrease by as much as 40% with increasing Sc concentration in the
wurtzite phase according to both experimental and computational techniques, whereas Sc-
rich rocksalt-structured films exhibit little variation in modulus with composition.
4.2 Introduction
Piezoelectric aluminum nitride (AlN) thin films form the basis of surface acoustic wave
and film bulk acoustic resonator (FBAR) devices that are widely used in telecommunica-
tions and other applications[163, 187, 251–254]. In the past decade, significant efforts have
been directed at increasing the piezoelectric performance of AlN-based materials, largely via
Sc additions[16, 85, 187, 238, 255, 256], which have been found to increase the longitudi-
nal piezoelectric strain modulus d33 by up to 400% compared to pure AlN films for a Sc
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composition of 43%[16]. Computational studies suggest that such increases in Al1−xScxN
and related materials stem from mechanical softening of the wurtzite phase and may be
associated in part with proximity to a phase boundary[132, 213, 216, 257]. The elastic prop-
erties of these alloy systems are receiving less attention; experimental studies only minimally
cover the range of 5%-30% Sc[239, 241], computational work does not extend beyond 50%
Sc[216, 237, 257] and no previous study provides direct comparison between the computed
and measured elastic constants.
In addition to being important from a fundamental standpoint, the elastic modulus is
an essential property for FBARs and other devices because of its relation to mechanical
resonance and role in energy dissipation and impedance matching. In resonator applications,
one common figure of merit is the k2Q product, where the mechanical quality factor Q is
directly proportional to the stiffness with significant additional extrinsic contributions, and
k2 is the mode-appropriate electromechanical coupling coefficient. Moreover, while the most
commonly experimentally measured and reported piezoelectric coefficient is the d tensor,
which relates the electric field to strain or dielectric displacement to stress, first-principle
calculations directly compute the e tensor, necessitating knowledge of the stiffness tensor in
order to directly compare the measured d with the calculated d , e.g., d33=e33/C
V
33 , where
the V superscript indicates a condition of constant electric potential. Thus, the investigation
of elastic properties is critical for evaluation of the functional performance of piezoelectric
systems.
Various techniques are utilized to determine elastic modulus from thin films. The elas-
tic modulus can be extracted from the resonance frequency of cantilever beams that are
fabricated out of the thin film of interest[258–261], but this technique requires multiple
film deposition, etching, and lithography procedures and optimization thereof. In contrast,
instrumented indentation presents a nearly preparation-free testing method for thin films
deposited on a substrate[239, 262–265]], making it more suitable for rapid evaluation of
elastic modulus in films fabricated via combinatorial deposition in order to cover a large
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composition range over a single sample library. However, one important complication arises
for testing thin films: when the size of the stress field induced by indentation approaches the
film thickness, the measurement of the reduced elastic modulus is invariably influenced by
the substrate. Recently, these limitations have been overcome by Li and Vlassak[155], who
introduced a numerical calculation method based on an analytical model of the contact me-
chanics of a laminated film[237], showing that the impact of the substrate could be effectively
removed from the data for a wide range of elastic dissimilarities and film thicknesses.
In this study, the reduced elastic moduli of (Al1−xScx)N films are measured using a
dynamic indentation technique. Accuracy of measurements is improved and quantified by
removing the influence of substrate effects and by direct comparison of experimental results
with density functional theory (DFT) calculations. This work covers the entire composition
space in this system and maps elastic modulus with higher compositional resolution than
previous studies, particularly over the 5%-30% Sc composition space that is of great appli-
cation interest. The influences of composition and phase content on the elastic modulus of
this nitride alloy are evaluated and discussed.
4.3 Methods of Preparation, Characterization, and Theoretical Analysis
Combinatorial (Al1−xScx)N thin-film libraries are prepared through a magnetically en-
hanced RF reactive co-sputtering technique. The deposition is performed in a high-vacuum
chamber with a base pressure <10−7 torr and process pressure of 2 mtorr at flows of 6-sccm
Ar and 3-sccm N2. The deposition system is described in266. Fused silica (GM Associates)
or Si(100) wafer (universitywafer.com) substrates of 51 x 51 mm2 size are mounted on a sub-
strate stage equipped with a heater, and the temperature of the substrate is maintained at
400 ◦C during deposition. Prior to deposition, substrates are cleaned by presputtering with
O2 followed by Ar (fused silica) or Ar alone (Si). Two separate elemental targets (99.995%
pure metallic Al and 99.9995% pure metallic Sc), installed at 45◦ angles with respect to the
substrate, generate a lateral composition gradient across the substrate. A nitrogen plasma
source is used to introduce nitrogen of increased reactivity to the deposition environment.
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During deposition, a cryogenic shroud is used to reduce the partial pressure of water in the
system and minimize oxygen contamination. Power for each of the targets and deposition
time for each library were chosen based on the data from preliminary runs, weighing the
need for simultaneously achieving high crystallinity, balanced sputter yields, and reasonable
deposition rates[5]. On each substrate, a 2 x 11 grid of thin film samples is deposited through
a shadow mask, referred to here as a “sample library.” Each sample on the library is 2 mm x
10 mm in size, with the long axes perpendicular to a line connecting the two sputter targets.
This bins the composition gradient across the sample library into 11 different compositions,
each with a pair of sibling samples. The thickness of each sample is measured using contact
profilometry. Deposition parameters and resulting film characteristics are summarized in
Table 4.1 for each sample library.









Table 4.2: Film Deposition Parameters
Sample Library Power Sc/Al (W) Time(min) x in Al1−xScxN Thickness range (nm)
#1 film /SiO2 10/50 120 1.2 3.4 98 245
#2 film /SiO2 20/50 120 2.83 10.08 149 318
#3 film /SiO2 30/60 240 44 83.4 610 1046
#4 film /SiO2 50/0 270 100 138 298
#5 film /Si 15/60 240 1.78 6.38 382 779
#6 film /Si 30/60 240 7.93 25.08 468 875
#7 film /Si 60/60 240 19.33 51.37 603 970
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The composition of each thin film sample on the library is determined using spatially
resolved X-ray fluorescence with a FISCHERSCOPE X-RAY XUV 773 and associated anal-
ysis software. The analysis is calibrated to single-composition AlN and ScN films of known
thickness to improve the accuracy of measurements. Spatially resolved X-ray diffraction
(XRD) is utilized to determine the crystalline structure and the texture of the films. The
diffraction pattern of each film sample is collected using a Bruker D8 diffractometer with
a 2-D area detector and collimated CuKα radiation in a θ -2θ configuration. The inten-
sity counts collected by the detector are integrated across the chi dimension to provide an
intensity versus 2θ pattern.
The stiffness of each sample on the library is measured using dynamic nanoindentation[267]
on a TI-950 Hysitron Triboindenter instrument equipped with a Berkovich-geometry dia-
mond indenter tip. The area function A of the Berkovich indenter tip is calibrated on fused
silica. Four dynamic indentation tests with a peak load of 3 mN are performed on each film
sample on the library, with an excitation frequency of 150 Hz and a constant strain rate of
0.06 s−1. Analysis of nanoindentation data and correction to remove the substrate effects is
conducted according to the method of Li and Vlassak[155]. Though Li and Vlassak’s method
has been incorporated into a commercially available software package offered by Bruker, we
have created our own implementation of the method, allowing for customization of optimiza-
tion parameters and the utilization of parallel processing on a high-performance computing
cluster. The values of material parameters used in the method are listed in Table 4.1. Step
sizes of 4 GPa and 0.1 are used to resolve substrate-effect-corrected elastic modulus of the
film Mf and dimensionless plastic thinning parameter η respectively, for analysis of each set
of indentation data. Each indentation test containing 61 data points in total is reduced to
six data points uniformly spaced over the total indentation time to increase the speed of
calculation. The error associated with using a reduced data set is found to be smaller than
that associated with the (Mf , η) step sizes utilized here.
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The Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package is used for structural optimizations (ionic
positions and lattice parameters) and calculations of elastic constants of the (Al1−xScx)N
lattice, with projector augmented waves (PAW) in the generalized gradient approximation
using the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation functional[226, 226, 268]. In
these calculations, plane-wave energy cutoffs of 540 eV and tolerances for total energy of 10−8
and 10−7 eV for electronic and ionic convergence are applied, respectively. The simulation
supercells are constructed using special quasi-random structures (SQSs), allowing efficient
simulations of random alloys using a small number of atoms[269]; five SQS structures are
assembled and run for each alloy composition. For the wurtzite structure (B1), a 32-atom
supercell (2 x 2 x 2 unit cells) with a 6 x 6 x 2 Monkhorst-Pack k -point mesh is used to
sample the Brillouin zone with their origins set at the Γ point, resulting in 40 irreducible
k -points[270]. The calculations of scandium-rich rock salt structures (B4) are performed
using a 64-atom supercell (2 x 2 x 2 unit cells), and Brillouin zones are sampled by 4 x 4 x 4
Monkhorst-Pack meshes with their origins set at the Γ points (36 irreducible k -points). At
the relaxed (equilibrium) values for the lattice parameters, the elastic constants are computed
as second derivatives of the total energy density with respect to small strains applied to the
supercells[271]. In particular, the independent elastic constants: C11, C12 , C13 , C33, and C44
for the hexagonal wurtzite structure, and C11, C12, and C44 for the cubic rock salt structure
are determined from specific strain matrices[67].
4.4 Results and Discussion
4.4.1 Thickness, Composition, and Microstructure of the (Al,Sc)N Films
Intentional gradients in film composition and thickness exist along the row direction of
the thin film sample libraries because of the position of film samples with respect to the
sputtering targets and can be modified by varying the power applied to the targets. Ranges
of composition and thickness of the deposited films are provided in Table 4.2; measured
values vary continuously along the row direction of the film sample libraries.
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The crystalline structure(s) and phase(s) of all samples are characterized using XRD.
In Figure 4.1, the collection of XRD patterns are represented with the film Sc content on
the ordinate axis, the diffraction angle 2θ on the abscissa, and the color indicates the nor-
malized diffraction intensity. For comparison to more typical diffraction plots having 2θ on
the abscissa and diffraction intensity on the ordinate, line plots of this form are shown in
white for the compositional extremes of AlN (bottom) and ScN (top). The Lotgering factor
is calculated to quantify the degree of (002) c -axis texture in a film, where 1 indicates a
c-axis texture, and 0 indicates a randomly oriented film[272]. Only one dominant diffraction
peak, (002), is identified over the measured 2θ range in (Al1−xScx)N samples below 19.3%
(cation percent) Sc (#1 and #2) with a Lotgering factor of 1, indicating that the deposited
(Al1−xScx)N film has a wurtzite structure with a strong c -axis texture. For those film alloys
with intermediate alloying concentration (19.3%-33.2% Sc) deposited on Si(100), wurtzite
(100) and (101) peaks are present in addition to the (002) peak. Increasing the Sc concen-
tration across this range leads to a gradual decrease in the Lotgering factor from 0.95 to
0.7, indicating a loss of strong c -axis texture in the films. For the sample library #3 with
high Sc content, a coexistence of two crystalline phases consisting of hexagonal wurtzite and
cubic rock salt structures are observed when the Sc content increases from 33.2% to 83.4%.
The XRD pattern of the pure ScN film (#4) has only two diffraction peaks (111) and (002)
in this 2θ range, consistent with untextured rock salt crystal structure.
It should also be noted that as the Sc content increases in materials of either structure,
all diffraction peaks move to lower angle, as shown in Figure 4.2. Our DFT calculations for
equilibrium lattice constants as a function of Sc composition x show both wurtzite lattice
parameters a and c increasing with increasing x , consistent with other studies in 213, 216,
and 237. Using the DFT lattice constants, we have calculated the 2θ locations of the XRD
peaks and compared with those determined experimentally. The experimental and DFT
results agree with each other across the entire composition range, albeit with the DFT results
systematically underestimating the 2θ positions in experimental data due to the fact that
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Figure 4.1: A transition from wurtzite to rock salt structure is indicated by XRD patterns
of the (Al1−xScx)N film.
the PBE functional[226] overestimates the experimental lattice constants by 1%-3%[273].
The shifting trend of diffraction peaks is ascribed to lattice expansion in the (Al1−xScx)N
system, as the Sc ion is larger than the Al ion with the ionic radius ratio of Sc/Al = 1.39[7].
4.4.2 First-Principle Calculations of Elastic Constants and Polycrystalline Av-
erages for (Al,Sc)N Films
The elements of the stiffness matrix for (Al1−xScx)N in either the wurtzite or rock salt
structure (depending upon x ) are determined from total energy DFT calculations and are
plotted in Figure 4.3(a) as a function of Sc content. Relaxations of the computational SQS
cells for Sc cation content >50% Sc lead to significant deviations from expected wurtzite
parameters, so values are reported here for wurtzite-structured material for Sc contents
<=50%, and rock salt-structured material for Sc contents >=50%. The values and trends
shown in Figure 4.3(a) are similar to those reported in 216 and 237, and reflect a decrease
of the stiffness components C33 and C11 with Sc content x .
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Figure 4.2: Experimental and DFT-calculated positions of the main XRD peaks: wurtzite
(002), and rock salt (002) and (111) for (Al1−xScx)N structures as functions of Sc content x
show shifts in positions as a result of lattice distortion due to alloying.
Despite other reports of elastic softening with increasing Sc concentration in wurtzite[216],
direct comparisons with experimental data that do not independently access any of the stiff-
ness constants can only be enabled by appropriate averaging of the elements of the stiffness
tensor, C . The presence of texture in the polycrystalline wurtzite-structured (Al1−xScx)N
adds complexity to this analysis; however, it is reasonable to bound the elastic modulus
between that of an isotropic medium of randomly oriented grains[226, 226, 268] and that of
a fully c -axis oriented material that can be approximated as an orthotropic medium[274].













where C31 = sqrtC11C33 . The indentation modulus for the isotropic bound is found from
M = 9∗BG/[(3B+G)(1−ν2)], where ν is Poisson’s ratio. For the wurtzite structure, the bulk
modulus B and shear modulus G are estimated in terms of a Voigt approximation[275] and
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Figure 4.3: Elastic constants of (Al1−xScx)N with wurtzite structure (C11 , C12 , C33 , C44 ,
and C13 ) or rock salt structure (C11 , C12 , and C44 ) as a function of Sc content. (a) DFT
results for single-crystal values. (b) Polycrystalline averages computed from the DFT single
crystal results in the random (wurtzite and rock salt) and orthothropic (wurtzite) limits.
a Reuss approximation[276] for the upper and lower bounds of modulus values of hexagonal
crystals, respectively. According to the Hill approximation [275] for polycrystalline materials,
the effective moduli for isotropic media are written as the arithmetic mean of the two bounds:
B = (BV + BR)/2 and G = (GV + GR)/2, where BR , BV , GR , and GV correspond
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to the Voigt and Reuss approximations and can be found in 277. For the rock salt cubic
structure, B is estimated as a linear combination of two elastic constants: B = (C11+2C12)/3,
while G is averaged as: G = (GV + GR)/2, where GV = (C11 − C12 + 3 ∗ C44)/5 and
GR = (5 ∗ (C11 − C12)C44)/(4 ∗ C44 + 3 ∗ (C11 − C12)).
Figure 4.3(b) shows the indentation modulus across the composition range, determined
using the elements of the DFT-computed stiffness tensor C . The calculated indentation
modulus of wurtzite (Al1−xScx)N decreases with increasing Sc content, reaching as low as 81
GPa for a Sc content of 50 at%, while the relaxed unit cell maintains a wurtzite structure.
Both isotropic and orthotropic assumptions of the crystalline microstructure are applied in
calculating the indentation modulus, but no substantial difference is observed. This indicates
that the softening of the wurtzite structure results in a drastic reduction in elastic modulus,
regardless of the film texture. On the other hand, the calculated indentation modulus of
rock salt (Al1−xScx)N only changes slightly with Sc content because the stiffness constants
C11 , C12 , and C44 of the cubic rock salt are less sensitive to composition.
4.4.3 Elastic Response of Thin (Al,Sc)N Films on Substrates
The raw indentation data of library #1 are plotted as a function of indentation depth in
Figure 4.4(a). Each of the 11 data series (one from each sample of the library) is plotted,
with uncorrected indentation modulus (E/(1 − ν2)) as a function of indentation depth. In
contrast to the depth-independent modulus of the SiO2 substrate, which is determined to be
74.1 GPa, the indentation modulus of each film/substrate samples decreases sharply with
increasing indentation depth. Given the same indentation depth, the indentation modulus
increases with increased film thickness. Sample library #1 has only a very small variation in
Sc content; thus, the variation of modulus is not attributable to compositional changes, but
instead indicates impact from the compliant substrate. The maximum values of uncorrected
indentation modulus for each indentation test occur at the lowest indentation depths and
are plotted against film thickness in Figure 4.4(b). With the exception of the thinnest film,
the plotted modulus values are derived from measurements from less than 10% of total film
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thickness. Even though these values occur at shallow penetrations, where the influence of the
substrate is minimized, the impact is obviously not negligible because uncorrected modulus
varies over 100 GPa with only a 2.2% absolute variation in Sc content.
Figure 4.4: Indentation modulus of the (Al1−xScx)N/SiO2 system (a) as a function of inden-
tation depth. (b) Maximum values of indentation modulus as a function of film thickness.
The indentation moduli of thin film samples are corrected to remove the impact of the
substrate following the numerical procedure developed by Li and Vlassak [155]. For all film
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samples, the optimized η has a value of 0 because plasticity in the nitride film is limited.
The values of indentation modulus with and without correction are shown for two sample
libraries in Figure 4.5. For the (Al1−xScx)N thin film deposited on a compliant substrate (#1
film/SiO2), there is little variance in composition, so the apparent increase of indentation
modulus with film thickness comes from a severe substrate effect. After correction, the
moduli are shown to be approximately 350 GPa, within error of the 354 GPa reported in
264, and the dependence on film thickness has been eliminated. Corrections to remove the
substrate effect increase the indentation modulus by 100-250 GPa. The measured indentation
modulus of the thicker (Al1−xScx)N film deposited on a stiffer substrate (#7 film/Si(100))
does not depend strongly on film thickness, but still yields an increase of 15-20 GPa in
the indentation modulus after correction. In this sample, the modulus mismatch between
substrate and film is lower, and the indentation depth relative to total film thickness is
substantially lower, leading to smaller corrections.
Figure 4.5: Extraction of indentation modulus of representative film sample library: #1
(Al1−xScx)N/SiO2 and #7 (Al1−xScx)N/Si(100) following numerical calculation analysis.
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The indentation moduli of (Al1−xScx)N films with varied Sc content are obtained, cor-
rected, and evaluated for all films using the same procedure. Figure 4.6 shows all of the
data and plots modulus as a function of Sc content. Each data point represents the average
of all four indentation results on each composition for each sample library, with error bars
representing the standard deviation. It is often observed in AlN-based films that differences
in films grown on different substrates are dominated by the residual stress state, and that
nucleation and microstructure development are similar across different substrates[251, 278–
282]. We found that cracks tended to occur more frequently in films on SiO2 substrates, likely
due to the thermal expansion coefficient mismatch between the substrate and film. Crack-
free films are necessary for valid indentation measurements; thus, we discarded cracked films
and instead used silicon substrates (with lower thermal expansion coefficient mismatch) for
several libraries. Substrate-effect-corrected data from sample libraries #2 and #5, which
cover a similar composition range but have different substrates, converge in a single trend,
consistent with other studies that have seen negligible differences in AlN-based film growth
on different substrates. In the modulus-composition diagram, the substrate-effect-corrected
indentation modulus decreases with increasing Sc content from 0% to 25%. This result mir-
rors the trend observed in the work of Zywitzki et al. and Žukauskaitė et al.[239], but maps
the changes in indentation modulus with much higher compositional resolution. The values
of indentation modulus obtained here are more similar to those of Zywitzki et al.[241] and
are higher than those reported by Žukauskaitė et al.[239], who report restricting indentation
depth to less than 10% of the film thickness but do not provide sufficient evidence that
substrate compliance effects are avoided. We confirm that indentation modulus decreases
monotonically with Sc addition between the sparse data provided by other reports. Further-
more, the substrate-effect-corrected indentation modulus is well-matched by estimations of
the indentation modulus made from texture-based averaging of the DFT results in the range
of 0%-25% Sc, showing that DFT calculations can provide accurate estimates of modulus
which may aid in accelerating the discovery of piezoelectric materials tailored to optimizing
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specific figures of merit. In addition, these combined experimental and computational find-
ings support the idea that the oft-reported increase in piezoelectric strain response with Sc
additions to AlN are driven at least as much by the reduction in material stiffness (as much
as 40%, as shown here) as by the direct improvement in intrinsic electromechanical response
(also 40% change over the same composition space)[169], and highlight the need for further
materials development for improved performance in resonator applications.
Figure 4.6: Indentation modulus and XRD patterns of (Al1−xScx)N as a function of Sc
content. The deviation of experimental indentation modulus from theoretical prediction is
consistent with the coexistence of two phases observed by XRD.
Between 25% and 65% Sc, the corrected indentation modulus stays roughly constant,
consistent with the results from Zywitzki et al.[241] that covered the range of 30%-45% Sc.
The discrepancy between the experimental and computed indentation modulus in this range
is due to the mixture of phases in experiments (wurtzite and rock salt), whereas computations
are carried out for either wurtzite or rock salt (not mixed); it is not tractable to have mixed
phases in the DFT simulation cells. Above 65% Sc, a range which has not previously been
experimentally or computationally explored, the films have rock salt structure and exhibit
substrate-corrected indentation modulus values consistent with DFT calculations. Rock salt
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(Al1−xScx)N exhibits little compositional variation in elastic modulus.
4.5 Conclusions
Thin films of (Al1−xScx)N across the entire composition space are deposited and char-
acterized. In mapping elastic modulus across the full (Al1−xScx)N system, we show that
accuracy of measurements is improved and quantified by removing the influence of substrate
effects and by direct comparison of experimental results with DFT calculations. The inden-
tation modulus of (Al1−xScx)N in the wurtzite phase decreases with increased Sc content,
whereas the modulus is relatively insensitive to Sc content in the rock salt structure. The
coexistence of hexagonal wurtzite and cubic rock salt structure occurs in nitride films with
intermediate Sc content and is reflected in experimentally observed indentation modulus
between that of the wurtzite and rock salt phases. This study reinforces the importance of
reduced elastic modulus on the increased strain response of Sc-modified AlN piezoelectrics
and has provided an efficient approach to evaluate the elastic modulus of a thin film on
compliant substrate in a high-throughput manner.
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CHAPTER 5
ENHANCED PIEZOELECTRIC RESPONSE OF AlN VIA CrN ALLOYING
A journal article published in Physical Review Applied
Sukriti Manna1 Kevin R. Talley2 Prashun Gorai3 John Mangum4 Andriy Zakutayev 5 Geoff
L. Brennecka6 Vladan Stevanović7 Cristian V. Ciobanu8
This work is a follow-up built on the outcomes of working with the (Al,Sc)N system. A
hypothesises was developed by the computational co-authors during the work presented in
Chapter 4 and tested here. The (Al,Sc)N models showed that the piezoelectric properties
of wurtzite-structured materials were maximized for compositions at which the stable phase
transitions from wurtzite to rocksalt. However, experimentally reaching high concentrations
of scandium in the wurtzite phase is much more difficult because it results in the metastable
material phase separating. At scandium concentrations below the phase transition, the
wurtzite lattice also needs to energetically favor growth with the polar axis ([001]) normal to
the substrate. Here (Al,Cr)N was identified as another heterostructural (wurtzite–rocksalt)
alloy, however the wurtzite–rocksalt transition was calculated to occur at about half the alloy
concentration of the (Al,Sc)N system. It was shown through combinatorial exploration that
the (Al,Cr)N wurtzite system remains (002)-textured until the phase transition to rocksalt.
In addition to assisting with manuscript preparation, the author of this thesis contributed
to hypothesis development, synthesized combinatorial (Al,Cr)N libraries, and characterized
1Primary author and computational contributor
2Secondary author and experimental contributor
3Secondary computational contributor
4Specialized electron microscopist
5Adviser, film growth expert
6Adviser, piezoelectric expert
7Adviser, computational expert
8Primary adviser, computational expert
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structure, composition, and properties of the libraries. This work was performed after the ini-
tial investigation into (Al,Sc)N and in parallel with the work presented in Chapter 4. At this
time, other chemical modifications to the AlN system, besides scandium, had been predicted
and tested.[18, 283] This article contributes to research goals 2 and 3. It furthers understand-
ing of the mechanisms that lead to high performance in piezoelectric nitride materials by
testing a property–structure relationship. This work also investigates a new computationally
predicted piezoelectric nitride material and presents it to the scientific community.
5.1 Abstract
Since AlN has emerged as an important piezoelectric material for a wide variety of ap-
plications, efforts have been made to increase its piezoelectric response via alloying with
transition metals that can substitute for Al in the wurtzite lattice. Herein, we report density
functional theory calculations of structure and properties of the Cr-AlN system for Cr con-
centrations ranging from zero to beyond the wurtzite-rocksalt transition point. By studying
the different contributions to the longitudinal piezoelectric coefficient, we propose that the
physical origin of the enhanced piezoelectricity in CrxAl1−xN alloys is the increase of the in-
ternal parameter u of the wurtzite structure upon substitution of Al with the larger Cr ions.
Among a set of wurtzite-structured materials, we have found that Cr-AlN has the most sen-
sitive piezoelectric coefficient with respect to alloying concentration. Based on these results,
we propose that Cr-AlN is a viable piezoelectric material whose properties can be tuned via
Cr composition. We support this proposal by combinatorial synthesis experiments, which
show that Cr can be incorporated in the AlN lattice up to 30% before a detectable transition
to rocksalt occurs. At this Cr content, the piezoelectric modulus d33 is approximately four
times larger than that of pure AlN. This finding, combined with the relative ease of synthesis
under non-equilibrium conditions, may propel Cr-AlN as a prime piezoelectric material for
applications such as resonators and acoustic wave generators.
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5.2 Introduction
Aluminum nitride has emerged as an important material for micro-electromechanical
(MEMS) based systems[12, 63] such as surface and bulk acoustic resonators,[63, 284] atomic
force microscopy (AFM) cantilevers,[63] accelerometers,[285, 286] oscillators,[287] resonators
for energy harvesting,[288, 289] and band-pass filters.[290] The advantages of using AlN in
MEMS devices include metal−oxide−semiconductor (CMOS) compatibility, high thermal
conductivity, and high temperature stability. In addition, its low permittivity and high
mechanical stiffness are particularly important for resonantor applications.[63, 291] However,
the piezoelectric constants of AlN thin films are lower than those of other commonly used
piezoelectric materials. For example, the out-of-plane piezoelectric strain modulus[292] d33
of reactively sputtered AlN films is reported to be 5.5 pC/N, whereas d33 for ZnO can be at
least twice as large,[293] and PZT films can be over 100 pC/N.[12]
It is therefore desirable to find ways to increase the piezoelectric response of AlN in
order to integrate AlN-based devices into existing and new systems. A common way to
engineer piezoelectric properties of AlN is by alloying with transition metal nitrides (Sc, Y,
others), which can lead to a several-fold increase in the field-induced strain via increases
in the longitudinal piezoelectric coefficient e33 and simultaneous decreases in the longitudi-
nal elastic stiffness C33.[16, 169, 216, 294] In the case of ScN alloying, the origins of this
response have been studied,[169] and it is presumed that other such systems which also
involve AlN alloyed with rocksalt-structured end members are similar: as the content of
the rocksalt end member in the alloy increases, the accompanying structural frustration
enables a greater piezoelectric response. This structural frustration, however, is also ac-
companied by thermodynamic driving forces for phase separation[213] which, with increased
alloy concentration, lead to the destruction of the piezoelectric response upon transition to
the (centrosymmetric, cubic) rocksalt structure. The experimental realization of large alloy
contents without phase separation or severe degradation of film texture and crystalline qual-
ity can be quite difficult,[213, 283] even when using non-equilibrium deposition processes
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such as sputtering. Thus, it is desirable to find alloy systems for which the structural tran-
sition from wurtzite to rocksalt occurs at low alloying concentrations since these may be
more easily synthesized and more stable, while also (hypothetically) providing comparable
property enhancements as those observed in the more-studied Sc-AlN alloy system. Among
the AlN-based systems presently accessible experimentally, Cr-AlN has the lowest transition
composition between the wurtzite and rocksalt structures, occurring at approximately 25%
CrN concentration.[295, 296] This motivates the investigation of the piezoelectric properties
of the CrxAl1−xN system, which we also refer to, for simplicity, in terms of Cr substitution
for Al.
In this article, we study Cr-substituted AlN using density functional theory (DFT) calcu-
lations of structural, mechanical, and piezoelectric properties. Given that Cr has unpaired d
electrons, a challenge to overcome in these calculations is the simulation of a truly representa-
tive random distribution of the spins of Cr ions, whose placement in the AlN lattice involves
not only chemical disordering, but spin disordering as well. Among a set of wurtzite-based
materials, we have found that Cr-doped AlN is the alloy whose piezoelectric stress coeffi-
cient e33 is the most sensitive to alloying concentration and also has the lowest wurtzite-
to-rocksalt transition composition. The key factor leading to the enhanced piezoelectricity
in CrxAl1−xN alloys is the ionic contribution to the coefficient e33; this ionic contribution is
increased through the internal u parameter of the wurtzite structure when alloyed with the
(larger) Cr ions. Therefore, we propose CrxAl1−xN as a viable piezoelectric material with
properties that can be tuned via Cr composition. To further support this proposal, we have
performed combinatorial synthesis and subsequent characterization of CrxAl1−xN films, and
have showed that Cr can be incorporated in the AlN lattice up to 30% before a detectable
transition to rocksalt occurs. At this Cr content, the piezoelectric modulus d33 is four times
larger than that of AlN. Pending future device fabrication and accurate measurements of
properties and device performance, this significant increase in d33 can propel Cr-AlN to be




5.3.1 Paramagnetic Representation of Cr-AlN Alloys
Starting with a computational supercell of wurtzite AlN, any desired Cr concentration is
realized by substituting a corresponding number of Al ions with Cr ions in the cation sub-
lattice. In order to realistically simulate the chemical disorder of actual Cr-AlN alloys while
maintaining a tractable size for the computational cell, we use special quasirandom structures
(SQS).[93, 269, 297] The Cr3+ ions have unpaired d electrons, which require spin-polarized
DFT calculations. Another important aspect of the calculations is that the CrxAl1−xN
alloys are paramagnetic,[295, 298, 299] and this state has to be captured explicitly in the
DFT calculations. Therefore, in addition to the configurational disorder simulated via SQS,
the paramagnetic state requires truly random configurations for the spins associated with
the Cr3+ ions.[300, 301] However, as shown by Abrikosov et al.,[301] the paramagnetic state
can be approximated by using disordered, collinear, static spins because such state yields
zero spin-spin correlation functions. To represent the paramagnetic state of CrxAl1−xN, for






calculations. In these calculations, the spins on Cr sites are randomly initialized subject to
the restriction of zero total spin for each concentration and each SQS structure. An example
of such a random distribution of initial spins is illustrated in Figure 5.1 for x = 25% Cr
concentration.
5.3.2 Details of the DFT Calculations
Structural optimizations and calculations of piezoelectric and elastic constants were car-
ried out using the Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP),[268] with projector aug-
mented waves (PAW) in the generalized gradient approximation using the Perdew-Burke-
Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation function[90] and an on-site Hubbard term[302] U for





Figure 5.1: Schematics of cation sublattice of CrxAl1−xN alloy. Al (Cr) sites are shown
as gray (green) spheres. At a given Cr concentration, the Cr sites of each configuration
have a different and random spin initialization with zero total spin in order to capture the
paramagnetic state.
wurtzite structures, we have used 4×4×2 (128 atoms) and 2×2×2 (32 atoms) SQS super-
cells; for the rocksalt structures, the computations were carried out on 2× 2× 2 (64 atoms)
SQS supercells. Brillouin zone sampling was performed by employing 1× 1× 1 and 2× 2× 2
Monkhorst-Pack[270] k-point meshes for the wurzite and rocksalt structures, respectively,
with the origin set at the Γ point in each case. Piezoelectric coefficients were calculated
using density functional perturbation theory, and the elastic constants were computed by
finite differences.[107, 303] The on-site Coulomb interaction for Cr atoms was set at 3 eV,
through a Dudarev approach.[302] Before performing the calculations for elastic and piezo-
electric constants, we performed cell shape, volume, and ionic relaxations in order to obtain
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the equilibrium lattice parameters and ionic positions at each particular Cr concentration
and SQS alloy.
5.3.3 Experimental Procedures
Combinatorial synthesis of CrxAl1−xN films was performed through reactive physical
vapor deposition (PVD). Two inch diameter circular aluminum (99.9999%) and chromium
(99.999%) metallic targets were arranged at 45o angles measured from the normal to a
plasma-cleaned Si(100) substrate inside a custom vacuum system with a base pressure of
5× 10−6 torr. Magnetron RF sputtering with a power of 60 W for aluminum targets and 40
W for the chromium targets was performed at a deposition pressure of 3× 10−3 torr, with 8
sccm of argon and 4 sccm of nitrogen, and a substrate temperature of 400 oC. Aluminum glow
discharges were oriented opposite to each other, with the chromium target perpendicular to
both, resulting in a film library with a compositional range in one direction.[304, 305] Each
sample library was subdivided into eleven regions across the composition gradient, which
were subsequently characterized by x-ray diffraction (XRD) and x-ray fluorescence (XRF),
performed on a Bruker D8 Discovery diffractometer with a 2D area detector in a theta-2theta
configuration and a Fischer XUV vacuum x-ray spectrometer, respectively.
5.4 Results and Discussion
5.4.1 Enthalpy of Mixing
The enthalpy of mixing as a function of the Cr concentration x, at zero pressure, is
defined with respect to the pure wurzite-AlN and rocksalt-CrN phases via
∆Hmix(x) = ECrxAl1−xN − xErs-CrN − (1− x)Ew-AlN, (5.1)
where ECrxAl1−xN, Ers−CrN, and Ew−AlN are the total energies per atom of the SQS alloy, pure
AlN phase, and pure CrN phase, respectively . The DFT calculated mixing enthalpies for the
wurtzite and rocksalt phases of CrxAl1−xN are shown in Figure 5.2(a). The wurzite phase is
found to be favorable up to x = 0.25, beyond which rocksalt alloys are stable; this wurzite
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to rocksalt phase transition point is consistent with previous experimental observations and
other theoretical predictions.[295, 296]
We have compared the mixing enthalpy of the CrxAl1−xN alloys with that of several
other common wurzite-based nitrides,[16, 257, 283, 294, 306] ScxAl1−xN, YxAl1−xN, and
YxIn1−xN, with the results shown in Figure 5.2(b). The mixing enthalpies are positive for
all cases, meaning that the alloying of AlN or InN with their respective end members is
an endothermic process. In practice, these alloys are formed as disordered solid solutions
obtained using physical vapor deposition techniques operating at relatively low substrate
temperatures because of the energetic plasmas involved.[213, 307] Figure 5.2(b) shows that
the mixing enthalpy in CrxAl1−xN lies between values corresponding to other systems syn-
thesized experimentally, hence CrxAl1−xN is no more difficult to synthesize than the others.
More importantly, the enthalpy calculations show that the transition to rocksalt occurs at
the lowest alloy concentration across the wurtzite systems considered, which is important
for achieving maximum piezoresponse-enhancing structural frustration with a minimum of
dopant concentration in order to retain the single-phase wurtzite.
5.4.2 Piezoelectric Stress Coefficients
The piezoelectric coefficients eij for different spin configurations in SQS supercells with
the same Cr content are shown in Figure 5.3. For clarity, the panels in Figure 5.3 are
arranged in the same fashion as the piezoelectric tensor when represented as a matrix in
Voigt notation. The vertical scale is the same for all coefficients except e33, e31, and e32.
The scatter in the results corresponds to different SQS supercells at each Cr concentration;
this is an effect of the finite size of the system, in which local distortions around Cr atoms
lead to small variations of the lattice constants and angles. It is for this reason that we
average the SQS results at each Cr concentration, thereby obtaining smoother variations of
the piezoelectric coefficients. At 25% Cr, the value of e33 becomes ∼1.7 times larger than
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Figure 5.2: (a) DFT-calculated mixing enthalpies of the wurtzite and rocksalt phases of
CrxAl1−xN as functions of Cr concentration. (b) Calculated mixing enthalpies for several
wurzite-based nitride alloys grown experimentally.
The piezoelectric coefficient e33 of wurzite CrxAl1−xN is shown in Figure 5.4(a) as a
function of Cr concentration, and can be written as[17]
e33(x) = e
clamped
33 (x) + e
non-clamped
33 (x), (5.2)
in which eclamped33 (x) describes the electronic response to strain and is evaluated by freezing
the internal atomic coordinates at their equilibrium positions. The term enon-clamped33 (x) is
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Figure 5.3: The 18 components of the piezoelectric tensor calculated for SQS supercells with
different spin configurations and compositions of Cr. At each Cr composition, the open
circles represent data for each SQS cell used, while the red solid circles represent the average
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Figure 5.5: (a) Variation of internal parameter, u with Cr addition. (b) Crystal structure of
wurzite AlN.
where e is the (positive) electron charge, a(x) is the equilibrium lattice constant, u(x) is
the internal parameter of the wurtzite, Z∗33(x) is the dynamical Born charge in units of e,
and ǫ is the macroscopic applied strain. enon-clamped33 (x) describes the piezoelectric response
coming from the displacements of internal atomic coordinates produced by the macroscopic
strain. Based on Eqs. (5.2) and (5.3), panels (b) through (f) in Figure 5.4 show the different
relevant quantities contributing to e33 in order to identify the main factors responsible for
the increase of piezoelectric response with Cr addition. Direct inspection of Figures 5.4(a-c)
indicates that the main contribution to the increase of e33 comes from the non-clamped ionic
part, Figure 5.4(c). Since the Born charge Z∗33 [Figure 5.4(d)] is practically constant, the
key factor that leads to increasing the piezoelectric coefficient is the strain sensitivity du/dǫ
of the internal parameter u [Figure 5.4(e)].
Although the internal parameter u is an average value across the entire supercell, the
individual average u parameters can also be determined separately for AlN and CrN tetra-
hedra [Figure 5.5(a,b)]. The internal parameter u of AlN tetrahedra [Figure 5.5(b)] does not
change significantly, while that of the CrN tetrahedra grows approximately linearly with Cr
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concentration [Figure 5.5(a)]. In an alloy system where AlN tetrahedra are the majority,
this variation can be understood based on (i) the fact that the ionic radius of Cr is about
10% larger than that of Al, and (b) the increase in Cr concentration will lead to average u
parameters mimicking the variation of the u parameter corresponding to CrN tetrahedra.





















Figure 5.6: Comparison of change in e33 with addition of different transition metals for x ≤
25% regime.
The results from calculations of the piezoelectric properties of CrxAl1−xN with x from
0 to 25% Cr are plotted in Figure 5.6, together with the calculated values for ScxAl1−xN,
YxAl1−xN, and YxIn1−xN. In CrxAl1−xN, e33 increases rapidly from 1.46 to 2.40 C/m
2 for
Cr concentrations from 0 to 25%. For all other alloys considered, the increase is smaller
in the same interval of solute concentration: for ScxAl1−xN, YxAl1−xN, and YxIn1−xN, e33
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increases, respectively, from 1.55 to 1.9 C/m2, 1.55 to 1.7 C/m2, and 0.9 to 1.2 C/m2. Within
the x ≤ 25% range, Cr is more effective than any of the other studied transition elements in
improving piezoelectric response of AlN-based alloys.
The experimentally measurable property is d33, which is commonly known as piezoelectric
strain modulus and relates the electric polarization vector with stress. The relationship







where Cij are the elements of the stiffness tensor in Voigt notation. The variation of the
elastic constant C33 in CrxAl1−xN with x is shown in Figure 5.7(a), along with the other
systems considered here. For all of these wurtzite-based piezoelectrics, the increase in piezo-
electric response with alloying element concentration is accompanied by mechanical softening
(decrease in C33). From Eq. (5.4), it follows that the increase in e33 (Figure 5.6) and the
mechanical softening [Figure 5.7(a)] cooperate to lead to the increase of d33 values with al-
loy concentration x. Our calculated d33 values for CrxAl1−xN are in good agreement with
experimental data from Ref.307 [Figure 5.7(b)] for Cr concentrations up to 6.3%. Beyond
this concentration, Luo et al.[307] report a drop in the d33 values of their films, which is
attributed to changes in film texture. We have also extended our calculations of piezoelec-
tric coefficients beyond 25% Cr composition in wurtzite structures. Figure 5.8 shows that
e33 continues to increase at least up to 37.5% Cr. The calculations done at 50% Cr, which
start with wurtzite SQS configurations, evolve into rocksalt configurations during relaxation,
which explains the decrease of e33 to zero in Figure 5.8.
It is worthwhile to compare the performance of several AlN wurzite-based materials for
their use in applications. These applications, which are mainly resonators, ultrasound wave
generators, GHz telecommunications, FBAR devices, bulk or surface acoustic generators, and
biosensors, lead to a multitude of application-specific figures of merit for different utilization










































Figure 5.7: Variation of (a) C33 and (b) d33 for several nitride-based wurtzite alloys.
properties e33 and d33, both of which in general should be as large as possible for increased

























Figure 5.8: Variation of e33 as function of Cr concentration for wurtzite phase alloys up to
50%.
AlN, although there are several other options as well (refer to Table I). Alloying with ScN
is promising in that it offers an increased d33 for about 10% Sc concentration; larger Sc
concentrations are possible, but the growth process becomes more costly and the material
is likely to lose texture with increased Sc content. Options such as alloying with YN offer
marginal improvement at 6% Y content, and YN-doped InN (14% Y content) fares similarly
(Table I). Our results indicate that CrN alloying of AlN can reach superior values for the
Table 5.1: Piezoelectric properties of AlN and a few wurtzite alloys for piezoelectric device
applications.
Material e33 (C/m
2) d33 (pC/N) Refs.
AlN 1.55 4.5-5.3 [12, 63, 291]
Sc-AlN, 10% Sc 1.61 7.8 [194, 202]
Y-AlN, 6% Y 1.5 4.0 [283]
Y-InN, 14% Y 1.1 5.1 [257]
this work:
Cr-AlN, 12.5% Cr 1.84 9.86
Cr-AlN, 25.0% Cr 2.35 16.45
Cr-AlN, 30.0% Cr 2.59 19.52
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piezoelectric properties, nearly quadrupling the value of d33 (Table I) with respect to AlN.
The fact that the transition point is the lowest (Figure 5.2) of all wurtzite-based materials
relevant for the technologies mentioned above, makes the CrN alloying easier compared
with the other materials (which require higher alloy content) and hence renders Cr-AlN a
prime candidate for synthesis of new, CrN-alloyed piezoelectrics for resonators and acoustic
generators. As we shall see in Sec. III.D, the non-equilibrium growth techniques can bring
Cr content past the transition point without significant formation of the (non-piezoelectric)
rocksalt phase. Consequently, the piezoelectric properties are expected to be significantly
better than those of AlN, especially d33 (refer to Table 5.1). Indeed, this is born out in
experiments (data points in Figure 5.7b). Measurements of figures of merit for specific
device configurations will be needed in the future, as those require not only combinations of
elastic and piezoelectric properties, but dielectric properties as well.[294]
5.4.4 Experimental Results
To bring experimental support to our proposal that the Cr-AlN system can become a
key piezoelectric material to replace AlN and perhaps even ZnO for future applications, we
have to ensure that the texture obtained during growth is stable for sufficiently high CrN
concentrations. After synthesizing Cr-AlN alloys through reactive PVD, we have performed
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis of the films grown in order to check for
textural integrity (i.e., grains oriented primarily with the c axis close to the surface normal)
and for the onset of the rocksalt phase. At CrN content below 25% [the theoretical boundary
shown in Figure 5.2(a)], our films display no significant texture variations. For example,
Figure 9(a) shows a typical TEM micrograph wherein texture is preserved over the film
thickness. Additionally, our energy dispersive spectrocopy (EDS) characterization shows
nearly constant Cr content through the sample [Figure 5.9(b)]. Further characterization
by XRD was performed for all CrN compositions in the combinatorially synthesized films.
Figure 5.10 shows the XRD results for the 88 discrete CrxAl1−xN compositions produced


















Figure 5.9: Representative transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image (a) and an energy
dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) line scan (b) of an (Al1−xCrx)N film cross section containing
∼7% Cr, confirming the incorporation of Cr into wurtzite solid solution. EDS data were
collected along the dashed black line shown in panel (a).
including alloys beyond the wurtzite-to-rocksalt transition point. At low alloying levels,
the films grow exclusively with the wurtzite structure and a (002) preferred orientation, as
indicated by the dominant presence of the wurtzite (002) diffraction peak (Figure 5.10, left
side). Films grown by reaction PVD under the conditions used here accept chromium into
the wurtzite lattice and grow primarily with the ideal (002) orientation. With increased
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Figure 5.10: X-ray diffraction patterns of the thin film combinatorial libraries plotted
against the film composition, with comparison to the patterns for wurtzite (WZ) [308] and
rocksalt(RS)[247] structures. For alloying content x < 30%, the films grow predominantly
with the wurtzite structure. At higher Cr concentrations, x > 30%, both rocksalt and
wurtzite phases are detected, and the wurtzite exhibits degraded texture. No films were
produced with compositions in regions where no intensity is shown.
CrN content, the wurtzite (012) and (010) peaks appear, indicating some deviations from
the original, and still predominant (002) orientation of the film. The metastability of this
alloy is overcome at an approximate composition of x ≃ 30%, where the polycrystalline
rocksalt phase appears, as revealed by the rocksalt (002) and (111) peaks (Figure 5.10,
right hand side). These experimental results show that wurtzite CrxAl1−xN solid solutions
can be synthesized without observable phase separation up to concentrations of 30% Cr.
Wurtzite material still exists at global compositions beyond 30%, but in a wurtzite-rocksalt
phase mixture, which will diminish the piezoelectric properties because of the presence of a
significant amount of centrosymmetric rocksalt phase in the mixture.
There are few studies of Cr alloyed into wurtzite AlN,[221, 299, 307] reporting Cr-doped
alloys grown by magnetron sputtering. The Cr concentration previously attained is below
10%, although the limits of Cr alloying were not actually tested in the previous reports.[221,
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299, 307] Our combinatorial synthesis results show that Cr can be doped into the wurtzite
lattice up to 11% before the predominant (002) film texture starts to change, and up to 30%
before the rocksalt phase appears.
5.5 Concluding Remarks
By using a physical representation of the paramagnetic state of substitutional Cr in a
wurtzite AlN matrix and performing the necessary averaging over spin configurations at each
Cr concentration, we computed the structural, mechanical, and piezoelectric properties of Cr-
AlN alloys. Our combinatorial synthesis experiments showed that Cr-AlN are relatively easy
to synthesize, and also showed that the reactive PVD procedure resulted in Cr-AlN alloys
retaining the wurtzite structure for alloying concentrations up to 30% Cr. Remarkably, our
DFT calculations of piezoelectric properties revealed that for 12.5% Cr d33 is twice that of
pure AlN, and for 30% Cr this modulus is about four times larger than that of AlN.
From a technological standpoint, this finding should make Cr-AlN the prime candidate
to replace the current-wurtzite based materials in resonators and acoustic wave generators.
The larger piezoelectric response (than AlN) may lead to smaller power consumption and
perhaps even to avenues to further miniaturize various devices. While the substitutional
alloying with Cr would improve the piezoelectric response for every type of device in which
currently AlN is being used, one may wonder why not alloying with other trivalent metals,
such as Y or Sc. In particular, Sc has been shown to significantly increase the piezoelectric
modulus as well.[169] Even though Sc-AlN has more exciting properties[169, 216] than Cr-
AlN, the reason why ScN alloys have not taken over the resonator market so far is that the
outstanding enhancements in piezoelectric properties occur at very high Sc concentration
(Figure 2, x > 55%), at which the stability of the wurtzite phase is rather poor. Cr-
AlN has a low wurtzite-to-rocksalt transition concentration, and therefore can offer certain
piezoelectric enhancements at alloying levels that are easier to stabilize during the synthesis.
In order to ensure significant impact of Cr-AlN alloys as materials to outperform and
replace the established piezoelectrics AlN and ZnO, two avenues should be pursued in the
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near future. First, to benefit from the 300% increase in d33 at 30% Cr content, it is not
sufficient that the rocksalt phase does not form up to that Cr concentration: we also have
to avoid the formation of (012) and (010)-oriented grains during growth, which would down-
grade (simply through directional averaging) the piezoelectric enhancements associated with
the (002)-oriented grains. To that end, we envision changing substrates so as to enable
better lattice matching with Cr-alloys with over 25% Cr. This can effectively prevent the
(012) and (010) textures from emerging, therefore creating the conditions to take advantage
of the large increase in d33 reported here. Second, future experimental efforts should mea-
sure device performance especially to understand the additional aspect of how Cr content
in wurtzite affects the bandgap and whether there would be deleterious leakage effects at
larger Cr concentrations. Assuming a worst case scenario, these effects can be mitigated by
co-alloying with a non-metallic atomic species (e.g. boron).
Pursuing the two directions above can make Cr-AlN suitable for simultaneous optical and
mechanical resonators,[309, 310] which are relatively new applications that currently exploit
multi-physics aspects of AlN. At present, the characterization of Cr-AlN for these multifunc-
tional applications that require simultaneous engineering of the photonic and acoustic band
structure is rather incipient, and only few relevant properties of the Cr-AlN alloys are known:
for example, for a Cr concentration of about 2%, the bandgap is virtually unchanged, while
the adsorption band decreases from 6 to 3.5 eV.[311] Future theoretical and experimental
work to investigate, e.g., photoelastic effect and optical attenuation, is necessary in order to
fully uncover the potential of Cr-doped AlN for these applications. For now, we surmise that
the technological reason for which one would replace AlN with Cr-AlN for use in multifunc-
tional resonators is the trade-off between the increase in vibrational amplitude and decrease
in frequency: while low amounts of Cr may lower the frequency somewhat, the oscillation
amplitude would increase due to larger piezoelectric response. The decrease in frequency can
be mitigated by co-doping with a small trivalent element (boron), as shown for other doped
AlN alloys.[294] Last but not least, it is worth noting that doping with Cr could enable
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magnetic polarizaton of the Cr ions in the wurtzite lattice and/or of the minority carriers:
these effects are non-existent in pure AlN, and could be pursued for spintronic applications
or for low-hysteresis magnets.[299]
The significant increase of piezoelectric modulus reported here provides significant drive
to pursue the two directions identified above, and overcome routine barriers towards estab-
lishing Cr-AlN as a replacement for AlN with large performance enhancements.
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SYNTHESIS OF LANTHANUM TUNGSTEN OXYNITRIDE PEROVSKITE THIN
FILMS
A journal article published in Advanced Electronic Materials
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In this work, a computationally predicted material[6, 172], LaWN3, is targeted for explo-
ration. Control of anion chemistry is found to be challenging due to the presence of oxyphilic
lanthanum. During initial attempts to synthesize LaWN3 by means of physical vapor depo-
sition of combinatorial (La,W)Nx libraries, oxygen contamination results in the formation of
LaW(O,N)3. This provided an opportunity to compare thin film oxynitride materials to the
previously reported[312] bulk form. While no indication of the predicted R3c-type perovskite
structure of LaWN3 was seen after inspection with synchrotron instrumentation, analysis of
the bonding environment and perovskite stability metrics suggest a distortion transition is
possible with reduced oxygen concentration.
As primary author of this work, this author synthesized the materials using reactive
co-sputtering and performed some materials characterization. Co-authors provided highly
specialized characterization to better illuminate this new material. This author drafted,
edited, and submitted the manuscript. Work on this system began after the initial prediction
of polar properties[172] was published. In parallel, the LaW(O,N)3 was under investigation
1Primary author, experimental contributor
2Transmission electron microscopy contributor
3Auger electron spectroscopy expert
4X-ray scattering contributor
5Adviser, x-ray scattering expert
6Adviser, electron microscopy expert
7Adviser, piezoelectric expert
8Adviser, film growth expert
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as a potential water splitting material[313]. This journal article contributes to research goal
3, as it investigates a new, computationally predicted piezoelectric nitride material. While
the material of initial interest, LaWN3, was not the final focus of this publication, the process
of depositing and manipulating LaW(O,N)3 chemistry is developed and documented. This
accomplishment enabled the work presented in Chapter 7.
6.1 Abstract
Ternary metal-oxide material systems commonly crystallize in the perovskite crystal
structure, which is utilized in numerous electronic applications. In contrast to oxides, there
are no known nitride perovskites, likely due to the competition with oxidation, which makes
the formation of pure nitride materials difficult and synthesis of oxynitride materials more
common. While deposition of oxynitride perovskite thin films is important for many elec-
tronic applications, it is difficult to control oxygen and nitrogen stoichiometry. Here, lan-
thanum tungsten oxynitride (LaWN3−δOδ) thin films with varying La:W ratio are synthe-
sized by combinatorial sputtering and characterized for their chemical composition, crystal
structure, and microstructure. A three-step synthesis method, which involves cosputtering,
capping layer deposition, and rapid thermal annealing, is established for producing crys-
talline thin films while minimizing the oxygen content. Within this work, elemental depth
profiling results show that the cation-stoichiometric films contain approximately one oxygen
for every five nitrogen (δ = 0.5). Synchrotron-based diffraction indicates a tetragonal per-
ovskite crystal structure. These results are discussed in terms of the perovskite tolerance
factors, octahedral tilting, and bond valence. Overall, this synthesis and characterization
work is expected to pave the way toward future thin film property measurements of lan-
thanum tungsten oxynitrides and eventual synthesis of oxygen-free nitride perovskites.
6.2 Introduction
One of the most common ternary crystal structures is the perovskite (ABX3), where A
and B are cations, and X is an anion.[314] Metal-oxides exhibiting the perovskite structure
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have proven themselves to be important materials with a wide range of applications[315], in-
cluding piezoelectrics[316], photocatalysis[317], and ion transport[318] among many others.
Synthesis of perovskite materials in thin film form enables some of these properties, such
as emergence of ferroelectricity in SrTiO3 epitaxial layers[319]. However, oxygen-free per-
ovskite metal-nitride ternary materials have not yet been experimentally confirmed, likely
due to the need for high valence cations and the competition with oxygen. In fact, only
bulk TaThN3 samples are reported in experimental literature, albeit the extent of oxygen
impurities was not determined[320]. For these reasons more research is needed on nitride
perovskite materials to understand the potential properties as well as the accuracy of the
calculations used to predict them.
In contrast to nitride perovskites, oxynitride perovskites with various oxygen/nitrogen
ratios and anion order-disorder are quite common.[321] Such oxynitride perovskites can ac-
commodate a larger number of transition metal cation species than pure nitrides. Another
reason that these oxynitride perovskites are important is the tunable valence band character
through adjusting the oxygen to nitrogen ratio,[322] leading to interesting optoelectronic
properties.[323] However, these oxynitride materials are often synthesized by high tempera-
ture bulk powder methods [324], making characterization of optoelectronic properties more
challenging than in thin film form. While oxynitride thin films exist in literature, they
are typically sputtered from a compound target. An example of this is the oxynitride per-
ovskite LaTiO2−xN1+x, where a compound target (x=0) is used and including nitrogen in
the sputtering gas results in small increases in x.[325]
A specific interest to this study is experimental reports of bulk LaWN3−δOδ where δ = 0.6
which were synthesized by the reduction and nitridation of oxide powders. [312] In this study,
the bulk material exhibited the tetragonal I4̄ space group, corresponding to a a0a0c− Glazer
tilt system.[326] The electrical properties were examined on similar materials (LaWN3−δOδ,δ
= 0.6, 0.7) which showed a n-type semiconducting behavior with room temperature bulk
conductivity in the range of 3−15(Ω cm)−1.[327] More recently, similar bulk materials (δ=0.6)
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were demonstrated as photo-catalytic water oxidizers with the performance attributed to
the lack of electrons in the f0 orbitals and the hybridization of the nitrogen and oxygen 2p
orbitals inducing a reduction of ionization potential.[313] No thin films of this system have
been reported, although more dense bulk materials were suggested.[327] Recently, oxygen-
free LaWN3 (δ = 0) has been computationally predicted to be energetically favorable in
the perovskite structure.[1, 6] Detailed calculations predicted the lowest energy in the R3c
space group with a large spontaneous polarization (61 µC/cm2) and a low energy barrier
for polarization reversal.[172] All these reports suggest the lanthanum tungsten oxynitride
material system as an interesting (oxy)nitride for thin film experimental studies.
In this work, we report the thin film combinatorial synthesis of lanthanum tungsten oxyni-
tride thin films at a wide range of cation stoichiometries using a three-step process, with
perovskite crystal structure confirmed by synchrotron diffraction measurements. Depth-
profile Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) measurements indicates anion composition of
approximately LaWN2.5O0.5 throughout the thickness of the film. Both AES and transmis-
sion electron microscopy indicated small concentrations of a metallic tungsten phase in the
grain boundaries of films with tungsten rich composition. The structural differences be-
tween the measured I4̄ symmetry of δ=0.5 thin films and the predicted R3c symmetry of
the δ=0 is discussed in terms of Goldschmidt tolerance factor, Glazer tilts, and bond-valence
sums. This work also serves as a stepping stone towards characterization of properties in
high-quality oxynitride perovskite thin films, and towards eventual synthesis of oxygen-free
nitride perovskites.
6.3 Methods
Thin film samples were synthesized through ultra-high vacuum radio frequency (RF)
reactive co-sputtering from two-inch diameter elemental lanthanum and tungsten targets and
in the presence of nitrogen. The La and W targets (each > 99.99% pure) were positioned
at an angle of 55◦ with respect to the substrate normal, opposing each other (Figure 6.1),
resulting in a chemical gradient of La:W across these combinatorial thin film libraries.[19, 118]
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The nitrogen was supplied through a plasma source (8 sccm flow, 300W power), and balanced
by argon supplied through a separate chamber port (8 sccm flow), such that the total pressure
in the chamber was 4 ·10−3 torr. Each thin film sample library was deposited on silicon with
active heating to 400 ◦C for 180 minutes after a 15 minute pre-sputter interval and resulted
in amorphous/nano-crystalline structure. The films were subdivided using a shadow mask
into individual samples in which the La:W ratio varied, which could be correlated between
measurements. More information about the deposition system used in this set of experiments
can be found elsewhere[131, 132]. The deposition and characterization data will be made
available at https://htem.nrel.gov, an open access experiential data repository.[99]
Particular care was taken to limit the sources of oxygen in the lanthanum tungsten
oxynitride thin films. Prior to loading into the deposition chamber, the lanthanum target
was cleaned with acetone ((CH3)2CO) to remove the mineral oil from shipping, which also
partially oxidized the lanthanummetal. Immediately after the cleaning, the La andW targets
were loaded into chamber with a base pressure of 10−8 Torr. Prior to deposition, a 50 Watt
RF bias under 5 ∗ 10−3 Torr argon pressure was applied for 5 minutes to remove SiO2 from
the silicon surface prior to deposition. During the deposition a cryogenic shroud surrounding
the local deposition region was used, leading to even lower effective base pressure. After the
deposition, the film was capped with 100 nm of aluminum nitride to protect it from further
oxidation upon air exposure during post deposition handling and measurements. Finally,
rapid thermal annealing (RTA) under ultra-high purity nitrogen was employed to improve
the crystallinity, in an ULVAC MILA-3000 to 900◦C at a rate of 1◦C per second and held
for 60 minutes.
To understand the crystalline structure, scattering profiles for the thin film samples were
collected at the SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory on the Stanford Synchrotron Radi-
ation Lightsource (SSRL), beamline 1-5. Scattering profiles were collected on a 2D detector
with a 6 degree grazing incidence using a 12.7 keV photon probe at 2 mm intervals along
the La:W gradient of the film. Immediately prior to the measurements, a comparable mea-
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Figure 6.1: Physical vapor deposition geometry utilized in this study to make compositionally
graded films with minimal oxygen contamination. This sputter-down schematic is inverted
with respect to the actual sputter-up geometry, and simplified for clarity. Not shown: vacuum
system, third cathode used to deposit the AlN capping layer, and atomistic nitrogen plasma
source.
surement of LaB6 was taken and then each detector pixel calibrated to a specific scattering
vector based on the pattern. The 2D patterns were averaged across the χ dimension to
produce intensity vs scattering vector magnitude profiles. More about this high-throughput
x-ray scattering apparatus can be found elsewhere.[328]
The composition of each sample was determined by X-ray fluorescence (XRF) using a
Fischerscope X-ray XUV 773 vacuum tool and analysis software, again at 2 mm spacings
along the La:W gradient. The dual layer film stack was modeled with a fixed AlN capping
layer and silicon substrate, while ignoring the effect of oxygen and nitrogen, resulting in
analysis of the La:W ratio within the layer of interest. To better understand the anion
stoichiometry, elemental depth profiling of a point near the ideal composition was performed
with a Physical Electronics 660 Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) microscope. Profiling was
executed through the AlN capping layer, the La:W nitride layer, and into the silicon substrate
while tracking signals for Al, La, W, Si, N, and O. The composition was then determined by
averaging a region of of the lanthanum tungsten layer, away from the interfaces, for the La,
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W, N, and O only.
Scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF)
micrographs were acquired with an FEI Talos F200X transmission electron microscope oper-
ating at an accelerating voltage of 200 keV. Specimens for TEM were prepared from deposited
films via in situ focused ion beam lift-out methods[232] using an FEI Helios Nanolab 600i
SEM/FIB DualBeam workstation. Specimens were ion milled at 2 keV and 77 pA to remove
Ga ion beam damage and achieve a final thickness of approximately 80 nm. Chemical map-
ping was performed in the TEM using the Super-X energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDS) system equipped with four windowless silicon drift detectors, allowing for high count
rates and chemical sensitivity (down to 0.5-1 atomic percent).
6.4 Results
Scattering profiles for a film synthesized near the ideal composition (La/W=1) are shown
in Figure 6.2. The known I4̄ perovskite structure of LaWN2.4O0.6 persists throughout all
compositions with a lanthanum to tungsten ratio between 2:3 and 3:2; however, no profiles
appear phase-pure. All patterns contain a AlN wurtzite (002) reflection due to the 100 nm
capping layer. In materials that are tungsten rich, there exists a secondary body-centered
cubic tungsten phase, and in those which are lanthanum-rich, there exists a lanthanum oxide
impurity phase. The profile associated with the film in the region of interest, nearest the
stoichiometric composition, was analyzed in greater detail, and the results are shown in
Figure 6.3. In this spectrum, the impurity phase accounts for less than 5 % of the total
diffraction intensity.
In principle, comparing the R3c and I4̄ perovskite distortions can be done by inspection
of the higher scattering vector peaks (planes of smaller spacing) Theoretically, the amount
of splitting should increase at higher Q, as shown in the calculated profiles for the lower
symmetry R3c phase (Figure 6.3) However, no visible splitting or systematic peak broadening
of the high Q peaks in experimental measurements is observed in Figure 6.3. The absence
of peak splitting indicates these diffraction profiles are best described by the I4̄ symmetry
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Figure 6.2: X-ray scattering patterns for various La:W ratios between 2:3 and 4:3 after rapid
thermal processing of the deposited thin films at 900 ◦C for 60 minutes. The (La/W)(O/N)
profiles include contributions from the AlN capping layer and impurity phases of tungsten
metal or lanthanum oxide, in addition to a strong perovskite pattern. The following reference
diffraction patterns are included for comparison: wurtzite AlN[250], body centered cubic
W[329], LaWN2.4O0.6 exhibiting I4̄ symmetry[312], and La2O3[330]. The highlighted region
of the profile with La/W=0.92 is shown in greater detail in Figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.3: Scattering profile of annealed thin film with a composition of La0.92WN3−δOδ for
scattering vector between 4 and 6 (2π/Å). The shown profile has a contribution from the
tungsten impurity phases, indicated with an star. Diffraction profiles of LaWN3 exhibiting
I4̄ symmetry[312], and R3c symmetry[172] are included in red. Closer analysis of the profile
shows no peak splitting indicative of a lower symmetry perovskite allotrope. A two theta
axis based on CuKα radiation is calculated for comparison and convenience.
reported in the past for bulk LaWN2.6O0.4 oxynitride [312] rather than the calculated R3c
symmetry of the oxygen-free LaWN3 nitride perovskite[172].
The microstructure and phase assemblage for otherwise identical films after annealing
at two different RTA treatments were investigated further using TEM: first, after the film
was exposed to 900◦C for 1 minute, and a second after exposer to the same temperature for
60 minutes. Scanning transmission electron micrographs shown in Figure 6.4 indicate that
the crystallization pathway involves nucleation and growth of crystallites, which continue
to grow upon adequate diffusion time, until all amorphous material is consumed. The final
grain size of the fully crystalline film is approximately 200-500 nm. As the film crystallizes,
excess cations remain at the grain boundaries forming an impurity phase. In the case of the
tungsten-rich film shown in Figure 6.4B, tungsten can be seen lining the grain boundaries.
A similar effect for La2O3 is expect in films with a La/W greater than unity. The excess
is confirmed by energy dispersive spectroscopic elemental mapping and presented in Figure
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Figure 6.4: STEM-HAADF micrographs of film cross sections after (A) 60 seconds and (B)
after 60 minuets of rapid thermal annealing at 900◦C. Impurity phases are isolated at grain
boundaries after crystallization of off-stoichiometry films. In the case of the film shown in
(B), excess tungsten is found at grain boundaries, as shown by (C) energy-dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy maps of the highlighted region.
6.4C.
The results from AES depth profiling are shown in Figure 6.5. A depth profile was per-
formed through the entire lanthanum tungsten layer with more than 100 ion milling and
measurement cycles within the layer of interest. The region of stability in the middle of
the 1.9 µm layer was analyzed for average composition to avoid interference from interfaces.
These AES results show a relative 1.7% difference in the cation ratio measurements com-
pared to XRF, suggesting adequate agreement between the two methods. More importantly,
the measurements verify that the film has oxygen incorporation and an oxygen-substituted
nitride with stoichiometry of La0.96W1.04N2.46O0.54 at this measurement location, which can
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Figure 6.5: Elemental depth profile of thin film sample near the stoichiometric cation ratio
(A), with a focus on the bulk of the LaWN1−δOδ layer(B). The measured concentrations
of La, W, N, and O indicate the stoichiometry at this location is La0.96W1.04N2.46O0.54.
This is a La:W ratio of 0.92, whereas the XRF measured ratio is 0.9. Closer investigation
shows the tungsten and nitrogen compositions are anti-correlated, suggesting that there are
small regions of W metal, in agreement with observations from diffraction studies and TEM
imaging.
be written as approximately LaWN3−δOδ (δ=0.5). Some of this oxidation might have oc-
curred during the measurements, but this cannot fully account for all of the measured oxygen.
Anti-correlation between the tungsten and nitride profiles indicates regions of tungsten metal,
which correlate to the observations made in the diffraction and TEM studies, suggesting the
regions of lanthanum tungsten perovskite have a La:W ratio closer to unity.
6.5 Discussion
The perovskite tolerance factor and octahedra tilting have proven useful in understand-
ing stability and distortion or perovskite structured materials and are therefore employed
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subsequently to understand the LaWN3−δOδ system.
Goldschmidt determined the ideal cation-anion bond lengths by treating the crystal as a
collection of hard spheres with fixed radii, which gave insight to the driving force for distor-
tion from cubic.[331] The Goldschmidt tolerance factor (t) is a simple predictor of perovskite
distortion and stability, defined as t = (rX+rA)/(
√
2(rX+rB)) where rA,rB,rX are the atomic
radii of the A,B, and X-sites, respectively, in the ABX3 perovskite. Simply put, the tolerance
factor is the ratio of the pseudocubic dimensions derived from the A-X bond lengths and
the B-X bond lengths. When the ratio of these two cube dimensions deviates from unity,
the perovskite cell will distort to compensate for non-ideal sizes of the cations and anions.
Using a 4-fold coordination for nitrogen, LaWN3 has a calculated Goldschmidt tolerance
factor (t) of 0.97 (Figure 6.6) which indicates a small driving force for structural distortion
away from the cubic perovskite structure, as the 12-fold coordinated lanthanum atoms are
too small to accommodate the 6-fold coordinated tungsten. The average anion-cation size
mismatch decreases with lower occurrence of oxygen substitution, in turn decreasing the
driving force for distortion. Although giving insight into the distortion of the perovskite lat-
tice, the tolerance factor only predicts distortion. A list of experimentally known perovskite
materials and their respective tolerance factors and tilting systems [332] shows that tolerance
factors for materials with R3c symmetry can range from 0.96 to 1.017 and materials with I4̄
symmetry can range from 0.955 to 1.009. Both ranges overlap, and therefore the tolerance
factor cannot provide insights into the distortion type. Recently a new figure of merit for
perovskite stability has been proposed (τ), which more accurately predicts the perovskite
stability, particularly among non-oxides.[333] Applied to this material system, τ ranges from
1.69 to 1.75 for LaWN3 and LaWON2 respectively, which is well below the stability cutoff
of 4.18 for known perovskite systems, and agrees with the the Goldschmidt tolerance factor
that the material is highly stable in the perovskite structure. Figure 6.6 shows the expected
trend in tolerance factor of the LaWN1−δOδ system with changes in the anion stoichiometry
(δ), where the expected values for the system range from 0.94 for the oxide to 0.97 for the
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nitride variants. As the value of δ decreases, the tolerance factor approaches unity, and the
driving force for distortion from cubic symmetry decreases.
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Figure 6.6: Average anion size[7] (left) and Goldschmidt tolerance factor[331] (right) as
a function of anion chemistry in the lanthanum tungsten system. The tolerance factor
assumes a 12-atom coordination of lanthanum, 6-atom coordination of tungsten, and 4-
atom coordination of the anions. The size of tungsten also depends on the oxidation state
and, therefore, the nitrogen to oxygen ratio. The measured anion chemistry is indicated
at δ = 0.54. All radii used in the calculations were obtained from the Shannon Radii
Database.[7]
Glazer analyzed what types of distortion the perovskite structure can exhibit if the BX6
are treated as semi-rigid corner-sharing octahedra that can tilt about their primary pseu-
docubic axes, defined by the cubic A-site sub lattice.[326, 334] Since then, further research
has shown the three primary types of octahedral distortions: distortion of the BX6 octahedral
from linear X-B-X bond angles, off-center shifting of the B cation within the BX6 octahedral,
and tilting of the semi-rigid BX6 octahedral within the A-site sub lattice.[335] These relax-
ation mechanisms are interdependent, an example being that tilting of the BX6 octahedral
typically requires distortion of the X-B-X bond angles to remain corner sharing[332]. The
resulting relaxation of the corner sharing WN6 octahedra around the larger lanthanum cubic
sublattice leads to breaking of symmetry and possible formation of lower symmetry crystal
structures. The crystalline phase of LaWN3−δOδ materials is known to exist in the a
0a0c−
Glazer tilt system, whereas the energetic models suggest a a−a−a− Glazer tilt for LaWN3
could be favorable. R3c-type perovskite distortions are characterized by distortion of the
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BX6 octahedral bond geometry and non-zero but equal tilting of the octahedral network.[336]
However, no distortions characteristics of the R3c structure are observed at δ=0.5 for any
of the observed La:W cation ratios studied.
Although there is observed distortion of the WN6 octahedra in the oxygen-substituted
lanthanum tungsten nitride presented in this work, the tilting required for a R3c symmetry
is not observed. If the R3c symmetry is to be energetically favorable at decreased values of δ,
the change will have to be driven by the change in local bonding environments and, as such,
analysis of the bond-valence sum should be considered. Calculating the bond valence sum as
proposed by Pauling[337] using the constant 0.37 determined by Brown et al.[338] and bond-
valence parameters for La-N and W-N of 0.2316 nm and 0.206 nm, respectively[339, 340],
the bond-valence sum of the lanthanum and tungsten ions can be calculated for the different
symmetries considered. The results of this analysis are shown in Table 6.1, which suggests
bond valence saturation. However, this analysis clearly shows a higher bond valence of both
ions for the R3c structure than the I4̄ symmetries. This can be partially attributed to the
slightly shorter average bond lengths in the first coordination sphere of the R3c structure.
An increase in the bond valence is expected with decreased oxygen impurities in the LaWN3
lattice, and this change has the potential to affect the local bonding so that new symmetries,
and with it properties, are accessible.
Table 6.1: Average bond length and bond valence sum (V) for the WN6 and LaN12 first
coordination spheres in LaWN3 in both I4̄ and R3c space groups. All units are Angstroms.
Space Group Avg. W-N Avg. La-N V WN6 V LaN12
I4̄ 2.03 2.83 6.48 3.14
R3c 2.02 2.82 7.11 3.67
6.6 Conclusions
A three step process is demonstrated for synthesizing lanthanum tungsten oxynitride
thin films including co-sputtering on silicon substrates, deposition of AlN capping layer, and
rapid thermal annealing. The oxyphilic nature of lanthanum leads to formation of oxynitride
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thin films from reactive co-sputtering of La and W in nitrogen atmosphere. The LaWN1−δOδ
(δ=0.5) composition achieved in this study makes these thin films comparable to the bulk
materials synthesized by high-temperature reduction and nitridation of oxide powders. The
presence of oxygen likely leads to small amount of tungsten impurities in grain boundaries
of these perovskite thin films. The lanthanum tungsten oxynitride thin films reported here
exhibit a distorted perovskite structure with I4̄ space group symmetry. Analysis of the
tolerance factor and bond-valence sum suggests that, with decreased oxygen impurity, the
changes in local bonding could begin to favor the R3c structure. By illuminating structural
foundations of lanthanum tungsten oxynitride, and by demonstrating the growth of its thin
films, this study enables future research on characterization of properties in these materi-
als, and illuminates a path to future synthesis of oxygen-free lanthanum tungsten nitride
perovksites.
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SYNTHESIS OF PIEZOELECTRIC LANTHANUM TUNGSTEN NITRIDE
PEROVSKITE
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In this work, LaWN3 is deposited with no detectable oxygen impurities and characterized
extensively for structure, chemistry, and electromechanical properties. This work builds on
the results presented in Chapter 6 and confirms the predicted[172] perovskite structure.
The exact perovskite distortion could not be determined from structural analysis alone,
but observations of an unambiguous piezoelectric response eliminate the centrosymmetric
structure types and enable assignment of a non-centrosymmetric structure. In addition to the
piezoelectric response, evidence of ferroelectric switching is also presented. This work opens
the door to a new class of materials, nitride perovskites, and motivates further exploration
of LaWN3 for piezoelectric and many other enabling properties.
As primary author, the author of this thesis conducted all engineering and experi-
mentation, as well as the majority of the characterization and manuscript preparation.
Auger electron spectroscopy and transmission electron microscopy were performed by tech-
nique experts. Prior to this work, there were no reports of a pure nitride perovskite
(ABN3) material in the literature. While multiple predictions of LaWN3 properties had
been published[172, 341], no experimental reports were yet presented. The interest in this
material and its derivatives is expected to expand as this and other confirmations of nitride
1Primary author and experiementalist, grew, characterized, and analyzed materials
2Contributor, Auger electron spectroscopy expert
3Contributor, transmission electron microscopy expert
4Adviser, piezoelectric expert
5Adviser, film growth expert
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perovskites are presented. This journal article contributes to research goal 3, as it investi-
gates a new, computationally predicted piezoelectric nitride material. Extending the work
presented in Chapter 6, the present work makes a significant impact on the field of nitride
piezoelectrics.
7.1 Abstract
Materials with a perovskite structure are critical for numerous applications because of
their tunable properties enabled by diverse chemistries. Oxide perovskites have been studied
for more than a century, and halide perovskite research has exploded in the past decade.
Yet, oxygen-free nitride perovskites have not been demonstrated despite several computa-
tional predictions of stability. Synthesis of nitride materials exhibiting a perovskite structure
and useful properties can illuminate technologically relevant materials. Here we report the
first experimental realization of a nitride perovskite, lanthanum tungsten nitride (LaWN3).
Oxygen-free LaWN3 thin films with a non-centrosymmetric perovskite structure and piezo-
electric response are confirmed by spectroscopy, scattering, and microscopy techniques. In
demonstrating that nitride materials with a perovskite structure are stable and possess no-
table properties, we expect to motivate additional research into this unexplored class of
materials.
7.2 Introduction
Materials with the ABX3 chemistry and perovskite-derived crystal structure (Fig. 7.1.a)
have properties that are widely tunable through control of chemistry, processing parameters,
and ultimately the structure and microstructure of the material.[314] This flexibility of oxide
perovskites (X = O) with various (A,B) combinations has resulted in many useful proper-
ties, including ionic conductors[342], transparent electronic conductors[343], dielectrics[344],
plasmonic host materials[345], piezoelectrics[346], and superconductors[347]. In turn, these
tunable properties lead to these materials forming the foundation of a broad range of prac-
tical applications, such as fuel cells[348], optoelectronics[349], capacitors[344] actuators[350]
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and catalysts[351].
This success of the oxide perovskites in real-world applications can be attributed to nearly
a century of materials science research aimed at understanding and manipulating the strong
composition-processing-structure-property relationships exhibited by these materials.[331]
Thus, the questions ”what is the next exciting perovskite?”, ”which enabling properties
would it have?”, ”what applications would it enable?” remain as relevant as ever.
As one answer to these questions, the number of reports on halide[352] perovskites (X
= Cl, Br, I) such as CH3NH3PbI3 and CsPbI3 has exploded in literature in the past 10
years[353], because of their excellent optoelectronic properties and tremendous interest for
their applications in photovoltaic solar cells[352] (Fig. 7.1.b). There is also an increasing
interest in chalcogenide (X = O, S, Se) perovskites[354] such as BaTiS3 and SrTiS3 with giant
optical anisotropy[355] and other exciting nonlinear optical properties[356]. Yet, the diversity
of pnictide (X = N, P) perovskites is still sorely lacking in materials databases[357, 358].
The nitride and phosphide materials with mono-atomic ABX3 stoichiometry are statistically
more likely than the halide perovskites (Fig. 7.1.c) due to a large possible number of cation
combinations that satisfy -9 vs -3 collective anion valence. However, in contrast to 258 mono-
atomic halide ABX3 compounds reported in literature, only 1 experimental report exists of
a (nominal) nitride perovskite, TaThN3[320] Computational studies of TaThN3 report high
hardness, topological insulator behavior, and a large thermoelectric coefficient,[359, 360]
However, the synthesized TaThN3 was almost certainly an oxynitride material because the
synthesis process used typically results in significant oxide impurities [324]; no chemical
analysis was reported. A century of experience has demonstrated the engineer-ability of
useful electrical, electromechanical, and optical properties in perovskite-structured materials.
Meanwhile, advances in III-N semiconductor processing, properties, and performance has
situated the field to rapidly capitalize on integrateable functional materials. This positions
pure nitride perovskites with attractive properties to have (at least) as large of an impact in
the next 10 years as halide perovskites had in the past 10 years.
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Figure 7.1: Cubic ABX3 perovskite unit cell (a) showing the larger A cation, smaller B,
and X anion sites. b) Publication records from 1970-2018 which contains perovskite plus an
additional anion chemistry qualifier in the title. Records retrieved from Clarivate Analytics
Web of Science, 2019. c) Comparison of anion diversity in 1,131 experimentally reported
ABX3 compounds[357, 358] and 3,246 ABX3 charge balancing cation combinations possible
using the ions in Ref. 7.
Interest in nitride perovskites is fueled by exciting properties of nitride materials [70],
perovskite structures for optoelectronic[349] and other applications[314], and is supported
by recent computational materials discovery and property prediction efforts[2, 361]. In par-
ticular, LnWN3 is predicted stable when Ln=La, Ce, Eu, or Yb, and even more LnReN3
perovskites with useful properties should exist[1, 6, 341, 362] One of these materials, lan-
thanum tungsten nitride (LaWN3), is predicted to have a spontaneous polarization of 61
µC/cm2, and a low energy barrier to polarization reversal (R3c → R3̄c → R3c), which
together suggest potentially high ferroelectric performance[172] Predictions of semiconduct-
ing properties indicate that if p-type doping with Sr2+ is possible, this 1.98 eV bandgap
material could be useful for light emitting diodes and solar cells[341]. The LaWN3 per-
ovskite is predicted to be stable with a formation energy 350 meV below the energy convex
hull, which is consistent with the Goldschmidt tolerance factor[331] (t = 0.969)[172] and
the Bartel tolerance factor(τ=1.75)[333] analysis. The oxynitride variant, LaWOxN3−x, is a
known perovskite in literature with oxygen minimization at x= 0.6.[173, 312, 327], but no
oxygen-free LaWN3 or other nitride perovskite has been experimentally reported, and hence
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their exciting properties remain to be validated.
Here we report the first oxygen-free nitride perovskite LaWN3, including determination
of its space group by a combination of synchrotron x-ray scattering, electron diffraction,
and measured piezoelectric response. Combinatorial physical vapor deposition in ultrahigh
vacuum with a nitrogen plasma source was used to tune the cation content while minimizing
oxygen contamination due to highly oxophilic lanthanum; the absence of measurable oxygen
content was confirmed by Auger Electron Spectroscopy. The results of synchrotron x-ray
scattering and high-resolution electron microscopy measurements confirm that LaWN3 crys-
tallizes in a perovskite structure with homogeneous distribution of all elements. Excitingly,
this first nitride perovskite material shows unambiguous piezoelectric response and hints of
ferroelectric switching based on piezoresponse force microscopy measurements. This report
lays the groundwork for the imminent synthesis and future applications of this and numerous
other nitride perovskites.
7.3 Methods
LaWN3 thin films were deposited using reactive co-sputtering from elemental targets
(La and W) on stationary Si and a-SiO2 substrates in a vacuum chamber (10
−7 Torr base
pressure) with a nitrogen plasma source and a liquid nitrogen cooled cryogenic shroud sur-
rounding the plasma zone for trapping residual water vapor. To further minimize the oxygen
impurities, the La targets were cleaned with hexane, loaded into the chamber in <1 minute,
and pre-sputtered for 6 hours prior to use in deposition. Two deposition processes were
developed and used for LaWN3 synthesis with combinatorial La/W gradients across the (50
mm)2 substrate. For producing polycrystalline materials for structural measurements, the
films were deposited with no active heating, resulting in an amorphous structure, capped
with AlN to protect from oxidation, and then thermally annealed for an hour at 900◦C in
flowing N2 to crystallize. For producing materials more suited for property measurements,
active heating of the substrate to 700◦C during deposition led to crystalline materials with
slight preferential orientation and did not require a capping layer. Additional details of these
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methods can be found in the supporting information.
Cation concentrations were measured using x-ray fluorescence (XRF), whereas anion
concentrations were measured using Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES). This combination
of methods allowed for the best resolution for heavy and light elements respectively. For
structural characterization, wide-angle x-ray scattering (WAXS) was performed on beamline
11-3 of the Stanford synchrotron light source (SSRL) at the SLAC National Accelerator
Laboratory and analyzed by data processing, fitting, and handling packages.[159, 363, 364]
A lift-out specimen was prepared using a scanning electron microscope / focused ion beam
instrument (SEM/FIB) and imaged using a transmission electron microscope (TEM). Energy
dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDX) and high angle annular dark field (HAADF) imaging
were performed in scanning TEM mode. Electromechanical properties of the material were
investigated using conductive atomic force microscopy (c-AFM) and piezoresponse force
microscopy (PFM), both on the same instrument, using the same cantilever type.
7.4 Results
Combinatorial La-W-N thin film sample libraries had a La/(La+W) range of 0.45 to 0.6
across 15 mm, as determined by x-ray fluorescence (XRF). The sample library deposited on
glass has a distinct color gradient, changing from black on the W-rich side to translucent
yellow on the La-rich side close to the La/W=1 composition, indicating up to 2.4 eV band
gap of this amorphous material (Fig. A.9). Due to the low XRF yield of nitrogen and
oxygen, Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) combined with cyclic ion milling was used for
the anion measurements.(Fig. 7.2) No oxygen was detected throughout the thickness of
the film, despite the fact that AES has the highest relative sensitivity factor (RSF) to
oxygen of all the elements of interest (La, W, N, and O). These films, therefore, contain
below 2% oxygen. The elemental composition presented in Fig. 7.2.d is relative, since the
RSF values are not calibrated to this particular material. However, it appears that this
sample contained approximately equal cation concentrations and a slightly lower nitrogen
concentration compared to the ideal LaWN3 composition. These as-deposited LaWN3 films
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have no detectable long range order according to laboratory scale x-ray diffraction.
Figure 7.2: Auger electron spectroscopy depth profile of the elements of interest from the as-
deposited film on a silicon substrate near the region where XRF measured equal lanthanum
and tungsten. (a) Highlighted differentiated Auger electron spectra, with the machine rela-
tive sensitivity factors (RSF) at 5 keV probe energy and the most probable Auger electron
energy for each element[365] as a dashed green line. The RSF is highest for oxygen, yet no
oxygen signal is detected within the LaWN3 layer of the (b) film stack. Highlighted cycle in
(a) is from the midpoint of the 100+ measurement-milling cycles through the LaWN3 layer
shown in (c). (d) Element concentration depth profile from the as-deposited film on a silicon
substrate. The first 150 nm of the film stack, the AlN layer, results in surface charging,
rendering the first 30 milling-Auger cycles useless. The average composition of cycles 40-140
is shown as stars on the bottom (22% La, 20% W, and 54% N), and the ideal stoichiometry
is shown as diamonds on the top (20% La, 20% W, and 60% N).
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Figure 7.3: (a) Two dimensional wide angle x-ray scattering (WAXS) pattern collected on
the region shown in Figure A.9 after thermal annealing. Detector was calibrated and reduced
to circular average intensity vs. scattering vector magnitude using Nika[363]. Scattering vec-
tor magnitude axis was converted to a CuKα scattering angle (2θ) axis for convenience of
comparison. (b) Structural Rietveld refinements of WAXS data performed in the General
Structure and Analysis System II[364] to a mixture of tungsten[329] and LaWN3 with sym-
metry corresponding to space group 161[172]. (c) LaWN3 perovskite structure resulting from
the Rietveld refinements. Shown in dashed lines is the hexagonal unit cell with a=5.67Å
and c=13.79Å. The lanthanum atoms are in light blue, nitrogen in red, and the tungsten
octahedra are in gray.
After thermal annealing of La-W-N films, a perovskite structure with randomly-oriented
polycrystalline microstructure is evident by Debye-Scherrer rings observed via synchrotron-
based wide angle x-ray scattering (Fig. 7.3). The Rietveld structural refinement shows
the existence of two phases: a majority LaWN3 phase with the perovskite structure, and
a minority (5% by volume) metallic tungsten phase with a body-centered cubic structure.
The refinement was performed for both a tetragonal perovskite structure (I4̄, space group 82)
based on the reported structure of the oxynitride variant[312] and a rhombohedral perovskite
structure (R3c, space group 161) based on computational predictions[172]. The refinement
results for the unit cell lattice vectors, with all other variables held constant, resulted in low
and statistically indistinguishable residuals in both cases (see Fig. A.10). While the exact
perovskite structural distortion cannot be determined by this analysis, the verification of a
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Figure 7.4: Transmission electron microscopy results from LaWN3 thin film of approxi-
mately 1 µm thickness. (a) High angle annular dark field (HAADF) image showing the
poly-crystalline microstructure of the film. The material is chemically homogeneous, verified
through energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy where (b, c, & d) show that the counts from
each element are evenly distributed thoughout. (e) High resolution image of a grain in (a),
showing the pseudo-cubic (011) lattice spacing and (f) the associated fast-Fourier transform
indexed with a cubic [113] type pattern. (g) HAADF image where the tilt and imaging
conditions were adjusted to highlight a single grain (in white) and a (h) Selected area elec-
tron diffraction from the single grain highlighted in (g) shows a cubic perovskite [100] type
pattern.
perovskite structure is unambiguous.
With the goal of measuring LaWN3 properties, additional thin film samples were de-
posited with active substrate heating, resulting in crystalline films that did not require
either an annealing step or the AlN capping layer. Following 72 hours of continuous atmo-
spheric exposure, AES analysis (Fig. A.8) indicates no oxygen incorporation beyond a thin
surface oxide. This confirms that crystalline LaWN3 is more oxidation resistant than un-
capped amorphous LaWN3 films that oxidize through the thickness and flake off the substrate
within minutes of atmospheric exposure. Peak distribution for in-plane (Chi) wide-angle x-
ray scattering shows a slight pseudo-cubic (110) preferential orientation of the perovskite
phase across a wide range of La:W ratios, with a rocksalt WN[366] impurity phase at tung-
sten rich compositions (Fig. A.11.c). Electrical and optical property characterization of
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Figure 7.5: (a) The surface of a single grain is smooth from the height signal. Piezoelectric
displacement and (b) response phase as a function of drive voltage were collected and fit
with a line function to extract the response linearity (R2) and effective piezoelectric strain
coefficient (d33,f ) for each of the >4000 pixels. (c & d) The resulting linearity and slope of
each pixel fit with R2 > 0.8. (e) The best and worst pixel fit included in this analysis. (f)
A 3D histogram of all d33,f and R
2 values showing statistical mean (green) and quartiles
(magenta) of the distribution. The mean and median R2 values are both larger than what is
seen for a similar analysis of the periodically-poled LiNbO3 reference sample. (g) Hysteresis
in response phase and (h) piezoelectric response butterfly loop results when a DC bias loading
curve is applied to a single location. The supporting information contains a similar analysis
of a LiNbO3 reference sample and details of the materials measured for ferroelectric switching
(Figures A.14 and A.15).
these combinatorial sample libraries as a function of composition show resistivity in the 10−4
- 104 Ω cm range (Fig. A.12.e), and < 2.5 eV optical absorption onset (Fig.A.12.f) Both of
these macroscopic properties are likely affected by WN impurities at W-rich compositions,
so microscopic measurements are necessary to determine LaWN3 properties.
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) coupled with selected area electron diffraction
(SAED) measurements of structure and energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDX) mea-
surements of composition are shown in Fig. 7.4. TEM measurements indicate that the
LaWN3 films have a polycrystalline microstructure, with a characteristic grain size of ap-
proximately 150-200 nm and no observable amorphous regions that would be undetectable
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by XRD. EDX results show that the synthesized LaWN3 material is chemically homogeneous
on the nanometer scale, ruling out nano-scale phase separation. SAED patterns, as well as
Kikcuhi diffraction patterns, confirm the perovskite structure determined by XRD; they are
also unable to resolve the I4̄(SG 82) vs. R3c (SG 161) structural distortion.
In light of predicted piezoelectric properties and the possibility of ferroelectric domain
switching[172], scanning probe microscopy measurements with <25 nm tip radius were used
to probe the electromechanical response and polar character of the LaWN3 thin films. First,
conductive atomic force microscopy (c-AFM) was performed to show that the LaWN3 phase
is insulating (Fig.A.13). Most importantly, piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM) results
presented in Fig. 7.5 show an unambiguous piezoelectric response. An effective piezoelectric
strain coefficient map (d33,f ) and statistical analysis of the measurement results (Fig. 7.5)
show a magnitude of response (40 pm/V) that is reliably above that of the LiNbO3 reference
sample (10 pm/V). Note that these PFM results should not be treated as a quantitative
measure of the true piezoelectric strain coefficient (d33) for multiple reasons discussed in
literature.[367, 368] However, the PFM results clearly indicate a non-centrosymmetric unit
cell of the measured material, supporting the predicted R3c (SG 161) symmetry of LaWN3
rather than the I4̄ (SG 82) symmetry of the oxynitride variant.
Computational predictions identified no potential space groups having calculated free en-
ergies within 100 meV/fu of the calculated ground state R3c.[6] R3c is non-centrosymmetric;
thus, measurements of a non-zero piezoelectric response confirm that LaWN3 can belong to
the R3c space group and is not only piezoelectric but also polar, and therefore potentially
ferroelectric. Evidence of polarization reversal using the PFM tip parked on selected grains
of the sample is presented in Fig.7.5, where film polarization begins to reorient at about 20V
and is finished switching at approximately 40V. These results are qualitatively indicative of
ferroelectric switching, but quantification of the coercive field values would require macro-
scopic measurements. We also note that due to the random polycrystalline microstructure of
the sample, the switching is only observed for some grains and not others. This is consistent
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with the need for reasonable alignment of the polar ([111] in R3c) direction of the grain
with the applied electric field. While we are hesitant to claim quantitative values associated
with polarization reversal from these measurements, the collective behavior is consistent
with—and highly suggestive of—ferroelectric behavior.
7.5 Discussion
This manuscript presents the first oxygen-free nitride perovskite in literature, with com-
plimentary chemical and structural analysis to support this claim. Thin films of LaWN3
were produced with no detectable oxygen contamination by controlling sources of oxygen
contamination at all steps of preparation, synthesis and characterization processes. Rigor-
ous cleaning of the source material, deposition in ultra-high vacuum, and either cystallization
during gerowth or capping of amorphous layers are all necessary to synthesize pure nitride
materials with highly oxophilic metal elements. Auger Electron Spectroscopy, which is most
sensitive to potential oxygen impurities, clearly shows that the synthesized LaWN3 samples
are pure nitrides through the thickness of the film. Additional electron microscopy and en-
ergy dispersive x-ray measurements confirm that the samples are chemically and structurally
homogeneous on the nanometer scale and rule out amorphous impurities undetectable by
x-ray diffraction.
The combination of polycrystalline specimens and a high flux high energy x-ray source
clearly demonstrate that this oxygen-free material has a perovskite structure; this was fur-
ther confirmed by selected area electron diffraction. However, the predicted rhombohedral
structure of the pure nitride (R3c) and the the known tetragonal structure of the oxyni-
tride variant (I4̄) are indistinguishable by XRD and SAED structural analysis alone. Since
a piezoelectric response was unambiguously detected by PFM, we conclude that LaWN3
must have a non-centrosymmetric structure. This rules out the I4̄ and other predicted cen-
trosymmetric symmetries (Table. A.7) and supports the R3c symmetry assignment. This
assignment is consistent with the LaWN3 piezoelectric response and with the signature of
ferroelectric switching observed for selected grains in the sample.
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We reemphasize that while PFM is helpful with non-centrosymmetric structural assign-
ment and useful for detecting the piezoelectric behavior and ferroelectric signatures, the
magnitude of the piezoresponse and the field required for ferroelectric domain reorientation
cannot be accurately quantified based on PFM data presented here. This calls for deposi-
tion of epitaxial LaWN3 thin films without W or WN impurities, ideally on lattice-matched
substrates and for macroscopic characterization of their piezoelectric and ferroelectric prop-
erties. Since both impurities are N-poor (W in 0 and +3 instead of +6 oxidation state), such
results may be possible by increasing the nitrogen plasma intensity during LaWN3 synthesis
(see SI for further discussion).
In the future, piezoelectric and ferroelectric properties of LaWN3 and other ABN3 nitride
perovskites can be improved by well-established design principles which have proven effective
for oxide and halide perovskites. One promising avenue is increasing piezoelectric response
in nitride perovskies using morphotropic and other phase boundaries, which are well-known
from oxide based piezoelectric perovskite research[111]. Chemical strategies to achieve this
goal include substituting A, B or X site species[101, 322] or imposing epitaxial strain[319] to
fine tune local and global distortions and resulting properties. One particularly intriguing
option for future research is exploration of the boundary between the polar Rc3 LaWN3 and
non-polar I4̄ LaWOxN3−x with x=0.5 reported earlier.[173]
7.6 Conclusions
This paper describes the synthesis and characterization of LaWN3, the first oxygen-free
nitride perovskite reported in literature. Crystallization of AlN-capped amorphous pre-
cursors resulted in oxygen-free polycrystalline samples suitable for x-ray diffraction and
structure refinement. Depositions at elevated substrate temperatures produced oxidation-
resistant preferentially-oriented thin films suitable for property measurements. The synthe-
sized material shows unambiguous piezoelectric response and ferroelectric signatures, con-
firming computational predictions.[1, 6, 362] These results open the door to synthesis of
other nitride perovskites with the potential for exceptional magnetic, optoelectronic, elec-
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tromechanical, and other properties that should also offer superior integration opportunities
with modern III-N semiconductors.
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CHAPTER 8
COMBIgor: DATA ANALYSIS PACKAGE FOR COMBINATORIAL MATERIALS
SCIENCE
A journal article published in ACS Combinatorial Science
Kevin R. Talley1 Sage R. Bauers2 Celeste L. Melamed3 Meagan C. Papac4 Karen N.
Heinselmana5 Imran Khan6 Dennice M. Roberts7 Valerie Jacobson8 Allison Mis9 Geoff L.
Brennecka10 John D. Perkins11 Andriy Zakutayev 12
Combinatorial experimentation has grown significantly in the last decade. Experimental
complexity, paired with highly productive research instrumentation, presents an overwhelm-
ing data challenge to most scientists and engineers. Here, a data management package,
specifically tailored to combinatorial data management, processing, and analysis tasks, is
presented. The package, known as “COMBIgor”, operates in the Igor Pro environment and
greatly accelerates the learning cycle of combinatorial thin film research.
As main author of this paper and primary developer of the software package, this author
managed the team of developers, contributed a majority of the code and documentation, and
prepared the manuscript for publication. In the decade prior to the release of COMBIgor
V2, the original version (V1) had been used heavily at the National Renewable Energy Lab-
oratory (NREL) for combinatorial data-related tasks. By leveraging the foundation set by
1Primary author, core developer
2Secondary author, core developer











V1 to develop a capable, generalized, and expandable tool with accompanying documenta-
tion, this work resulted in a valuable contribution to the combinatorial research community.
The package has already been used heavily at NREL and proven to be a valuable, powerful,
and flexible tool. This paper documents one of many contributions made by the author to
extend or improve combinatorial methodology, in line with research goal 4. This particular
contribution is highlighted here because of the significance and contribution made by the
author. However, numerous co-authorships document contributions to the methodology by
means of engineering anion gradients in combinatorial libraries[127], aiding in development
of data analysis algorithms[369], and increasing combinatorial library dimensions[143].
8.1 Abstract
Combinatorial experiments involve synthesis of sample libraries with lateral composi-
tion gradients requiring spatially-resolved characterization of structure and properties. Due
to maturation of combinatorial methods and their successful application in many fields,
the modern combinatorial laboratory produces diverse and complex data sets requiring ad-
vanced analysis and visualization techniques. In order to utilize these large data sets to
uncover new knowledge, the combinatorial scientist must engage in data science. For data
science tasks, most laboratories adopt common-purpose data management and visualization
software. However, processing and cross-correlating data from various measurement tools
is no small task for such generic programs. Here we describe COMBIgor, a purpose-built
open-source software package written in the commercial Igor Pro environment, designed to
offer a systematic approach to loading, storing, processing, and visualizing combinatorial
data. It includes (1) methods for loading and storing data sets from combinatorial libraries,
(2) routines for streamlined data processing, and (3) data analysis and visualization features
to construct figures. Most importantly, COMBIgor is designed to be easily customized by
a laboratory, group, or individual in order to integrate additional instruments and data-
processing algorithms. Utilizing the capabilities of COMBIgor can significantly reduce the
burden of data management on the combinatorial scientist.
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8.2 Introduction
High-throughput experimental (HTE) research, which consists of synthesis and charac-
terization of specimens with spatially varied processing parameters, has been established as
an effective strategy for exploring and optimizing materials. These methods, also known
as combinatorial science, have proven useful for discovery and optimization of materials for
diverse applications, including catalytic materials [119], electronic and functional ionic ma-
terials [118], polymer coating materials [370], sensing materials [371], and biomaterials [372].
With the success of combinatorial science, a diverse set of high-throughput synthesis and
characterization instruments has been developed and demonstrated [121], facilitating rapid
generation and analysis of HTE materials data.
The ability to input and analyze data is typically the rate-limiting process in HTE meth-
ods [119]. The HTE researcher must process, analyze, and correlate a large amount of data
in order to understand the variations within each combinatorial library, then understand
how trends correlate between libraries. This process is inefficient, as the experiments are
put on hold so that scientists can wade through the data before continuing. Programmatic
task handling ensures that effort is not unnecessarily wasted on routine tasks, such as load-
ing, sorting, labeling, and tracking data. Accessible data and flexible analysis algorithms
are needed for processing and analyzing various types of data and effectively interpreting
results.
There have been several combinatorial software packages presented in literature. One
example is CombiVIEW [373], a MatLab package for the analysis and visualization of x-ray
diffraction patterns generated from combinatorial approaches. Another package was written
to improve HTE data organization and sharing for sensor materials.[374] Developments like
these have significant depth. They handle one type of data or perform one specific task
exceptionally well. The lacking element is breadth, the ability to handle many different
types of HTE data in many different ways, so that the data can be more efficiently stored,
compared, shared, and presented. Thus, a package is needed that has sufficient breadth,
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while being flexible enough to enable the user to develop depth for their own processes and
data types.
Here we present COMBIgor - a data analysis package for Igor Pro intended to aid in the
management, processing, and cross-correlation of multi-dimensional data sets collected by
mapping combinatorial libraries on spatially-resolved measurement instruments. The core
functionality was intentionally designed to enable flexibility in data types and experimental
setup, while enabling the user to expand usability by adding new measurement instruments
and new data analysis algorithms. Below, we present an overview of the functionality and
architecture of the open-source COMBIgor package. This package can reduce the burden of
data management of combinatorial experiments, thus encouraging its adoption by combina-
torial researchers, groups, and institutions.
8.3 Overview
8.3.1 COMBIgor History
Development of this software package started in the early 2000s by materials scientists
at the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) in Golden, Colorado alongside their
emerging thin-film HTE methodology. From 2000 to 2010, several software add-ons (re-
ferred to as ”procedures” in Igor Pro) were developed in order to load, store, and display
combinatorial data from individual instruments, such as a Bruker D8 Discover x-ray diffrac-
tometer (XRD) and MaXXi 5-pin x-ray fluorescence (XRF) spectrometer. In 2010, this
collection of procedures was extended to include custom optical and electronic property map-
ping instruments.[375] Most importantly, these different procedures were integrated into a
package allowing processing and cross-correlation of different types of data, as cited in two
published manuscripts [222, 376]. Since that time, the package has continued to grow as new
and continuing users have added new instruments and new functionality, and has since been
used to process data and generate figures for a large number of publications. Here, we in-
tentionally cite the publications in which this package was mentioned, but not cited, so that
future readers of these publications can find the present manuscript and better understand
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the software package used. [127, 130, 131, 223, 225, 266, 304, 305, 375, 377–404]
Around 2016, the authors started considering improved methods of data management,
usability, and visualization, as well as the potential for the package to be extended by outside
users and developers. In the two years that followed, the collection of Igor procedures was
restructured and optimized into an interactive and flexible Igor package for loading, storing,
and processing combinatorial data, and was given the name COMBIgor (COM-bee-gore).
This newer version has already been used for data analysis and preparation of figures in
several recent manuscripts.[5, 132, 143, 173, 405–407] Based on this history, COMBIgor
brings the experience of almost 20 years of software development at NREL for handling
and processing combinatorial data. Additionally, it has been integrated with public data
repositories to enable cutting-edge data transparency and openness [99].
8.3.2 COMBIgor Terminology
The terminology utilized within the COMBIgor package is meant to reflect the common
descriptors used in HTE literature. A list of the most important terms is shown in Table 8.1.
For example, it is important to understand the concept of a library in the COMBIgor pack-
age. A library is a specimen with spatially-varying processing conditions, such as substrate
temperature or plasma flux. A collection of libraries constitutes a project. Libraries are
measured on a mapping grid - a discretized, spatial arrangement of points from which data
are collected on a set of instruments. A single point of the mapping grid, which corresponds
to a specific location on a library, is called a sample. This language is used extensively in
COMBIgor for referencing HTE specimens and their corresponding data.
One of the most important conceptual advancements of COMBIgor is that it categorizes
the data based on dimension, scope, and type, regardless of its source, allowing for a greater
level of abstraction and code reuse. Data scope can include a single sample or all samples
on a library; data can be numeric or textual; and the numeric data dimension can be scalar,
vector, or matrix. For example, x-ray diffraction patterns and optical absorption spectra are
both numeric vector data types comprising one-dimensional data collected for each sample on
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Table 8.1: COMBIgor terminology common to combinatorial literature
Term Definition
Library A specimen processed with spatially varying conditions, such as
synthesis temperature or compositional flux.
Mapping Grid A spatial arrangement of points on a combinatorial library from
which data are collected by some set of instruments.
Sample A location on a library that corresponds to any single point of the
mapping grid.
Project A set of combinatorial libraries with a common mapping grid.
Data Type A descriptor for a processing variable, a type of data from a mea-
surement, or an experimental observation that characterizes a sam-
ple.
Meta Data A string variable that describes a sample. Example: process gas
used during synthesis.
Library Data A numeric descriptor for an entire library. Example: duration of
synthesis time.
Scalar Data A numeric descriptor for a sample. Example: film thickness.
Vector Data A 1D data array for a sample. Example: x-ray diffraction data.
Matrix Data A 2D data array for a sample. Example: scanning electron micro-
scope image.
Add-on An extension to core COMBIgor functionality, such as an instru-
ment or a plugin.
Instrument A source of combinatorial data Example: processing or characteri-
zation tool.
Plugin A set of operations that process data within COMBIgor.
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the library. Other important features within COMBIgor are add-ons, which are categorized
as either instruments or plugins. An instrument is a source of synthesis or characterization
data from combinatorial experiments, such as XRD or XRF. A plugin is a specific set of
operations that process data within COMBIgor. Examples include background removal or
applying mathematical operators.
8.3.3 Igor Pro environment
COMBIgor was written in the Igor Pro environment. Igor Pro [408] is a commercial
software developed by WaveMetrics, Inc. (https://www.wavemetrics.com/), which is well-
suited to and commonly used for accessing, processing, storing, and displaying scientific
and engineering data in many forms. Within the Igor Pro environment, data are stored in
array structures called ”waves”, which can be one to four dimensions comprised of various
types of data (text, integers, doubles, bytes, etc.). To promote organization, waves are
stored within nested folders that can be explored and rearranged through the Igor Pro
data browser. Folders and their contents are saved as an Igor Pro experiment, which also
houses any other user-created content, such as figures, tables, or notebooks. The native Igor
Pro environment contains numerous built-in functions for plotting, fitting, and performing
statistical analysis, in addition to a plethora of extensions and packages for additional, more
specialized functionality. In addition to Igor Pro’s many built-in features, its programming
language enables the development of custom, automated, and complex functionality. While
Igor Pro is not the only option with such flexible capabilities, it was chosen as the best
option for COMBIgor development because it is easily accessible, has features essential for
HTE data, includes extensive documentation, and has a legacy of use at NREL.
8.3.4 Distribution and Use
At time of publication, the COMBIgor package is housed and maintained through a
public repository on GitHub (https://github.com/NREL/COMBIgor/) under an open-source
license. The latest version can be downloaded there and updates can be added through a
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Figure 8.1: Common elements of the COMBIgor package (left to right): the add-on selector
for Plugins and Instruments, data browser for the project used in this demonstration, plot
of the standard NREL library mapping grid defined for the project, and the COMBIgor user
menu showing the project level data operations.
pull request. More information about the most recent updates, use cases, download process,
bug reporting, etc. can be obtained at https://www.COMBIgor.com. The description below
is specific to COMBIgor version 2.4. Later versions are likely to have more add-ons as
COMBIgor expands after publication of this manuscript.
After installation (described in installation section), the COMBIgor package exists within
the Igor Pro environment and can be activated at any time through the native Igor Pro
”Data” menu. Once activated by the user, the COMBIgor procedure files are mounted into
the experiment, the user menu is created, and the add-ons selector is displayed. After the
desired add-ons are selected and the project (with its mapping grid) is defined, the consequent
workflow varies depending on the needs of the user. Generally, it involves repeatedly loading,
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processing, plotting, and exporting various types of HTE data. A snapshot of COMBIgor
package elements within the Igor Pro environment can be seen in Figure 8.1. More details
on the COMBIgor workflow are provided below.
8.3.5 Workflow
The generalized workflow for using COMBIgor is presented in Figure 8.2. After COM-
BIgor package activation, the first six steps (”Setting Up COMBIgor” in Figure 8.2) define
the project space, activate the desired add-ons, and initialize the parameters necessary to
use them. A project is defined by a common combinatorial mapping grid for all libraries
contained within that project. The user must then define loading parameters related to the
individual instruments, such as data type names, location of data in the files, and processing-
related variables. Unlike the mapping grid, these can be redefined during the course of the
project lifetime, although these steps are only required when starting a new project. Subse-
quently, data are managed through a project, library, and data type hierarchy.
The last five steps (”Processing and analyzing combinatorial data”, Figure 8.2) are ex-
ecuted repeatedly as the scientist loads and analyzes experimental data. At this stage, the
user loads combinatorial data collected from instruments using the standard mapping grid
into the user-defined library folders. Once data are loaded into the COMBIgor project, they
can be analyzed and visualized using instrument-specific routines, plugins, or native Igor
Pro routines. The number of libraries loaded, instruments utilized, and processing steps will
vary depending on the project and the user, as reflected in the loops of Figure 8.2. During
this process, COMBIgor data loading and processing events are logged into a searchable
log book. At any point, the raw data can be exported for distribution into tab-delimited
text files for loading into additional COMBIgor experiments or other programs, as needed.
This exporting capability is particularly important for multi-institutional projects, such as
the High-Throughput Experimental Materials Collaboratory [409]. All figures generated in
COMBIgor can be further modified by the user and exported for use in presentations and
manuscripts.
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Figure 8.2: Typical COMBIgor work flow for loading, processing, and displaying data from
HTE libraries. The first six steps, after activation, initialize the project work space. The
last five steps are repeated, as needed, by the user to analyze all experimental results. The
project can be saved and reopened at any point in the flow. Data can be exported into
delimited text files and imported into future COMBIgor projects for maximum flexibility of
the work flow.
8.4 Functionality
To demonstrate the functionality of COMBIgor, data from combinatorial Al1−xCrxN
thin film sample libraries are used in the following sections. This material system has been
recently investigated for structural evolution, electrical, and optical properties [132]. The
Al1−xCrxN heterostructural alloys were deposited from elemental Al and Cr targets in the
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presence of nitrogen via radio frequency co-sputtering. The compositions of these combina-
torial libraries were determined by x-ray fluorescence (XRF), structures by x-ray diffraction
(XRD), thicknesses by step-edge profilometry, optical properties by optical transmission/re-
flection spectroscopy, and electrical conductivity by 4-point probe sheet resistance measure-
ments. More details regarding the deposition or characterization instruments can be found
elsewhere [5].
8.4.1 Installation and Preferences
The installation process for the COMBIgor package is designed to be as simple as possible.
An installer experiment file (COMBIgor installer.pxp) is included in the package folder.
When opened, this file will install the package contents and any necessary Igor Pro extensions.
The user can install the package with a single click from the COMBIgor menu. The installer
will preserve a copy of any COMBIgor package files that predate the current installation to
protect any modifications a user has made to a previous package version. After installation,
the user is directed to COMBIgor activation in the data menu, as well as the COMBIgor help
menu and the included tutorial. In addition, we recommend that before using COMBIgor,
the users familiarize themselves with the built-in Igor Pro functionality by taking the guided
tour from the Igor Pro help menu.
The COMBIgor package has a built-in user preference system. The user can select a
set of COMBIgor preferences, including setting a default import or export folder location,
controlling the ”kill” behavior of windows generated by Igor (e.g. figures, tables), and
generating example programmatic call lines for operations performed by COMBIgor in the
command history. The package can also generate standard plots upon loading data from
instruments and automatically adjust font styling of control panels and plotted figures.
8.4.2 Instruments and plugins
The needs of HTE vary greatly between projects, users, and laboratories. If a single pack-
age contained all possible data loading, processing, and visualization functionality applicable
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to HTE, the package would be too complex to be efficiently navigated. For this reason, the
COMBIgor package allows each user to select only the optional capabilities (add-ons) that
they plan to use. In addition to keeping the package streamlined, instrument and plugin
add-ons provide a mechanism for individual user expansion and laboratory-wide instrument
collections.
The lists of the base instruments and plugins included at the time of publication of this
manuscript are described in Table 8.2 and Table 8.3, respectively. While the plugins are
generally useful regardless of the data source, the instruments included in COMBIgor are
specific to NREL. However, some of these instruments are used at other laboratories that
employ HTE methods.[4, 19, 328, 410] Also included in the COMBIgor package are well-
commented, generic examples of code needed to create a plugin, a scalar-data instrument,
and a vector-data instrument, provided as a starting point for new add-on development.
8.4.3 Data Loading and Processing
Experimental data comes in many different file formats: some are stored as a simple
text file, some are contained in proprietary file formats, and most are something in between.
Taking advantage of the data-handling features of Igor Pro, COMBIgor is able to import
a wide variety of data formats. Data loading involves programmatically opening native
instrument file types, transferring the data for each sample into an Igor Pro wave that
matches the dimensionality of the incoming data, and storing those waves in the appropriate
project and library folders. Loading steps include assigning identifying information, such as
project, library, sample index, data type, and data dimension, to the incoming data; creating
the data storage in the correct location within the COMBIgor experiment; and populating
that storage with the appropriate data. The load event is documented in the project log
book to retain a record of the original data source.
In COMBIgor, data are typically loaded through instrument add-ons (Figure 8.3). Addi-
tionally, data can be imported from other COMBIgor files as COMBIgor text files. Finally,
COMBIgor has the ability to fetch data directly from online databases through application
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Table 8.2: Instruments included in COMBIgor
Instrument Name Description of Data Files
ExampleScalar Generic example instrument for loading a 2D file of scalar
data from library mapping.
ExampleVector Generic example instrument for loading a folder of vector data
files from library mapping.
BrukerXRD X-ray diffraction patterns from a Bruker D8 Discover diffrac-
tometer (Diffractplus .raw format).
Rigaku Smartlab Output files from a Rigaku x-ray diffractometer for XRD and
XRR measurements (.ras format).
Dektak8 Profilometer scans across step-edge features on a library col-
lected on a Veeco Dektak8 profilometer (.csv format).
FischerXRF Composition and thickness from a Fischer x-ray fluorescence
instrument (.exp format).
ZGamry Output electrochemical impedance analysis files from Frame-
work software by Gamry.
Ellipsometry Absorption as a function of wavelength data output from the
CompleteEase software (.txt format)
NREL4PointProbe Sheet resistance data from a custom-made 4-point probe map-
ping system at NREL (.hdf5 format).
NREL IV Folders of current vs. voltage measurements from a custom-
built electrical probing station at NREL (.csv format).
NREL UVVisNIR Optical characterization from a custom-built thin film trans-
mission and reflection system at NREL (.hdf5 format).
SSRL HTWAXS Corrected detector matrix data (.mat format) or column-
averaged vector data (.csv format) from the high-throughput
wide-angle x-ray scattering beamline (1-5) at the Stanford
Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource at SLAC.
HTEM Data retrieved from the High Throughput Experimental Ma-
terials (HTEM) database. [99]
NREL LMC Output files from the Laboratory Metadata Collector (LMC)
used at NREL for deposition conditions (.json format).
programming interfaces (APIs) and store it locally for comparison to other data types. This
feature is demonstrated by loading data from the High Throughput Experimental Materials
(HTEM) database (https://htem.nrel.gov), [99] which houses experimental data generated
by the HTE mapping instruments at NREL. With the use of the HTEM instrument and
an internet connection, an HTE researcher can import data from any tool in only a few
clicks. Data processing is integral to scientific experimentation. For the HTE researcher,
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Table 8.3: Plugins included in COMBIgor
Plugin Name Description of functionality
ExamplePlugin Shows an example of a COMBIgor plugin designed as a start-
ing point for development.
BackgroundRemove Masks, fits, and subtracts backgrounds from vector data, such
as x-ray diffraction.
DiffractionRef Imports, stores, and plots powder diffraction references ex-
ported from common diffraction programs and databases.
VectorPeakFit Executes constrained peak fits on a library of vector data and
extracts fit information.
DataSifter Plugin Applies a conditional test and, upon true, performs some re-
sulting action across every sample on a library.
MathPlugin Performs simple mathematical operations to data across every
sample on a library.
Piemaps Plots library maps on which each sample marker is a pie chart
of multiple scalar data types.
TernaryPlotter Generates ternary plots with marker color and size determined
by scalar or vector data.
SolarCell Extracts solar cell performance parameters from current vs.
voltage data.
the diversity of processing tasks combined with the magnitude of collected data can create
a daunting workload. For this reason, COMBIgor data is extremely easy to batch-process,
and can be processed in various modes. There are four ways in which COMBIgor data can
be processed:
• Upon loading by an individual instrument procedure
This is the simplest method, and is utilized for standard measurement processing rou-
tines. Example: Feature height extraction from profilometry scans of thin film samples.
• By COMBIgor plugins
This is the most powerful method for HTE with high density mapping grids, since the
same process can be systematically applied to every sample on a library. Example:
Peak fitting to extract the FWHM of an x-ray diffraction peak. See Figure 8.3 for more
detail.
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Figure 8.3: Instrument access panel used to define data types and variables necessary to load
data from the selected instrument into the selected project, shown (A) prior to instrument
definition, where the option to load is not given, and (B) after instrument definition, where
instrument globals have been defined and the load option is shown. (C) COMBIgor vector
peak fitting plugin demonstrating peak fitting and integration of the wurtzite (002) x-ray
diffraction peak for all 44 samples of a single Al1−xCrxN combinatorial library.
• Utilizing native Igor Pro functionality
This method is the most flexible, since the built-in capabilities of Igor Pro are very
extensive. Anything that can be done in Igor Pro can be developed into a plugin for
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a specific task. Example: Using the Igor Pro function ‘Differentiate’ to identify peaks
in an x-ray fluorescence spectrum.
• Additional Igor Pro packages
Numerous user-developed data processing packages exist for Igor Pro which, if loaded
alongside COMBIgor, can be used to process COMBIgor data. Example: Fitting x-ray
reflectivity patterns using the Motofit [411] Igor Pro package.
8.4.4 Data Visualization
Once data are loaded, the COMBIgor package can produce publication-quality graphics.
One of the strengths of COMBIgor is its ability to plot data types of different dimensionality
on the same plot. There are four modes of graphics generation:
Figure 8.4: COMBIgor graphics generated from a single Al1−xCrxN combinatorial library.
(A) Heat map of x-ray diffraction data (color axis) as a function of composition data (ver-
tical axis). Data were imported by COMBIgor. The background was subtracted using the
BackgroundRemove plugin. Data were plotted with the COMBIgor Display panel, and ref-
erence profiles of wurtzite-structured AlN and rocksalt-structured CrN were added with the
DiffractionRef plugin. (B) Ternary plot of x-ray diffraction peak area distributions. Peak
areas from the profiles shown in part A were extracted using the VectorPeakFitting plugin
(Figure 8.3) and mapped using the TernaryPlotter plugin.
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• Upon instrument-specific loading
If the user selects the option in package preferences, COMBIgor can automatically gen-
erate formatted plots as data are loaded through the instrument procedures. Example:
Programmatic generation of a normalized diffraction intensity heat map comparing all
samples upon loading X-ray diffraction data (see Figure 8.4, part A).
• Using the COMBIgor Display panel
The COMBIgor display panel is capable of producing two-dimensional figures with
up to four data type-dependent axes: horizontal axis, vertical axis, marker color, and
marker size. Any data dimensionality can be handled by each of these axes. Example:
The Display panel can be used to generate a map of material resistivity for an entire
library, on which the marker size for each sample is determined by film thickness (see
Figure 8.5, part A).
• Utilizing native Igor Pro functionality
Data organized within a COMBIgor project can be utilized directly by Igor Pro graph-
ics functionality to produce fully customized, publication-quality graphics. Example:
Adding a visible spectrum color indicator to the axis of a COMBIgor generated 2D
absorption coefficient plot greatly increases the visual appeal of this graphic (see Fig-
ure 8.5, part B.)
• Visualization plugins
Additional plugins extend COMBIgor functionality to specialized plot types. Plugins
can be created and added to COMBIgor to generate any graphic type Igor Pro can
produce. Example: Using the TernaryPlotter plugin to analyze the distribution of peak
area as determined by the VectorPeakFitting plugin (see Figure 8.4, part B).
The magnitude of data generated by HTE can lead to comparison graphics that contain
thousands of data points. Graphics produced by the display features of COMBIgor are
connected to a display wave specifically created for this visualization and distinct from the
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Figure 8.5: COMBIgor graphics generated from a single Al1−xCrxN combinatorial library.
(A) Comparison of film resistivity, composition, thickness, and absorption coefficient at 3 eV
produced by COMBIgor display core functionality. Resistivity was imported and processed
by the NREL 4PointProbe instrument. Film thickness values were imported and processed
through the Dektak8 instrument. Chromium cation percent was imported and sorted by the
FischerXRF instrument. Absorption coefficient at 3 eV was extracted using the COMBIgor
DataSifter plugin. B) Absorption coefficient as a function of energy with an inset of the
visible range of the electromagnetic spectrum, highlighting changes in the absorption char-
acteristics as the Cr cation fraction changes. Transmission and reflection data were imported
and processed into absorption coefficient using the NREL UVVisNIR instrument.
original data waves. The source information of the wave data (e.g. library name, data type,
data dimension, sample range, etc.) can be accessed and easily saved. However, this also
means that the plot has to be remade when the data are updated or reloaded (i.e. the plot
is not updated automatically). When plots are created, they can be saved to the export
folder and recreation macros can be generated. Closing the plot will trigger deletion of the
attached display wave, thus minimizing data duplicity.
8.4.5 Data Access and Porting
COMBIgor data processing and storage is designed to be transparent and easy to access
so that the user understands the process and can modify the approach at will. To this end,
all COMBIgor data are stored within the folders of the Igor Pro experiment, as shown in
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Figure 8.1. Metadata and library data types are stored in a single wave per project, which
facilitates easy library-to-library data comparison. Scalar, vector, and matrix data types
are stored as individual waves in library-specific folders within the project folder for easy
sample-to-sample comparisons. Any of these waves can be easily accessed, giving the user
the power to inspect the numbers and text directly. The project user menu (Figure 8.1)
allows the user to inspect the projects, libraries, and data types stored in the experiment by
COMBIgor. When selected from the project menu, the data are presented in the Igor Pro
data browser.
Combinatorial HTE is often collaborative. Results are published in peer-reviewed jour-
nals that encourage submission of raw data used in the publication, either as supporting
information or in a separate data repository. Journals that publish mainly data, such as
Data in Brief and Scientific Data, are also becoming more common.[412, 413] For all of these
reasons, data stored in COMBIgor must be accessible beyond Igor Pro in a simple file format.
COMBIgor can automatically save any locally-stored data onto the hard drive in a simple
tab-delimited text file format with a folder structure that matches the project. As mentioned
above, these exported data can also be imported into a different COMBIgor project, while
maintaining the library names and sample numbers.
8.5 Documentation
A major strength of the COMBIgor package is the breadth and depth of documentation,
which is designed to be easily accessed at all stages of use and development. The documen-
tation is compiled using the Igor Pro help file type, as well as in-line procedure comments.
The documentation exists at seven levels:
• A beginner’s tutorial is included in the help menu and presented upon installation for
new COMBIgor users to learn the basics of instruments, plugins, and display features.
The package includes example data for each of the instruments, which are used over
the course of the tutorial. While example data are specific to NREL, this is intended
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to build a conceptual understanding of the work flow.
• General information about the mapping grid, data type dimensions, plugin operations,
and instrument details are included in a general help file which gives useful details
about COMBIgor and can be accessed through the COMBIgor menu.
• Developer’s documentation exists for all functions not specific to instruments or plu-
gins (except examples), including a description of the function’s purpose, as well as
inputs and outputs. Programming documentation is provided to enable maximum ex-
pandability of the COMBIgor package by users and research groups outside of NREL.
• In-line code documentation, as per standard coding practice, exists within the proce-
dure files. These are for anyone trying to troubleshoot, understand, or expand upon
the existing COMBIgor package functions.
• An introductory PDF that explains terminology, installation, and activation of COM-
BIgor is provided in the package folder.
• A series of tutorial videos are hosted on http://www.youtube.com and can be found on
the tutorial section of the support website (http://www.COMBIgor.com).
• This manuscript
8.6 Package Architecture
The COMBIgor package is written in the Igor Pro scripting language, which resembles
C++, and exists in a single distribution folder. COMBIgor was developed on the Apple
Macintosh operating system and has been tested on both Apple Macintosh and Microsoft
Windows operating systems. The open-source COMBIgor operates within the commercial
Igor Pro environment which is operating system neutral. It is designed to be contained in as
few procedure files as possible with each procedure file containing multiple functions. The
procedure files are grouped in four folders:
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1. The Procedures folder contains the procedures needed to perform all core package
functionality.
2. The Instruments folder contains a single procedure for each instrument. Each of these
procedures contains the unique functions needed to load and process data from that
instrument.
3. The Plugins folder contains a single procedure file for each plugin, which builds its
panel interface and performs the data manipulation processes.
4. The Help folder contains the package documentation for learning, using, and program-
ming in COMBIgor.
Tasks performed by the package elements can be categorized into three categories: core
functionality, data handling, and add-ons. For each of these three categories, the package
elements that perform or support the sub-tasks are illustrated in Figure 8.6 and described
in more detail below.
8.6.1 Core functionality
COMBIgor core functionality includes installing, mounting, initializing, using, and nav-
igating the package. Installation of the package involves placement of two aliases into the
Igor Pro user folders and installation of built in XOPs. These steps can be done manu-
ally or by the COMBIgor installer.pxp experiment. After installation, the user can activate
COMBIgor from the data menu, enabling the remaining core functionality. These functions
handle the storage and retrieval of global variables necessary for the package as well as for
each individual project. Additional global variables can be added by future developers. The
core functionality builds and enables the Projects menu featured in Figure 8.1, which enables
the user to navigate the data stored in COMBIgor, create new projects, libraries, and data
types, and import and export data from the project.
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Figure 8.6: Schematic representation of the COMBIgor package elements and programmatic
tasks contained and executed by each. Tasks are categorized into three groups (left) and
linked to the package elements (right) which are designed to perform or aid the task.
8.6.2 Data handling
Data handling tasks within COMBIgor are the most robust, and therefore complex,
functions. These functions create data storage waves, move data in and out of these waves,
and transfer data in and out of the Igor Pro experiment. In addition to data management,
these functions perform the vital roles of displaying and processing data. Because directly
inspecting data in an array with more than two dimensions is difficult, data are typically
parsed and stored in one- or two- dimensional waves. Each data type is a separate wave
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and is categorized by the project, library, and data dimensionality. The storage waves are of
the Igor binary and Igor text file types, which are compressed and stored in an Igor packed
experiment file. This results in an efficient use of memory when compared to the native
instrument files provided as example data. The most essential data used for the example
experiment occupy 80% less memory when stored in an Igor Pro packed experiment and 50%
less memory when stored as COMBIgor text data files.
8.6.3 Add-on packages
Add-on package elements are the most diverse functions due to the wide variety of tasks
they perform. By default, COMBIgor has the functions needed to initialize and run any add-
on included in the Plugins and Instruments folders. Each plugin and instrument listed in
Table 8.3 and Table 8.2 has documentation for users; however, programmer documentation
does not exist for these add-ons, as they are unlikely to be modified by individual users (with
the exception of the ExamplePlugin, ExampleVector, and ExampleScalar procedure files).
The ability to expand the package is integral to the success of the COMBIgor platform
and new functionality should be added by creation of additional add-ons. By placing a
new instrument procedure file in the Instruments folder of the package (or plugin file in
the Plugins folder), it becomes available for activation by the Add-ons panel. This can be
done at any time and is explained in the documentation. Extensively commented example
procedures are included for a plugin, a scalar instrument, and a vector instrument. These
are provided as a foundation for further user development.
8.6.4 Object-oriented programming
COMBIgor was not written with an obvious object-oriented programming (OOP) archi-
tecture in mind. However, its hierarchical data structure can be explained in terms relevant
to OOP concepts. At the highest level, each COMBIgor project, in a single Igor experiment,
can be thought of as an object of the project class with instance variables defined by the
mapping grid and the project level variables. Within the project, each sample library is
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a single object of the library class, which inherits sampling definitions from the mapping
grid of the project. At the lowest level, individual pieces of mapped data, specific to each
library, are objects of one of the four HTE data classes (library, scalar, vector, or matrix)
with instance variables defined by the instrument parameters. Different instrument add-ons
are instances of the instrument class. The same is true for plugins and the plugin class.
8.7 Summary
Here we have presented the COMBIgor package for Igor Pro which aids in the man-
agement and analysis of combinatorial materials science data sets. The COMBIgor package
aims to decrease the burden of HTE data management, while simultaneously improving data
transparency, usage, and sharing. By using the open-source COMBIgor package for com-
mercial Igor Pro, researchers can spend a greater portion of their time understanding the
scientific outcomes of their experiments and less time moving, sorting, and managing data.
The functionality of COMBIgor is demonstrated for a few core instruments and plugins
used at the National Renewable Energy Laboratory. To show the extent of the package’s
capabilities, we used Al1−xCrxN combinatorial HTE sample libraries as an example. Overall,
this article is meant to facilitate COMBIgor adoption by researchers, groups, and laboratories
that utilize spatially-resolved mapping techniques.
Numerous resources have been developed to install, manage, and expand COMBIgor, and
the underlying architecture of the package is described. Extensive documentation resources
are also included, so that a user with any amount of experience with Igor Pro can use and
expand the functionality to suit their research needs. To give COMBIgor a try, please start
by visiting https://www.COMBIgor.com.
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SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
9.1 Summary
Progress toward each of the research goals established in Chapter 1 is documented by the
journal articles presented in the chapters which followed. The field of piezoelectric nitride
materials is documented from its beginnings to current status in a thorough review article
(Chapter 2). An understanding of the mechanisms which lead to improved performance in
(Al,Sc)N is developed (Chapter 3), tested (Chapter 4) and applied (Chapter 5). The com-
putationally predicted piezoelectric nitride material, LaWN3, was targeted for exploration
(Chapter 6) and initial reports of the properties were presented (Chapter. 7). Lastly, a
tool developed to aid combinatorial researchers (Chapter 8) was presented as an example of
contributions made toward the development of combinatorial methodology.
9.2 Conclusions
The field of thin film combinatorial research is vibrant and well-suited for exploration of
both nitride materials and piezoelectric materials. A review of these fields, independently
and overlapping, with a detailed progression of the overlapping field, from aluminum nitride
through predicted materials, was presented.
The piezoelectric nitride community has been focused on improving the piezoelectric
performance of (Al,Sc)N for the last 10 years. With recent reports of ferroelectricity and
tunability, the (Al,Sc)N material system is proving to be a technologically valuable material.
Improved understanding from computational models and combinatorial experiments shows
how the mechanisms that lead to increased piezoelectric stress and decreased lattice stiffness
can be decoupled and used separately for improving piezoelectric properties. The softening
of the wurtzite lattice is confirmed experimentally through a follow-up study and a strategy
for property enhancement is tested in a similar alloy (Al,Cr)N.
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A new piezoelectric nitride material, LaWN3, is experimentally confirmed, adding to
the diversity of known piezoelectric nitrides and expanding the chemical space of perovskite
materials. Initial measurements of the polar properties indicate that this material could be
a promising piezoelectric and ferroelectric material, motivating further exploration of this
and other nitride perovskite materials.
Many contributions to high-throughput experimentation methodology were made during
the course of this work. The most significant contribution is a software package designed to
accelerate the combinatorial research learning cycle by reducing the burden of data manage-
ment, documentation, and analysis. Documentation and distribution of the software to the
scientific community is complete; user and developer support continues.
9.3 Future direction
The future of piezoelectric nitride research is thoroughly outlined in the review article
presented in Chapter 2. A summary of that section is presented below.
(Al,Sc)N is just now being reported as ferroelectric, meaning that scandium nitride al-
loying will remain a important focus for many research groups. Other promising AlN-alloy
candidates have been predicted and await experimental confirmation and exploration. While
AlN and its derivatives comprise a lively sector of this field, they are only the beginning.
New classes of relevant materials, exclusive of wurtzite-AlN, are being predicted, targeted,
and in some cases (such as LaWN3) experimentally realized. The field of piezoelectric nitride
materials is ripe for exploration and likely contains undiscovered diversity.
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A.1 Implications of Heterostructural Alloying for Enhanced Piezoelectric Per-
formance of (Al,Sc)N
A.1.1 Substrate Temperature
Temperature calibrations were performed on the deposition system to determine the
substrate surface temperature as a function of heater set point. A k-type thermocouple and
thermocouple pass through were used to measure the surface temperature using Ted Pella
silver paint to attach the thermocouple to the substrate surface. Two different substrates
were used in this study. The p-type silicon (100) substrates were fully clamped in the
substrate holder and silver paint used to thermally attach the substrates to the holder. The
EXG substrates were clamped and thermally attached with silver paint on a quarter of the
substrate only, while the other two thirds hung in the chamber vacuum, resulting in a hot
and cold side with a thermal gradient between the two. The resulting calibration curves are
shown in Figure A.1.




The sputtering geometry used to achieve films with a graded composition produces in-
herent variation in throw distance, incident plasma angle, growth rate, and thickness across
the substrate for different sample points. Figure A.2 shows the throw length and angle for
the points analyzed on films in this study from each of the magnetron sputtering guns used.
Figure A.2: Throw angles and distances in the combinatorial sputtering configuration used
in this study. Two sputtering cathodes were used, (red) gun 1 and (blue) gun 2
A.1.3 X-ray diffraction analysis
The disappearing phase method [GRAIN, C. F. (1967), Phase Relations in the ZrO2-
MgO System. Journal of the American Ceramic Society, 50: 288–290. doi:10.1111/j.1151-
2916.1967.tb15111.x] was employed to extract experimental spinodal compositions. This was
performed for each row of the sample libraries with unique temperatures. The individual
diffraction patterns showed either pure wurtzite, pure rocksalt, or a combination of the two,
as demonstrated in Figure A.3. Each diffraction pattern was fit with a linear combination
of Gaussian peaks to calculate the fraction of diffraction intensity attributed to each phase;
an illustration of this method can be seen in Figure A.4. By performing a linear fit to the
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composition vs. phase fraction for each library row where the phase fraction was greater
than the background, the phase onset composition was determined as the intersection of the
linear fit and the background average in pure AlN (Figure A.5).
Figure A.3: Diffraction data for (top, purple) highly- and (top, green) moderately-textured
single phase wurtzite, (middle) single phase rocksalt, and (bottom) mixed rocksalt and
wurtzite phases.
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Figure A.4: Linear combination of Gaussian peaks used to determine the phase fractions
present in the sample point, shown here at x = 0.25.
A.1.4 Scale of Metastability
The heterostructure alloying approach is a more accurate understanding for this system
as it takes into account the energetic differences between the isostructural phase diagrams
(which incorrectly describe the alloy thermodynamics, but are shown here for illustrative
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Figure A.5: Determination of the rock salt phase onset composition by the disappearing
phase method.
purposes) and the heterostructural phase diagram, the thermodynamic miscibility is sig-
nificantly less than the isostructural phase diagrams would indicate, however the region of
metastability is much larger. As can be seen in a comparison between the isostructural and
heterostructural approaches the region of metastability is much larger due to the energetic
difference of each structure at a single composition and the reconstructive phase transition
required for phase separation.
The phase diagrams in (Figure A.6) were computed for the rocksalt and wurtzite struc-
ture.
A.1.5 optPBE van der Waals functional
The semi-emperical D2 van der Waals dispersion correction to the PBE parametrization
of the GGA exchange-correlation functional accurately reproduces polymorph energy dif-
ferences predicted by using the RPA, however semi-empirical corrections are not currently
compatible with DFPT implenetations for computing the piezoelectric stress tensor. There-
fore, the optPBE van der Waals functional was used to validate the predicted decoupling
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Figure A.6: Calculated heterostructural phase diagram (top) compared to the isostructural
phase diagrams in the wurtzite (left) and rocksalt (right) structures for the Al1−xScxN phase
space
of the elastic coefficient minima calculated using FD and piezoelectric stress tensor maxima
calculated using DFPT. A similar decoupling of these phenomena are observed using the
optPBE functional (Figure A.7), indicating that utilization of the D2 correction in the FD
calculation—but not in the DFPT calculations—does not artificially produce this decoupling,
further confirming the predicted elastic and piezoelectric responses and magnitudes.
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Figure A.7: Calculated piezoelectric stress constant and the elastic moduli of the system
using the optPBE van der Waals functional.
A.1.6 Tables of calculated values
The values in Tables A.2, A.1, A.3, and A.4 were computed and used in subsequent plots.
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Table A.1: Calculated piezoelectric stress constant values.
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Table A.2: Calculated piezoelectric strain constant values.
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Table A.3: Calculated elastic stiffness constant values for compositions less than 50% ScN
in the wurtzite phase.
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Table A.4: Calculated elastic stiffness constant values for compositions equal to or greater
than than 50% ScN in the wurtzite phase.
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A.2 Synthesis of piezoelectric lanthanum tungsten nitride perovskite
A.2.1 Methods : Publication trends
The publication trends shown in Figure 7.1.b were retrieved from Clarivate Analytics
Web of Science, 2019. A search was conducted with a filter for the word “perovksite” in
the title, but not ”anti-perovskite” or ”inverse perovskite”. For each of the three trends
shown, one additional anion qualifier from the following sets was also included in the title.
Pnictides had “nitride”, “phosphide”, or “pnictide” in the title, chalcogenides had “oxide”,
“sulphide”, “selenide”, or “chalcogenide” in the title, and halides had “flouride”, “chloride”,
“bromide”, “iodide”, or “hallide” in the title. The publication record counts, per year, were
downloaded and summed accordingly by chemistry. Then plotted from 1970 to 2018 for
comparison. Year 2019 was excluded as the data are incomplete.
A.2.2 Methods : Experimental reports of ABX3 compounds
Figure 7.1.c contains the distribution of experimentally demonstrated ABX3 compounds
from two databases, Open crystallography database[358] and PDF4+[357]. All reported
ABX3 compounds were binned by the X anion: N, P, O, S, Se, F, Cl, Br, or I. Duplicate
entries in both databases were removed and the total count used to calculate the percentages
of experimental ABX3 compounds shown in the figure. Using the above binning methods
there is 1 ABN3, 2 ABP3, 675 ABO3, 126 ABS3, 70 ABSe3, 86 ABF3, 81 ABCl3, 54 ABBr3,
and 37 ABI3 compounds reported in these databases. None of the compounds were sorted
based on reported structures, meaning not all are likely perovskites. Because the combina-
torics strategy outlined below does not consider the structure, structure is ignored here. This
survey of reported ABX3 compounds only considers mono-atomic site occupancy, meaning
the poly-atomic ions commonly used in halide perovskite systems are not included.
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A.2.3 Methods : Combinatorics of ABX3 compounds
Figure 7.1.c also contains the distribution determined by performing combinatorics with
the ions found in the Shannon database[7]. First, all ions were harvested from the database
with corresponding oxidation states. A sites ions came from groups 1, 2, 3, and the lan-
thanides. B site ions came from groups 4 - 15 excluding Au, Pt, and nonmetals. A sites were
limited to oxidation states of 1-4 and B-sites limited to oxidation states of 1-6. All A-site
and B-site cations considered are listed in this supporting information, Table A.5 and Table
A.6 respectively. A script was written which then tried every possible A+B cation pair and
binned the combinations by the total oxidation state of the pair. The total compounds,
determined by combinatorics, were then just the total compounds with an oxidation state
sum of 3, 6, or 9. Using this combinatorics strategy, it is determined there are 294 ABN3, 294
ABP3, 641 ABO3, 641 ABS3, 641 ABSe3, 110 ABF3, 110 ABCl3, 110 ABBr3, and 110 ABI3
charge balanced compounds possible. This is a very simplified combinatorics strategy that
ignores coordination and size of the cations, which are known factors of perovskite stabil-
ity. However, only compounds capable of charge balancing are being counted and structure
ignored so a comparison can be made to the experimentally-reported compound diversity.
This combinatoric ABX3 analysis only considers mono-atomic site occupancy, meaning the
poly-atomic ions commonly used in halide systems are not included.
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Table A.5: Ions considered for A−site perovskite occupancy in combinatorics calculations
presented in the introduction section, mined from Ref. 7: Shannon, R. D. Revised effective
ionic radii and systematic studies of interatomic distances in halides and chalcogenides. Acta
Crystallogr. Sect. A 32, 751–767 (2002).


























V x x x
Yb x
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Table A.6: Ions considered for B-site perovskite occupancy in combinatorics calculations
presented in introduction section, mined from Ref. 7: Shannon, R. D. Revised effective ionic
radii and systematic studies of interatomic distances in halides and chalcogenides. Acta
Crystallogr. Sect. A 32, 751–767 (2002).
Ion +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6





Co x x x
Cr x x x x x
Cu x x x





Ir x x x
Mn x x x x x x
Mo x x x x
Nb x x x
Ni x x x
Os x x x
Pb x x
Pd x x x
Po x x
Re x x x
Rh x x x
Ru x x x x
Sb x x
Sn x
Ta x x x
Tc x
Ti x x x
Tl x x
V x x x x




A.2.4 Methods : Film deposition
Films were fabricated using a custom built sputtering chamber with a base pressure
of 10−7 torr (measured prior to deposition). Elemental lanthanum (99.6%) and tungsten
(99.9%) targets were held opposed from each other at 30◦ from substrate normal with a RF
driven glow discharge throw distance of 7 cm. The lanthanum and tungsten targets were held
at 0.74 and 0.37 W/cm2 power densities respectively. Nitrogen (8 sccm) and argon (4 sccm)
were kept at a total pressure of 4 mtorr during growth, where the nitrogen was introduced
through a inductively coupled plasma source with 350 W of power, normal to the substrate
from 15 cm away. The deposition environment was surrounded by a liquid nitrogen-filled
shroud to minimize water as a source of oxygen contamination during growth. When the
liquid-nitrogen shroud is turned on, the water signal in a residual gas analyzer is below the
detection limit of 10−9torr. Films were deposited on both fused silica and p-type silicon
substrates (50 mm)2 with no active heating for 180 min following a 60 min pre-sputtering
interval. No substrate rotatiaon was used so the resulting films contained an intentional
lateral gradient in lanthanum and tungsten concentration. Depending on the desired sample
characteristics two temperature schemes were used. If a polycrystalline film was desired,
deposition with no active heating was followed by 60 min of AlN deposition at a substrate
temperature of 400◦C to protect the amorphous film from oxidation upon removal from the
growth chamber. Details on the AlN deposition conditions can be found elsewhere.[5] The
film was then annealed at 900◦C for 60 min with ramp rates of 1◦C/min under ultra-high
purity N2 in an ULVAC MILA-3000 to produce a fine-grained polycrystalline film. These
conditions were used to investigate the structure and chemical compositions of LaWN3. If
a more textured film was desired, films were grown under identical conditions with active
substrate heating to 700◦C, with and without an AlN capping layer. These conditions were
used to investigate the crystallinity, oxidation susceptibility, and electrical properties of
crystalline LaWN3.
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A.2.5 Methods : Composition measurements
Compositions of the films were analyzed using a combination of Auger electron spec-
troscopy (AES) and x-ray fluorescence spectroscopy (XRF). The elemental composition of
the cations was measured along the lanthanum/tungsten gradient by a Fischer XUV XRF
instrument using a calibration based upon similar films of pure WN and pure LaN materi-
als. Subsequent characterization was performed at film locations where the lanthanum and
tungsten compositions were measured by XRF as equal. Select regions of the films were
used to collect depth profiles on a PHI electronics AES 680 nanoprobe with a 5 keV defo-
cused electron beam by alternating argon sputtering and measurement cycles. AES spectra
collection resulted in more than 100 measurement cycles through the bulk of the LaWN3
film. Quantification of spectra noise shows the AES oxygen sensitivity to be about 2 atomic
percent. Details of the analysis method can be found elsewhere.[414]
A.2.6 Methods : Structural measurements
Wide angle x-ray scattering (WAXS) patterns were collected from the polycrystalline
annealed film at the ideal 1:1 lanthanum:tungsten region. Measurements were conducted
on beamline 11-3 of the Stanford synchrotron light source (SSRL) at the SLAC National
Accelerator Laboratory. WAXS patterns were collected using a 12700 eV probe incident 87
degrees from substrate normal on a Rayonix MX225 CCD area detector placed 150 mm from
the sample while the sample wobbled 0.5 mm in the plane of the substrate. The detector
was calibrated using a LaB6 standard and the Nika[363] package for Igor Pro, which was also
used to dimensionally reduce the data to circularly average intensity vs. scattering vector
data, which was converted from scattering vector to CuKα 2θ diffraction angle for structural
refinement in the General Structure and Analysis System II software.[364] The variations
in perovskite symmetry are presented in the supporting information and come from Ref.
172, 312. WAXS patterns from the as-deposited crystalline films were also collected on
beamline 11-3 at SSRL with the same collection parameters. Frames were taken at 1 mm
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steps across the cation gradient and a LaB6 calibration was applied. Data were managed
and displayed using the COMBIgor package for Igor Pro.[159]
A site-specific lift-out transmission electron microscope (TEM) specimen was prepared
using a Thermo Fisher Helios NanoLab 600i scanning electron microscope / focused ion
beam instrument (SEM/FIB). Initial thinning was performed using a 30kV Ga ion acceler-
ating voltage. The final surface cleaning step used 2kV. TEM analysis was performed on
a Thermo Fisher Talos F200X instrument using a 200 keV accelerating voltage. Selected
area diffraction patterns were collected using a selected area aperture having a projected
size of approximately 200 nm. Scanning TEM operation was used for dark field imaging
and compositional analysis via energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDX). For some dark
field imaging, the high angle annular dark field detector was used with the camera length
and specimen tilt adjusted to optimize the contrast of particular grains. For Figure 7.4.h
the program ImageJ[415] was used to perform a fast-Fourier transform of the high-resolution
dark field image in Figure 7.4.g.
A.2.7 Methods : Property Measurements
Conductive atomic force microscopy (C-AFM) was performed using an Asylum Research
MFP-3D microscope with an ORCA dual gain holder and a platinum/iridium coated silicon
cantilever. An area of the film was measured for electrical current, as low as nanpAmps,
under a forward and reverse bias condition as a means to test the insulating character
of the uncapped films. Piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM) was performed using the
same instrument as C-AFM with an additional Piezoresponse Force Module operating in a
dual AC resonance tracking mode.[416] The platinum/iridium coated silicon cantilever was
put in contact with the film surface near the stoichiometric LaWN3 composition, and an
area was measured for piezoelectric displacement amplitude, displacement phase, cantilever
resonance frequency, and surface height under ramp-up and ramp-down drive amplitude bias
conditions (0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 ,8 ,6, 4, and 2 volts). A linear fit of the piezoelectric displacement
amplitude as a function of drive voltage was performed for each of the scan pixels, and the
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slope of each fit was taken as an effective piezoelectric coefficient with the fit R2 taken as a
measurement quality metric. An identical measurement and analysis of a periodically-poled
LiNbO3 reference sample was performed and is presented in the supporting information as
verification of the technique. Additional spectroscopy measurements were taken on select
grains where a DC bias was applied in steps from -75 to 75 volts, through a full 20 cycles, and
the piezoelectric response magnitude and phase were measured between the DC bias periods
to detect changes in the piezoelectric response as potential domains reorient in response to
the increasing DC field.
A.2.8 Results : Oxidation resistance
Figure A.8: Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) results from LaWN3 thin film which was
deposited under active heating conditions resulting in as-grown crystalline materials. No
AlN capping layer was deposited and the film exposed to atmospheric conditions for 72
hours prior to AES. A surface oxide persists for about 2 milling cycles, and then oxygen-free
material is observed for the remainder of the film.
A.2.9 Methods : Possible perovskite distortions
The polymorphs of LaWN3 considered in this study are listed in Table A.7. There are
some redundant structures found in the references. Space groups 221, 139, and 140 are
the same by inspection of the La-lattice, the centering of the W-lattice, and the centering
the N-lattice. The I4̄ polymorph is the reported structure of LaWO0.6N2.4 and is likely too
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large in volume as a result of the oxygen incorporation. The perovskite WN6 octahedral
network tiling (a0a0c−) can also be supported by space group 140. Only R3c and R3m lack
an inversion center to the unit cell symmetry, and therefore, have the ability to support a
spontaneous dipole needed for piezoelectric properties. R3c is predicted to by 100 meV/f.u.
lower in energy than R3m.
Table A.7: Table of LaWN3 polymorphs. The energy values for each are in reference to the
cubic Pm3̄m space group.
Space # Energy La-lattice W mid. W mid. Glazer Centro.? Ref.
group (meV/f.u.) parameter of La? of N6? tilting
Pm3̄m 221 0 3.964 yes yes a0a0a0 yes 172
I4/mmm 139 -0.51 3.962 yes yes a0a0a0 yes 172
I4/mcm 140 -0.25 3.962 yes yes a0a0a0 yes 172
Pnma 62 -105.93 3.961 no yes a+b−b− yes 172
R3m 160 -107.87 3.975 no no a0a0a0 no 172
R3c 161 -212.22 3.967 no no a−a−a− no 172
R3̄c 167 -103.94 3.953 no yes a−a−a− yes 172
I4̄ 82 3.997,4.004 yes yes a0a0c− yes 312
A.2.10 Results : Optical properties
A transmission image of the as-deposited material on a fused silica substrate can be seen
in the top of Figure A.9. For comparison, the lanthanum cation fraction as measured by XRF
is shown in the bottom of Figure A.9. The film transitions from opaque at approximately
La/(La+W) = 0.47 to semi-transparent at about La/(La+W) = 0.53. In this region, the
optical bandgap, determined by an absorption onset of 104 cm−1, is between 1.3-1.8 eV,
although in the range of 0.55 < La/(La+W) < 0.6 the absorption onset begins to level off
around 2.35 eV, indicating the band gap of LaWN3 may be higher than shown here, in the
amorphous state, when metallic bonds from a contaminant tungsten phase are not present.
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Figure A.9: (a) Transmission image of the as deposited (La/W)Nx film on a fused silica
substrate and (b) corresponding optical absorption coefficient measured by UV-Visible light
spectroscopy. A linear fit to La/(La+W) as a function of library dimension shows that
LaWNx is at 12.6 mm (yellow dashed). The region between the two white dashed lines
corresponds to a ±3% change in lanthanum and tungsten concentration. The circles and
trend line show an optical absorption onset of 104 cm−1, LaWNx has an optical band gap
near 1.4 eV and a range of 0.5 eV over the ±3% range.
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A.2.11 Results : Structural Refinements
Figure A.10: Comparison between the (a) R3c (space group 161) and (b) I4̄ (space group
82) choice of unit cell in GSAS refinement. The residuals (wR) are statistically equivalent,
and no decision regarding which is more correct can be made by this method alone.
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A.2.12 Results : Structural mapping
Figure A.11: (a) Integrated diffraction patterns across a compositionally-graded LaWN3
thin film deposited crystalline with no AlN capping layer shows the signature of a perovskite
structure at all La/W values where the (b) composition was measured with x-ray fluorescence
(circles) and the scattering patterns (diamonds) were measured on BL 11-3 at SLAC SSRL.
(c) Nika[363] calibrated detector for location closest to the ideal LaWN3 composition, which
is highlighted in (a). The Chi dimension is integrated to produce a (d) 2D profile where
scattering vector magnitude was converted to a CuKα scattering angle (2θ) for convenience.
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A.2.13 Results : Composite properties
Figure A.12: Characterization and property measurements across a single compositionally
graded (La/W)N3 library deposited onto a fused silica substrate. (a) Transmission visible
light image, (b) cation composition as measured by x-ray fluorescence, (c) laboratory scale
x-ray diffraction patterns showing R3c-LaWN3[172] and Rocksalt-WN[366] indexing, (d)
integrated peak counts for the primary WN and LaWN3 peaks, (e) four point probe electrical
measurements where probes were in a linear configuration perpendicular to the composition
gradient, and (f) UV-Visible light spectroscopy measured absorption coefficient.
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A.2.14 Results : Conductive atomic force microscopy
Figure A.13: Conductive atomic force microscopy results from a as-deposited crystalline
LaWN3 thin film. The surface structure observed in the height signal (a & c) is similar to
that seen in Figure 7.5.g. The surface is essentially identical under a (a) forward and (c)
reverse bias. The current conducted through the Pt coated silicon tip was primarily below 1
nA under a (b) 10V forward bias and just higher under (d) a 10V reverse bias. A 10V bias
results in an approximate 2 ∗ 105V/cm electric field strength. This analysis indicates that
the crystalline film is essentially insulating under these conditions (-10V to 10V).
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A.2.15 Results : Piezoresponse force microscopy of periodically poled LiNbO3
reference sample
Figure A.14: Piezoresponse force microscopy results from periodically poled LiNbO3 (PPLN)
single crystal sample (https://afmprobes.asylumresearch.com/accessories/ar-ppln.html). (a)
The surface is observed to be smooth from the height signal other than a few dust particles.
Piezoelectric displacement and (b) response phase as a function of drive voltage was collected
in a dual AC resonance tracking mode. Each pixel was fit with a line function to extract
the response linearity (R2) and effective piezoelectric strain coefficient (d33,f ) for each of
the >25k pixels where only those with R2>0.8 (81%) were analyzed further. (d & e) The
slope and linearity of each fit is shown for pixels where R2>0.8. (f) A 3D histogram of all
d33,f and R2 values shows the statistical mean (green) and quartiles (magenta) of the pixel
distribution. (f) Example pixel fits for the highest and lowest acceptable R2 values. The
results indicate PPLN has a clear piezoelectric response and reinforce the strength of this
analysis method.
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A.2.16 Results: Ferroelectric testing DC bias
Figure A.15: (a) Surface height of a (3 µm)2 scan, highlighting the location of the probe tip
placement when the DC bias loading curve was applied. (b) Pixel d33,f and R
2 distribution, as
presented in Figure A.14.e. (c) DC bias applied to test for ferroelectric character during PFM
spectroscopy testing showing the (d) on and off states of a single DC loading cycle. A 5V AC
piezoelectric drive voltage was applied in superposition to measure the piezoelectric response
magnitude and phase during the DC loading and unloading cycles. Dual AC Resonance
Tracking (DART) controlled the AC piezoelectric drive frequency. Data shown in Figure
7.5.(g) and Figure 7.5.(h) were taken during the DC bias off (0V) states.
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A.2.17 Discussion: Minimizing W and WN impurities
In producing capped amorphous films and crystallizing post-deposition through ther-
mal treatment, a second phase of metallic tungsten is observed with the perovskite struc-
ture. Similar behavior was observed in the oxynitride version, LaWO0.5N2.5 by the same
authors.[173] This likely results from sub-stoichiometric nitrogen concentrations in the amor-
phous film, as seen in Figure 7.2.d, whereupon crystallization of the perovskite, excess tung-
sten and lanthanum build up at the grain boundaries and the higher mobility of smaller
tungsten atoms in the grain boundaries leads to formation of body-centered cubic tungsten
crystallites. The phase fractions resulting from the refinement shown in Figure A.11.b are
shown with various units in Table. A.8. It has been observed here that depositing with
a substrate temperature of about 700◦C results in films that are crystalline and oxidation-
resistant. In the case of films deposited with heating, excess tungsten becomes rocksalt WN.
For both deposition routes, excessively lanthanum rich materials result in amorphous La-
W-N, which suffers from catastrophic oxidation. These pathways for producing crystalline
LaWN3 open the door to additional characterization, process optimization, and applications.
Table A.8: Refined phases of metallic tungsten (W) and lanthanum tungsten nitride
(LaWN3) shown in Figure 7.3 and Figure A.10. Conversions used standard atomic masses, in
addition to the density and weight fractions resulting from the structural refinement shown
in Figure 7.3.
Phase Density (g/cm3) Weight % Molar % Atomic % Volume %
W(BCC) 19.26 10 18 4 5
LaWN3(R3c) 9.47 90 82 96 95
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